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"You can start with land use, or you can 
start with transportation; in either case, the 
basic feedback lead inevitably to a hierarchy 
of central places and transportation links 
connecting them" (Moore and Thorsnes, 
1994. Page 20) 
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Abstract 

This thesis concerns an improved representation of business activity in land use transport 

models. It seeks to develop an expanded understanding of spatial urban systems and the 

roles of individual businesses and their preferences and to test a novel application of the 

object-oriented microsimulation modelling approach. 

A n object-oriented microsimulation model has been developed that represents the 

demography of business establishments (birth, death, location and relocation) and the 

spatial interactions among business establishments that give rise to the resulting flows of 

goods and services from production to consumption locations and the associated prices paid 

for these goods and services, including floorspace. The model also represents development 

(over time) of floorspace quantities used in business activities. 

The model has been tested by varying parameters to determine sensitivities. The model has 

also been run for a series of policy scenarios for a hypothetical urban area, including: 

• base case 

• new freeway 

• floorspace subsidies 

• increased taxes 

• decreased development cost 

• increased travel cost 

The sensitivity tests show that various parameters are of particular importance, including: 

those concerning the decision to move, the 'leave constant' in behaviour regarding 'Move 

Or Stay Or Leave' and the land development parameter 'Rent Per Acre Coefficient On 

Current Development'. 
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The policy scenario results demonstrate that the emergent aggregate behaviour of the model 

is consistent with expectations regarding: 

• increases and decreases in relevant activity-levels and prices 

• agglomeration and segmentation in spatial behaviour. 

This investigation has led to a new perspective on classical aggregate models: aggregate 

models merely link aggregate patterns of preference (bid-rent curves) with aggregate land 

use patterns (concentric rings or hierarchies of places). The actual causal-behavioural 

linkage is via the sensitivities and resulting actions of individual business establishments 

and the actions of floorspace developers. Both the aggregate land use patterns and the 

aggregate patterns of preference are emergent aggregate results arising from the object-

oriented microsimulation. 

This research leads to the conclusion that the model is very successful - and that it suggests 

a way ahead in both theory and practice - but with some warnings: 

• there are extensive computing requirements and data requirements 

• there are at this time no practical examples of use of this sort of model. 

It seems likely that further development of some representation of other components 

(where there are already some practical applications) such as household behaviour and 

housing development and related residential markets will have to occur before it is 

appropriate to try the model developed here in a practical situation. 
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Chapter 1.0 

Introduction, Background and 

Hypothesis 

Overview 

This chapter sets the context for this research work by describing the 

importance of the interaction between land-use and transportation in the 

development of the urban form. It also introduces the business demographic 

(firmographic) and land development processes. Finally, it discusses the 

development of an agent-based microsimulation approach and presents the 

"working hypothesis" for the research. 
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Contents of Chapter 1 - Introduction 

The contents of Chapter 1 include: 

• The objectives of land-use-transport models; 

• The issues involving in land-use-transport models; 

• The progress in the development of land-use-transport models; 

• The lack of representation of the business activities and floorspace 

development processes in existing land-use-transport models; 

• The current status of research works in business demographic and land 

development processes; 

• The objectives of this research (the development of an agent-based object-

oriented microsimulation model; 

• The focus of this research (i.e., Business establishments and land developers 

acting as an agents in the microsimulation model); 

• The hypothesis (the guiding principle behind this work); 

• The overall research approach; 

• A n outline of the thesis; 

• Definitions of important terms (firmography, firm, BE , and enterprise etc.); 

and 

• The scope and contributions. 
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1.1 Background 

The advent of microsimulation models for integrated land-use-transport modelling systems 

has created new objectives and new requirements. Among others, the study of land 

development, building supply, commercial and residential location choices, travel demand, 

transportation networks, population and economic demography, and job markets have all 

been made increasing important in newer models. 

The influence of land-use on transportation has recently become an important issue. It is a 

well-known fact that transportation interacts strongly with land-use. Transportation is 

central to the functioning of any urban system and defines proximity with respect to land-

use. Yet, despite their strong interaction, land-use planning is often still poorly integrated 

with transportation planning. Current transportation planning models, such as four-step 

transportation models, used by planning agencies, do not adequately account for effects of 

the land-use on the transportation system. The planners often treat land-use planning as a 

separate process, independent of transportation planning. Furthermore, the two are often 

treated differently: land-use planning is commonly the domain of urban planners and 

geographers, while transportation planning is often the domain of engineers and economists 

(Miller et al., 1998). Thus, the planners fail to appreciate how the decisions they are 

charged with making wil l influence the entire urban economy (Abraham 2000a). Most 

importantly, planners fail to understand how changes in the land-use system will influence 

the performance of the transportation system. 

Thus, while transport and land-use are inextricably linked, they are often considered 

separately. In recent years, however, several models representing the interaction between 

land-use and transportation have been developed to help in the transportation and urban 

planning processes. Increased mobility has caused serious social concerns - congestion, 

environmental pollution, accidents, the allocations of scarce land resources for 

transportation infrastructure and the depletion of limited energy resources. Various 

governments are now attempting to respond to these concerns and formulate appropriate 

policies. This has led to a growing concern that existing transportation models do not fully 
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represent the urban system. In fact, in the United States, various acts, (e.g., Intermodal 

Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, and the Clean Air Act of 1990) make it 

mandatory to consider land use and transportation interactions in an integrated way. 

We still do not understand the complete behaviour of the various actors and their 

interrelations in the integrated land-use-transport modelling processes. Economic 

demography and the representation of the behaviour of land developers' are still in their 

infancy. Existing land-use-transport models are strongly focused on housing markets, 

labour supplies, and transportation networks. These models lack the representation of 

economic demography mainly because . of the lack of availability and quality of such 

demographic data. The emerging field of economic demography views business 

establishments in a similar way to human individuals and groups. A firm's demography or 

'firmography' is not well known by, nor easily accessible to, researchers. There has been 

little prior work done in this area, despite an increasing demand in spatial planning for 

models based on the demographic processes that business establishments undergo. 

The conclusions of the empirical literature on the firmography are limited in many aspects. 

Most of the work and data is for manufacturing and large firms alone. This means that 

firmography in the service sector and for small business establishments, which accounts for 

a large share in an urban system, remains largely unknown (Collado, 2001). "The scarce 

information about the service sector raises the question of whether or not the "stylized 

facts" about births, deaths and survival also apply to service firms." (Collado, 2001, p2.) 

Firmographic events include birth (formation), death (closure, bankruptcy) and changes in 

establishment size (growth) and locations. During the last several years, the field of 

demography of firms and land developers has been developing quite fast and drawing a 

growing number of researchers. The theoretical interest in the field has been fully 

acknowledged for many years, but only recently has it reached a wider scope, probably as a 

result of the availability of better procedures, greater computational powers and 

longitudinal databases. From the theoretical side, new models have been proposed that try 

to capture the behaviour of business establishments (BEs) and most specifically those 
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factors that determine a BE's decisions about firmographic events (see for example, Van 

Wissen, 2000 and Collado, 2001). 

The intent is to create an agent-based microsimulation model using object-oriented 

techniques that is useful in urban planning, transportation planning, and economic scenario 

building. Thus, these economic demography and floorspace development modules are 

designed to link together with other modules representing: 

• larger scale aggregate regional economic performance; 

• spatial demographics of households; 

• detailed movement of individual person and transport trips; and 

• transportation network performance under congested conditions. 

The model simulates firmographic processes of BEs in different spatial zones, and can be 

used to simulate developments in related to economic activities as part of a larger 

modelling system. The model tracks the amount of activities in each zone, allocating the 

changes in this amount over each time step. These activities have locations associated with 

them thus enabling the land development module to adjust the quantities and prices of 

floorspace. 

This system is used to test the role of the various parameters, to determine reasonable 

values for these parameters, to examine how the model will behave when parameter values 

are unreasonable, and to determine how each parameter influences the model system. A set 

of "policy input" scenarios is also developed to show how the modelling system can be 

used to test policy responses. These responses may be used to decreased development 

costs, increased travel costs, floorspace price subsidies, new freeways, or changing land-use 

zoning regulations. 
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1.2 Focus on firmographic processes and on commercial 
floorspace development 

The focus in this thesis is on the demography of business establishments and location 

choices based on commercial floorspace development processes. The floorspace 

development module considers the decisions of landowners/land developers as to how they 

wil l improve their properties (by building new structures, adding to existing structures, or 

converting structures to a different use). Landowners/land developers make their decisions 

based on current floorspace prices and vacancy rates. Using future prices would require 

foresight modelling, and iterating back and forth through time (see Anas, 1987). This 

approach does not look very realistic since it would be unrealistic to think that developers 

have perfect foresight. In this study, it is assumed that developers future prices forecast 

wil l be the same as current prices so that the two are equivalent. 
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1.3 Interfaces with other modules to create a "land-use-
transport interaction model" 

The land-use variable is an important part of the transportation system and thus the need to 

incorporate market dynamics into integrated land-use-transport models is overwhelming. 

The main purpose of this research is to extend the existing integrated land-use-transport 

models one step further, by recognising that transport demand is also the result of business 

activities and commercial floorspace development. Ignoring these economic demographic 

processes in transportation models provides an incomplete representation of land-use 

effects. 
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1.4 Agent-based microsimulation - agents are BEs and 
land developers 

Existing land-use-transport models are based on aggregate techniques, however more 

recent models use microsimulation at one or more stage(s). Aggregate analyses tend to rely 

on reduced-form models and lack richness of details. Agent-based microsimulation is fast 

emerging as a field in social sciences. The agent-based approach to microsimulation seeks 

to represent individual actors in a given system. Agents may interact with each other and / 

or with these environments. Aggregate behaviour emerges from the interactions of these 

actors. 

The goal of such techniques is to use simple rules at the level of the individual agent to 

develop a representation that helps build theories to explain system behaviour. These 

techniques emphasise disaggregation and the importance of the interactions present in the 

system. A n important aspect of agent-based simulation is that they are not necessarily 

empirically based, as is the case in traditional microsimulation models. It depends on 

theoretical and/or hypothetical statements (sometimes purely verbal) about the behaviour of 

agents (Biliari and Fürnkranz-Prskawetz, 2000). Figure 1-1, compares the agent-based and 

traditional microsimulation approaches. It can be seen that agent-based microsimulation 

can work either with or without empirical evidence. Again, it depends on the size and the 

availability of data. It is of course preferable to use data when they are available. 

Traditional microsimulation 

Explanatory 
framework 

Empirical 
evidence 

Policy tests 

Agent-based microsimulation 

Figure 1-1: Traditional microsimulation vs. Agent based microsimulation 
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In this research, an agents-based approach is used to develop a microsimulation model. The 

object-oriented techniques are perfect tools to simulate agents in a very convenient way. 

The agents in this model are business establishments (BEs) and land developers. The 

intention is to use agent-based techniques to build in a set of representations of 

disaggregate behaviour, at the level of the individual business establishments, and allow 

these representations to interact to determine under what conditions there is an emergent 

simulation behaviour consistent with observed and/or theorized aggregate behaviour. 
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1.5 Formal hypothesis 

The guiding principle behind the work was: 

The expectation - or more formally, the hypothesis - is that an agent-based 
microsimulation model based on comparatively simple, yet behavioural 
rules and probabilistic methods of the urban system, can be developed in 
such a way that the interactions among households, land developers, market 
interactions and business establishments will exhibit emergent behaviour 
consistent with observed aggregate behavior. The resulting representation 
could provide a useful tool for planning and policy analysis. 
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1.6 Emergent behaviour 

Emergent behaviour refers to aggregate behavioural tendencies of the overall urban system. 

Such behavioural tendencies stem from the interactions among households, business 

establishments, government and other organizations. These interactions are governed by the 

rules of the system. The behavioural tendencies have been the topic of various "classical" 

modelling frameworks in the past (see for example, Miller, Hunt, Abraham and Salvini, 

2002). This present work uses a set of disaggregate behavioural rules to produce aggregate 

behaviour through microsimulation. The expectation is that this microsimulation model will 

behave in aggregate just like many of the classical aggregate models (like von Thünen, 

Alonso and Christaller). For example, business establishments' interactions combine to 

produce emergent location behaviour that creates economic demographic dynamics. 

If prices of commodities are constant, then; if the utility of the "rest of the 
world" is too high, all business establishments will eventually leave the 
region and prices will fall to zero with no economic activity. If the utility of 
the "rest of the world" is too low, then firms will continue to grow in the 
region until the price of space becomes so high that they are forced out by 
unrealistically high rents. In between these two extremes, the system should 
eventually evolve into an emergent steady state with a stable population of 
firms and realistic rents. 

This demonstrates a very simple case, and in reality, situations tend to be far more 

complicated. By maintaining a 'highest-utility' strategy, however, the location decisions of 

business establishments and land developers can still be modelled, even in complex 

conditions. This strategy allows for interactions between business locations and floorspace 

consumption to be studied at length - interactions that produce emergent behaviours such 

as births, deaths, growth and location/relocation of business establishments. 
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1.7 Overview of overall research approach 

The aim of this research is to test the hypothesis about business demography and 

commercial floorspace development. This involves developing an agent-based object-

oriented microsimulation model using probabilistic and Monte-Carlo methods. The 

precedence chart given in Figure 1-2 illustrates this research approach. The main 

components of the research process are shown in bold fonts. The process begins with the 

research questions and problems followed by the development of a framework, the 

characterization of firmographic and commercial land-use processes using that framework, 

the formulation of specific hypotheses about emergent behaviours and the testing of these 

hypotheses. 

The development of a research framework involves methodically detailing firmographic 

and commercial land-use processes. Such a framework must include all the relevant 

characteristics of the problem domain (Hoogeveen, 1998). Thus, it is important to analyse 

what vital characteristics of the existing problem domain are. For this, literature was 

reviewed concerning developments in microeconomic theories of land-use and land values, 

discrete choice theories and models, integrated land-use-transport models, economic 

demography, location choice analysis and agent-based microsimulation techniques. It is 

hoped this literature review will help shed light on the viability of this microsimulation 

endeavour. 

Thus, the framework is used to organize the characterization of firmographic and 

commercial land development processes. This can be accomplished using the practical 

examples and I or case studies that are selected from within the literature survey in such a 

way so as to guarantee that the systems based on these examples are at least viable 

(Hoogeveen, 1998). 
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Research Questions & 
Problems 

Development of agent-based 0 0 
microsimulation framework 

Agent-based OO-micro 
simulation Framework 

Characteristics of firmographic and 
commercial land development processes 

Firmographic & Land 
development Processes 

• Literature, case 
research 

• Microsimulation 
methods 

• Requirements for 
aggregate behaviour 
of system 

• Analysis 

• Design 

• Computer 
implementation 

Synthetic data 

Formulation of hypotheses 1 • Case research 
1 • Literature 

Testing of hypotheses 

Hypotheses 

Results 

1 
• Scenarios 

1 • Policy inputs 
• Forecasts 

Figure 1-2 Overview of overall research approach (based on Hoogeveen 1998) 

According to (Hoogeveen, 1998), hypotheses are formulated based on: 

• Information from case research; and 

• Hypotheses and descriptions of experiments and research described in the 

literature. 
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In order to validate hypotheses, experts' panels or literature about the developments within 

the experts' fields of expertise are used. Hoogeveen (1998, p i 1) describes the basis of 

expert panels as: "An assumption underlying the use of an expert panel approach is that 

experts come to better judgements about developments within their fields of expertise than 

laymen. This assumption can, however, be disputed". In our study, literature was used to 

validate hypotheses about economic demography and commercial floorspace development 

rather than an expert panel. 
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1.8 Outline of this dissertation 

With the objectives of the thesis clearly stated in Chapter-1, Chapter 2 (Previous work) 

presents work that is either similar in intention or has in some other way dealt with similar 

problems. The chapter deals with literature concerning existing theories of land-use, 

integrated land-use-transport systems, demography of business establishments and 

floorspace development. Chapter 3 (Methods) describes how the research evolved from the 

identification of all the methods, tools and technologies for the system being developed. 

The core of the thesis is the presentation of the framework in Chapter 4 (Model 

foundations), which describes the firmographic processes, behaviour of land developers, 

theories, design specifications and data. Chapter 5 (Testbed Application) describes the test 

system of 100 zones (a hypothetical urban area) with grid-cells, zoning regulations and 

other information that is necessary for the test. It also describes an agent-based design for 

agents in the system. Chapter 6 (System Behaviour) describes each parameter in the 

simulation model and the testing of their roles, corresponding responsibilities and 

sensitivities. It also describes the sensitivity of behaviour to input parameters policies. 

Chapter 7 (Results - Policy Testing) describes the results of the simulation runs and 

demonstrates the roles of various parameters. Chapter 8 describes the conclusions of this 

research work and the findings for the further improvement in the analysis of the 

firmographic and land development processes. 
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1.9 Definitions of important terms 

1.9.1 Enterprise - Firm - Establishment 
A n enterprise is a business organization consisting of one or more domestic establishments 

that were specified to be under common ownership or control. The terms "enterprise" and 

"establishment" are the same for single-establishment firms. However, each multi-

establishment company forms one enterprise. A l l subsidiary establishments are included as 

part of the owning or controlling firm. For the economic censuses, the terms "firm" and 

"company" are synonymous. Coase (1988, p5) states that, "the firm in modern economic 

theory is an organization which transforms inputs into outputs." The US 'Small Business 

Administration' distinguishes independent and dependent establishments as follows: 

From an organizational perspective, there are two types of establishments: 
independent establishments (firms that consist of just one establishment) and 
dependent establishments (establishments that are members of multi-
establishment firms). The BITS 1 permits dependent establishments to be 
grouped into firms. Hence, the BITS is both an establishment file as well as 
an enterprise or firm file (http: //www.sba.gov/). 

1.9.2 Business establishments 
A business establishment is a single physical location at which business is conducted. It is 

not necessarily identical with a company, firm, or enterprise, which may consist of one or 

more establishments, "when two activities or more are carried on at a single location under 

a single ownership, all activities generally are grouped together and consider them as a 

single establishment" (U.S Business Bureau 2000). 

1.9.3 Proto business establishments (BEs) 
BEs are created out of "Proto BEs". A Proto B E is a location specific business idea being 

evaluated at some given point in time. A "Proto BE" that is in an attractive idea in one year 

is likely to become an actual B E in the next year. The "Proto BEs" are not implemented yet 

in this microsimulation study - they are only an idea for future work. 

1 BITS = Business Information Tracking Series 

http://www.sba.gov/
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1.9.4 Firm formation (birth) 
The literature suggests two types of firm formation. 

1.9.4.1 Births out of existing firms 

Births out of existing firms arise from the expansion of existing firms i.e., splitting off, 

starting a new branch or establishment. This process is based on the existing population of 

firms. 

1.9.4.2 Individual decision 

These are the births or firm formation resulting from an individual decision of a person 

(start-up firms). 

1.9.5 BE firmography 
Firmography refers to the birth (formation), death (closure), migration/relocation and 

growth/decline of business establishments, and I or other forms of businesses. The terms 

that are used interchangeably in this thesis for firmographic processes are: business 

demography, economic demography, demography of business establishment (BEs), firms 

demography and demography of firms. US small business administration defines 

firmography as: 

• Establishment Births - "Births" are new establishments that were not in 

business during the initial year but are in business during the subsequent year; 

• Establishment Deaths - "Deaths" are establishments that were in business 

during the initial year but are out-of-business during the subsequent year; 

• Establishment Growth/Expansion - "Expansions" are increases in 

employment size during the time period between the initial year and the 

subsequent year; and 

• Establishments Contractions - "Contractions" are decreases in employment 

size during the time period between the initial year and the subsequent year. 
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1.9.6 Grid cells 
Grid cells are relatively small, regular, "homogeneous" partitions of the land area, that 

between them cover the area to be modelled. 

1.9.7 Zones 
Zones are the large aggregation of land used in the location search process to establish 

floorspace rents. 
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LIO Scope of research 

The research focuses on small and medium sized business establishments as well as the 

behaviour of landowners and floorspace developers. The economic activities included in 

this study consist of some of the highly aggregated groups of business activities such as 

Finance, Insurance and Real estate (FIRE), Business and Professional Services, Retail 

Trade and Services. Larger firms such as automotive plant are treated as exogenous events 

in the model since in general they constitute only 1-3% of an economy. This study would 

have had to use a different research method i f the model included a few large BEs because 

the model cannot reliably take the average of only a few observations. The model needs a 

large number of observations for the average to be meaningful. Thus, this is the reason to 

concentrate on a large number of small and medium sized BEs. Other economic activities 

that were excluded in this model are: large-scale space for lease (office building, industrial 

park), public sector activities, major retail attractions (mall) and major transportation 

terminal facilities (e.g., airport, rail terminus). 
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1.11 Contributions 

This thesis contributes to the understanding of integrated land-use-transport modelling by 

providing the following: 

• A novel agent-based, object-oriented microsimulation representing of BEs and 

floorspace developers that provides emergent behaviour consistent with 

expectations; 

• This points the way to a useful tool for policy testing; and 

• A new interpretation of some of the classical aggregate models (e.g., von 

Thünen, Alonso, Weber and Christaller). 



Chapter 2.0 

Previous Work 

Overview 

At the start of the research, a detailed literature review was conducted on 

urban and regional systems modelling to understand current modelling 

practices and the nature of land-use-transport interactions, generally. This 

review helped define the factors concerning the demography of business 

establishments and floorspace development required in an integrated land-

use-transport model. A number of theories and modelling techniques 

applicable to the microsimulation model being developed in this work were 

also identified. This literature review acted as the foundation from which 

this present work evolved. 
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Contents of Chapter 2 - Previous work 

The contents of Chapter 2 include: 

1. Urban system research 
• A brief introduction to urban system research as well as an evolution of 

urban and regional models (showing the evolution of these urban models). 

2. Overview of theories and models (aggregate representation) 

• Theories and models of land-use and land values, and industrial locations 

(Von Thiinen, Alonso, Wingo, Christaller, Lôsch, Weber); 

• Industrial locations; 

• Input-Output Models (the flow of goods and services in an economy); 

• Random utility theory and discrete choice models (representing individual 

choice behaviours such as a BE or a land developer); and 

• Integrated land-use-transport Models (Existing land-use-transport models 

including: M E P L A N , TRANUS, ITLUP and CATLAS) . 

3. Microsimulation advances 

• Recent microsimulation tools (Agent-based, Cellular Automata); and 

• Recent and ongoing work in microsimulation (UrbanSim MASTER, ILUTE, 

IRPUD, ORGEN GEN-2). 

4. Firmography and location (disaggregate representation) 

• Research in business demography (an introduction to the demography of 

firms); 

• Literature review pertaining to firms birth, death, growth, entry and exit; 

• Effects of public policies and infrastructure on the demography of BEs 

(policies like taxes, floorspace prices, infrastructure, and proximity to 

highways and other amenities - relevant in scenario testing); 

• Effects of land-use regulations on the demography of BEs (the rules 
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governing the physical location and physical appearance of economic 

activities - relevant in scenario testing); 

• Literature review of existing microsimulation models on firmography 

(SIMFIRMS describes microsimulation of birth, death, growth and 

migration of business establishments); and 

• Location choice. 

5. Land developer behaviour 

• UrbanSim. 

6. Implications 

• Implications for future work based on the literature review. 
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2.1 Urban system research 

Urban and regional systems research started with the initial development of microeconomic 

theories of land-use and land values in the early nineteenth century (Von Thunen 1820, 

Weber 1909). These theories explain the spatial distribution of activities and are based on a 

set of simplifying assumptions. Since then, a large number of urban theories and models 

representing the pattern of urban development have emerged. 

Such modelling efforts have been based on the traditional breakdown of an urban system 

consisting of land-use and transportation systems, and on the behavioural breakdown 

consisting of, households, business establishments, and government decisions. Land-use 

models forecast demographic and economic measures of the spatial distribution of 

activities. These measures are meaningful attributes of the population, economic 

development and built-space environment for a given urban area. Land-use models take 

into account trends and policies regarding demographic and economic development, as well 

as the supply and demand of developable land. Existing land-use models also take into 

account the shape of the transportation network, and the possible influence on the location 

of human activities. The results also serve as input to travel demand-forecasting models. 

What is missing here is the impact of improvements in transportation system on land-use 

and the impact of changes in land-use on transportation system and how they are 

interrelated. 

To address this interrelation, integrated land-use-transport models were developed. 

Infrastructure improvements, such as the addition of new facilities (e.g., a new freeway), or 

the upgrading of existing facilities, increase the accessibility/attractiveness of some zones 

making them more accessible/attractive for households and firms. This increase in 

accessibility/attractiveness that leads to more households or firms locating in those zones is 

not accounted for in the trip generation step of travel forecasting models. On the land-use 

side, the increase in population or activity in zones requires further infrastructure and / or 

facility improvement; changes not considered in the transportation systems used in the 

land-use models. 
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In general, changes to a land-use pattern usually have some time lag in response to 

transportation improvements and at the same time the response of policy makers to 

congestion is not instantaneous. Thus, integrated land-use-transport models take land-use 

models one-step further, by also simulating the location of human activities as a function of 

transportation accessibility. Thus, a dynamic relationship between land-use and 

transportation and the inter-connection between these two sub-systems does exist and is not 

considered in the static four-step transportation planning models. Mackett (1994) describes: 

There is little doubt that land-use does change in response to changes in 
transportation infrastructure and thereby causes secondary effects on travel 
demand in addition to the direct effects caused by route and mode switching 
(p77). 

The influence of land-use on transport has recently become an important issue. However, 

existing land-use-transport models do not fully represent these land-use changes due to the 

lack of sound theories and strong frameworks. The challenge presented is thus the 

development of sustainable transport and land-use systems, which both optimize land-use 

activities and transport networks to help in the transportation and urban planning processes. 

As mentioned earlier, most of the urban and regional models of the 1960s and 1970s 

describe smaller and more manageable subsections within the whole urban system, and for 

this reason, these models provide only limited insight into the urban and regional 

development process. As mentioned by Lee (1973, 1994), many of these models are not 

accurate enough for practical applications, and the results are biased. He attributed the 

failure of these models to the lack of sound theoretical foundations and the absence of 

strong modelling frameworks. However, much has been changed. The viewpoint on the 

subject has widened, the approaches have advanced in terms of improved computing 

power, hardware, and software, and there have been a number of theoretical and 

methodological advances such as discrete choice modelling (McFadden, 1974), input-

output methods (Leontief, 1941) and GIS based applications. Thus, more recent models 

that incorporate above mentioned theoretical and methodological advances at various stages 

include: M E P L A N , TRANUS, MASTER, IRPUD, UrbanSim and PECAS. 
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Figure 2-1 illustrates this evolution of urban and regional models. The earliest models 

known as basic models include scale, analogue, and conceptual models. These models did 

not provide any predictive powers and were usually in the form of maps and visual flow 

charts. Conversely, existing land-use and transport models are mathematical in nature and 

provide predictive powers using algorithms that simulate an actor's behaviour in a system. 

These latter models are calibrated against known data used to forecast these behaviours. 



Urban & Regional Models 

Basic Models 
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Models 
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Descriptive and 
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(limited in their predictive powers, 
based on how not why) 

Von Thunen, Alonso, Weber, 
Christaller, 
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Land-Use-Transport 
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Other 
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Figure 2-1: Evolution of Land-use & Transport Models 
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2.2 Overview of theories and models 

This section describes the earliest theoretical approaches and the most recent modelling 

techniques regarding land-use change, location models and integrated land-use-transport 

systems. 

The first generation of theories and models were developed in the early 1800s and 1900s to 

explain the behaviour of urban systems (mainly of land-use and land value). They were 

based on micro-economic theories and various assumptions. These models provided 

valuable insights into the urban modelling process such as transport costs and land-use 

values. The second generation of models were spatial interaction models, based on the 

gravitational analogy, input-output models and random utility and discrete choice models. 

These models provided useful applications for urban as well as regional systems. The third 

generation of models are called 'Integrated Models.' In this case, the various modelling 

approaches of the first and the second-generation models were combined together to form 

one single modelling approach. A brief overview of these theories and methodologies are 

listed and describe hereafter. In this thesis, the following theories and models are described. 

• Economic Theories of Land-use Modelling (Classical theories); 

• Input-Output Models; 

• Random Utility Theory and Discrete Choice Models; and 

• Transport Models. 

2.2.1 Economic theories of land-use models 
These models are also known as monocentric models and were first applied to problems of 

urban growth in the 1960s. The basis of economic theories of land-use is that land 

conversion is a result of land-use decisions made by economic agents (households and 

firms). Landowners convert land to a variety of uses, which maximizes their individual 

utility in terms of rent. In other words, these models explain land-use in terms of market 

mechanisms in which individual households and firms compete for space, generating an 

equilibrium pattern of space-location rent. These equilibrium prices allow for the optimum 
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allocation of land to households and firms, and these, in turn, maximize their utilities vis-à-

vis commodities, land-use and transportation. Land-use intensity increases as one moves 

nearer to the city's centre, and both producers and consumers make trade-offs between the 

price of land and its characteristics in terms of location, accessibility, quality, and other 

attributes. The outcome of numerous location decisions by firms, households, and other 

actors produces a complex urban mix of commercial sectors, residential areas, and 

educational centres all with different land-uses. 

Von Thiinen (1820s) developed the first model to explain the effect of transport costs on 

the patterns of land-use and land value for agriculture land. Later, Weber (1929), Christaller 

(1933), Lôsch (1954), Wingo (1961) and Alonso (1964) extended and incorporated many 

elements from modern microeconomics into Von Thiinen's basic model, thereby extending 

its applications to urban land. These models are also known as 'neoclassical models of 

economic activity', and distance is the key variable in each model. 

2.2.2.1 Agricultural land rent theory 

Von Thiinen (1783-1850) was the first to publish a basic analytical model of the 

relationships between markets, producers, and distance with respect to the transportation 

costs in agriculture land-use. Von Thiinen's model explicitly explains, but is not limited to, 

agricultural land-use, and provides a useful framework for examining pattern of agriculture 

based on location rents. Von Thiinen concluded that the intensity of production declines 

with distance away from the market, and the type of land-use varies with this same 

distance. Thus, Von Thiinen's model is based on maximizing rent to the landowners. 

Applied to agricultural products, the location rent gradient for one crop is given as: 

Location Rent = 

*distance). 

S = Y ( p - c ) - Y t d ; Or 

Yield (Market Selling Price - Production Cost) 

(2-1) 

- Yield transport cost 
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Map of land-uso zonas 

FIGURE 6-4: Hypothetical Rent Gradients 
and Land-Use Zones 

Figure 2-2: Von Thiinen's agriculture rent gradients. (Source: Figure 6.4 in Hoover 
and Giarratani, 1999) 

Von Thiinen's location rent curves in an agricultural settings and the resulting land-use 

patterns are shown in Figure 2-2. Each land-use has a rent gradient (i.e. maximum amount 

user is willing/able to pay for the use of land based on distance from the market). As shown 

in the figure, the economic rent gradient for wheat is much steeper than that for grazing 

because of the difference in transportation costs. 

2.2.2.2 Urban land market theory 

Wingo (1961) and Alonso (1964) extended the Von Thünen model to urban land-uses. 

Wingo was the first to describe the urban spatial structure. Wingo uses demand while 

Alonso uses bid-rent functions to distribute the land to its users. Both models aim at 

describing the effects of the residential land market on location. Wingo's model, given the 

location of businesses, a particular transportation technology, and a set of households, 

determines the spatial distribution, value, and extent of residential land requirements under 
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the assumption that landowners and households both maximize their profits. Alonso's bid 

rent/price function (curve) is a set of combinations of land prices and distances among 

which the individual is indifferent. Alonso's model explains the processes by which certain 

locations within an urban area are filled with various economic activities. It considers rent, 

intensity of land-use, population and employment as a function of the distance to the city 

centre as a solution of an economic equilibrium for the market for floorspace. In the Von 

Thiinen model the bid-rent function declines because of the increased transportation over 

one additional unit of distance. Alonso's bid-rent curves show the rent that a household will 

pay at each distance in order to achieve a fixed utility level, as there is a bid price curve for 

every utility level. Alonso describes the bid rent/price curve as "the set of prices for land 

the individual could pay at various distances while deriving a constant level of 

satisfaction." In Alonso's model, there is only one market (i.e., the city centre), and the 

locus of maximum accessibility that is the minimum travel costs for the entire urban area. 

Thus, all economic activities try to spread out according to their bid-rent curves in order to 

maximize their profits. The highest bidder can bid the central locations to attain a certain 

level of profits. 

Figure 2-3: Alonso's model and its application to urban land 

2.2.2.3 Central place theory 

As the population of cities grew and more networks developed around the city centres, 

some areas become more central and still others more peripheral. A l l of which must be 

Commercial Distance from Centre 
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accommodated in the models. The changes in centrality relate to the accessibility of places, 

their functions, and transport costs. Thus, the work of Walter Christaller (1933) and August 

Lòsch (1941) in economic theory of central places has become an important theoretical tool 

for economic geography. This theory predicts the number, size, and distribution of cities in 

a region. Using a series of assumptions that simplify reality, Christaller introduced ideas 

based on extensive field observations in Germany and influenced by Von Thiinen's work. 

Later Lôsch extended the work concerning this theory and together it all formed a part of 

location theory, generally known as 'Central Place Theory'. A central place is defined, as a 

place where one or more stores offering a variety of goods and services is located in the 

centre of a market area. Central place theory is an economic theory that explains the spatial 

arrangements and patterns of urbanization, and establishment of market areas for different 

goods and services. 

Central place theory involves both production and exchange for the purpose of 

consumption. It identifies a hierarchy of urban locations to deliver goods and services to a 

dispersed population, which in turn explains the size and spacing of cities that focus on 

selling goods and services. There are two main ideas underlying Christaller's theory: 

Threshold and Range. Threshold is the minimum quantity of sales necessary to allow a 

store to be viable. This means minimum population for normal profits. Thus, high cost 

goods like those such as furniture, computers and jewellery would be sold in cities near a 

business centre as the threshold for these goods would be high enough to continue a 

business and low cost goods like bread and milk would be sold at small stores surrounding 

the business centre. 'Range' means the total area served by the firm or the average 

maximum distance a consumer is willing to travel to purchase goods and services. 

'Thresholds' are population location factors, while 'ranges' are population mobility factors. 

For example, i f the range is less than the threshold then businesses wil l not be viable. 

(Source:http://faculty.washington.edu/la^lnlme/) 

http://faculty.washington.edu/la%5elnlme/
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Range and threshold vary by commodity and thus there is an organized hierarchy of 

services and goods in the market. Differences in thresholds and ranges of different goods 

and services result in a hierarchy of central places. Based on range and threshold, 

Christaller established a model to predict the location of urban centres given a pattern of 

nesting of different levels of urban centres over a hypothetical "isotropic surface". 

In Christaller's method the population base for centres of a particular level in a central 

place hierarchy, or of the distance between centres at the same level in the hierarchy is 

divided by a constant K , that produces the population base or the distance between centres 

at the next level in the hierarchy. The three resulting patterns are shown in Figures 2-4, 2-5 

and 2-6. The main features of these three cases are: 

• The k-value, once established, remains fixed over time and space 

• The market solution (K=3 system) maximizes the number of centres and thereby 

minimizes the travel distance for consumers 

• The transportation hierarchy (K=4 system) maximizes the number of different 

orders of centres and thereby minimizes the cost of a transportation network 

• The administrative principle (K=7 system) maximizes political control and 

minimizes the number of centres needed to achieve this control. 

K = 3 

Figure 2-4: Hexagonal market areas (the most efficient shape) & market 
principle. (Source: http://faculty.washington.edu/krumme/) 

http://faculty.washington.edu/krumme/
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Transportation Line 

K = 4 

Figure 2-5: Transportation principle (K = 4) 
(Source: http://faculty.washington.edu/krumme/) 

Figure 2-6: Administrative and/or political principle 
(Source: http://faculty.washington.edu/krumme/) 

Christaller's work presented a number of difficulties when all three principles are being 

applied simultaneously in space. Among them, the first difficulty was, how do these 

principles relate to create some of the complex hierarchies that are being observed in real 

world cities. August Lòsch showed that Christaller's networks (k = 3, k=4 and k=7) were 

the first three cases in the entire spatial markets sequences in which the spacing of centres 

or order could be calculated by the following equation. 

where 'k' is the hierarchy ratio and dn_i is the spacing of the next lower order of centres. 

Lòsch, by extending Christaller's work, created nine smallest market area patterns having k 

values of 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 16, and 21. August Lòsch developed the concept of the price 

funnel, which displays the relationship between price of a good and distance from market. 

However this does not tell us what supplier receive for the product. 

http://faculty.washington.edu/krumme/
http://faculty.washington.edu/krumme/
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2.2.2.4 Industrial locations theory 

The industrial revolution occurred in England between 1700-1900 evolving from technical 

advances that happened in British industry. It proved to be a major instrument towards 

increased urbanization and produced a distinct spatial pattern in both England and Europe. 

Industrial location theory was first formulated when almost all manufacturing businesses 

consisted of single-plant firms (Chapman and Walker, 1987). Classical location theory 

concentrates on two main factors for explaining how firms choose their location. 

• Transportation costs; and 

• Input costs. 

A German economist Alfred Weber published his work in 1909 regarding location of 

industries. Walter Isard (1956) developed "space equilibrium models" based on 

assumptions of a classical economic rationality governing the locational behaviour of firms. 

Weber assumed in his analysis that manufacturing firms would be located between its 

sources of raw material and its markets, at points that minimized transport costs. He 

examined the influence that affects industrial locations and focused on activities that occur 

at specific points. Thus, Weber formulated a theory of industrial location that could 

determine the minimum-cost locations for a manufacturing plant where location choice is 

influenced by transportation costs, labour costs, and agglomeration. Weber stressed labour 

as a major locational variable as well as the location of materials and cost of transporting 

them. He concluded that costs were directly proportional to the weight of the product and 

the distance it was carried. Thus, Weber classified final product in two categories, the first 

of which is the 'weight-losing product'. In this category, the weight of the final product is 

less than the weight of the raw material going into producing the product. The second 

category is the 'weight-gaining product'. In this category, the final product is heavier than 

the raw material that requires transport. Usually this is a category of some dispersed raw 

material such as water being incorporated into the product. Thus, Weber also classified the 

material types as follows: 
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• Dispersed: materials available everywhere throughout the uniform plain at the 

same cost — e.g.; air, water etc; 

• Localized: raw materials that are available only at specific locations — e.g. coal, 

petroleum and iron. Weber identified two kinds of localized materials; 

• Pure materials: those that do not lose any weight during processing; and 

• Weight-losing materials: those materials that pass on only a portion of their 

weight into the final product; e.g., any metal. 

It turned out that transport costs are not the same for raw materials and manufactured 

goods. Thus, Weber calculated relative weight gain or loss with a material index. 

Material index = Total weight of materials used to manufacture the product 

Total weight of the finished product 

The implication of the material index is in calculating exactly the difference between the 

unit transportation costs of raw materials and finished products. The number of the index is 

used to calculate a relative weighting, which is then applied to the spacing/radius of the 

land. Weber used this index to show whether a firm should locate at the market place or at 

the site of raw material. In essence, i f the product is a pure material its index will be one. If 

the index is, less than one that means the final product has gained weight during 

manufacturing, thus favouring production at the market place. According to Weber, this 

weight gain is most likely to come from the addition of dispersed materials, like water. 

Thus, such a product would be a drink, soft drinks or beer, where a small quantity of 

usually dried materials are added to water and bottles to make a much heavier final product. 

However, most products lose weight during manufacturing (e.g., a metal being extracted 

from an ore). Their material index will be more than one, favouring the raw material site. 

Limitations: 
A l l these location theories as mentioned above are based on rather unrealistic assumptions. 

For example, Von Thiinen and Christaller describe a linear relationship between distance 

and transport costs. A l l these models assume a monocentric city located in a homogeneous 

(in terms of productivity and transport costs) and featureless place. Other assumptions 

include: perfect knowledge and rational economic behaviour, and profit maximization. The 
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central place theory also assumes that resources (human capital, raw materials, monetary 

capital, etc.) are evenly distributed and homogeneous. Weber makes assumptions that 

simplify reality, but unlike these other theories, he does not assume an equal distribution. 

Rather he assumes that raw materials are unequally distributed in fixed locations. 

Due to their descriptive nature, these models lack real explanatory power at the level of 

individual entity. They all are aggregate and static in nature. Figure 2-3 shows an aggregate 

pattern arising from bid-rent curves. The "model" in this case says how this aggregate 

pattern gives rise to another aggregate patterns as shown in the central place results. This 

second process is shown in Figure 2-7. Moreover, these models ignore the historical 

context of the economic system as location behaviour also depends on past experiences. 

For these reasons, these neoclassical models are not detailed enough to operate at the level 

of individual firms and / or business establishments. Nevertheless, these models have a 

number of features that remain useful to the modern day researchers and provide a useful 

foundation for future research work. Central location theory is well suited for describing 

the spatial pattern of urbanization and business establishments in market areas for different 

goods and services. It explains why there is a hierarchy of urban centres. 

The Von Thiinen model considers resources as evenly distributed and i f all resources were 

evenly distributed, only production costs would exist. This means production would also be 

located at the market (i.e., zero transport costs). Weber's model does not include fixed costs 

in transportation rates as long distance transports cost less per unit of weight. 

The classical industrial location theory is static in the sense that it does not capture the 

changes that can take place in the location pattern because of a new technology or because 

of changes in the values and perceptions of buyers. 
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Figure 2-7: Aggregate patterns 

2.2.2 Input-output models 
The Nobel Prize winning work of Wassily Leontief in 1936 resulted in the development of 

the first input-output economic model of the U.S. economy. In order to represent the 

structure of the urban economy, Leontief simply described the interdependence of sectors 

in quantitative terms and the consequences of that interdependence (Leontief, 1951). A n 

input-output model allows us to examine the flow of goods and services through an 

economy. The objective is to find the impact of changes in one sector on the development 

of others. The idea behind input-output models is that each industry produces outputs of 

intermediate or final goods. One of the major advantages of using input-output models is 

that it allows us to show the impact of a change in one industry on all other industries. 

Thus, an input-output model provides a summary of transactions in the form of a matrix 

between sectors of the economy that are captured by input-output technical coefficients. 

The focus is on linkages between sectors as they can be useful in developing better 

economic forecasts. Thus, a basic input-output model consists of a table that accounts for 

the amount of a good involved in the production of another good. A commodity-by-

Assumptions 

Aggregate bid-rent 
curves 
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commodity technical coefficients matrix shows the different commodity inputs required to 

produce a dollar worth of specific commodity output. On the other hand, the inverse matrix 

shows the production required per dollar of delivery to final demand. The Leontief inverse 

matrix provides the link between production and final demand. The technical coefficients 

are derived by dividing each element in the intermediate transaction matrix by the total 

input of each sector. 

The input-output framework has a wide range of applications from the micro - to 

macroeconomic analysis, and is also used in integrated land-use-transport models. For 

example, it can predict new industry or the closure of a plant, and can be used to predict 

commercial traffic volume on networks. Thus, input-output models often provide the 

foundation for other models that incorporate different aspects of the operation of both 

national and regional economies. However, one of the drawbacks of using input-output 

models is that input ratios may change before data is changed (e.g., technological changes) 

and thus the input price changes may be incorrect. However, it is the responsibility of the 

analyst to ensure these are consistent. 

There are two types of input-output models as, aspatial input-output models and spatial 

input-output models. Aspatial models are simply as described above (in the form of a 

matrix of inputs and outputs) while spatial input-output models introduce an additional 

element, 'space', in the form of areas, distances and locations. Thus, it is possible to 

construct an input-output model that has spatial as well as industrial dimensions. However, 

such a multi-dimensional model, disclosing many industrial flows, would be very large. 

Nonetheless, this level of disaggregation is of great interest for describing transport 

patterns. 
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2.2.3 Discrete choice models 
Most of the models described above use aggregate methods in solving various land-use and 

economic problems. The development of discrete choice models represents a significant 

advance in the analysis of individual choice behaviour. The most popular form of these 

analysis techniques, logit analysis, has recently received significant attention in marketing 

research and transportation engineering. Indeed, recent applications to predict changes in 

demand and market shares include such diverse areas as: choice of travel mode, choice of a 

product of particular brand, choice of telephone service, and choice of durables goods such 

as automobiles, air conditioners and houses. In many situations, the choices of interest are 

discrete or qualitative. For example, mode of transportation to work, choice of recreation 

site, or the choice of shopping centre all involve a discrete choice from a subset of 

alternatives. 

Aggregate vs. disaggregate choice models 

The aggregate approach is applied at a group level such as income groups, firms groups. On 

the other hand the disaggregate approach identifies that aggregate behaviour that is the 

result of numerous individual decision-makers. Thus modelling at disaggregate level is 

more advantageous than at an aggregate level. A disaggregate approach explains why an 

individual makes a particular choice given the individual's state of affairs and due to 

changes in individual characteristics and attributes of alternatives. The aggregate approach 

lies mainly on statistical association among pertinent variables at a level other than that of 

the individual. Thus, it fails to provide reliable and accurate estimates of changes in choice 

behaviour due to changes in individual characteristics and attributes of alternatives. 
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2.2.4 Transportation models (predicting travel behaviour) 
Economic activities such as production, consumption, leisure, etc., in a city or region 

depend on transportation networks. Transportation models (specifically, travel demand 

models) are used to predict travel patterns (freight and passengers) on a transportation 

network using various mode combinations. A good transportation system can decrease the 

cost of production and increase consumption, thus increasing the overall productivity of an 

economy. Four-step transportation models (trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice 

and trip assignment) were the first to predict demands on transportation networks. They 

have been in use since the 1960s and continue to be used by transportation planners and 

engineers. However, these models do not take into account the land-use changes, and thus, 

provide limited forecasting powers. A combination of various modelling methodologies, as 

discussed in previous sections provide a basic framework for modelling transport and land-

use. At present, more robust modelling techniques, such as discrete choice models, are 

gaining in use and importance. 

2.2.4.1 Integrated land-use-transport models 

The integrated land-use-transport approach provides a useful tool to land-use planners in 

assessing the implications of transport policies on the location, and the interaction of 

activities at an urban or regional scale. The first generation of integrated land-use and 

transportation models appeared in the 1970s (see Wilson, 1969, Putman, 1971, Echenique, 

1973 and de la Barra, 1975). Since then, they have evolved through a number of 

incarnations to versions seen today. 

The intention of this integrated approach is to provide a feedback mechanism between land-

use models and travel demand forecasting models. The transportation system provides the 

necessary physical-links between the various land markets (housing and commercial) of the 

urban system; a process that involves the use of 'congested travel times' from a 

transportation model as an input to a land-use model. Thus, subsequent possible changes in 

the land-use pattern, which are assumed fixed in the trip generation phase of four-step 

transportation model, must be estimated. This necessitates a feedback loop between the 

transportation and land-use systems in order to achieve an equilibrium state between 
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transportation and land-use after several iterations. 

Among them, the first integrated land-use-transport models were based on gravity or spatial 

interaction models that Wilson (1967, 1970) described as entropy maximization models. 

Lo wry (1964) introduced the first gravity-type models in land-use-transport. Both spatial 

interaction models and gravity-type models can be used either as stand alone transport 

models that predict transport flows between origin and destinations, or as location-

allocation models (see for example, Ghosh and Rushton, 1987), which allocate population 

and employment to various zones in a city. The combination of these two processes of the 

spatial interaction models result in an integrated land-use-transport model (Briassoulis 

1999). Echenique et al (1977) established various microeconomic principles and input-

output techniques based on the work of Leontief and Strout (1963) that attained a useful 

implementation (de la Barra, 1989). According to de la Barra (1989), 

the main characteristic of these models is that the socio-economic inputs 
required by a transport model are provided by a land-use model, instead of 
giving them as exogenous data. In turn, the transport model calculates a 
generalized cost of transport, which is fed back into the land-use model 
(pl4-15). 

At present, there are approximately thirteen operational integrated land-use-transport 

models of varying degree of comprehensiveness and sophistication that have been or are 

being applied to real-life metropolitan regions for purposes of research and/or policy 

analysis. These models can simulate components of an urban system, such as employment, 

population, housing, land-use, and transportation (Wegener, 1995). Some of the noteworthy 

models are TRANUS, M E P L A N , C A T L A S , and ITLUP. 

Hunt and Simmonds (1993), and Modelistica (1995), describe in detail M E P L A N and 

TRANUS, respectively. M U S S A and UrbanSim are models that are more recent and tend 

to be more spatially and socio-economically disaggregated, while still retaining the basic 

zone-based modelling structure of previous modelling approaches (see Martinez, 1996 and 

Waddell, 1998). UrbanSim is also worth mentioning in that it implements a dis-equilibrium 

approach to modelling land-use and location choice processes. 
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CATLAS: The 'Chicago Area Transportation-Land-use Analysis System' (CATLAS) was 

developed by Anas (1987). It was designed to evaluate the impacts of transportation 

changes on housing values, vacant spaces, construction and demolition during a single year. 

C A T L A S adopts an economic approach to modelling housing and land-use locations. The 

model represents the discrete choice method with economically specified behaviour and a 

market clearing mechanism. A nested logit model of home and traveller mode choice is 

used to allocate households to zones based on their employment locations, where the 

amount of employment in each zone is exogenously specified. 

MEPLAN: Marcial Echenique and Partners in early the 1970s developed a land-use-

transport model know as M E P L A N . The sub-systems include: population, employment, 

housing, land-use, transport and travel. The model is based on random utility maximization, 

market clearing and input-output methods. M E P L A N is a Lo wry type spatial input-output 

model with relative land price components. It is based on economic base theory. The 

M E P L A N model introduces elements of relative rent for land. Logit models of home 

location and mode choice are also incorporated in the model. Unlike monocentric models, 

where a fixed central economic location is defined, M E P L A N allows all types of economic 

activities in all zones. The economic module incorporates three economic concepts: an 

input-output model, a price function and random utility. M E P L A N considers market land 

prices explicitly. It also converts flows from production and consumption zones into flows 

of goods and people allocating them to modes and routes. Hunt (1994) describes 

M E P L A N ' s empirical applications in the city of Naples, Italy. 

TRANUS: The TRANUS model was developed by de la Barra in the early 1970s 

(Wegener 1995), and is virtually identical to M E P L A N . As in M E P L A N , the sub-systems 

include: population, employment, housing, land-use, transport, and travel. The model is 

based on random utility maximization, network equilibrium, land-use equilibrium and 

input-output methods. Like M E P L A N , the T R A N U S model uses land prices to balance 

supply and demand for land consumption in each zone. The supply of land for different 

activities arises from competition and resulting rents. "Supply and demand in this model are 

linked by land price. On the transport side, supply and demand are linked by 
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time/congestion. Activity demand affects transportation demand; transportation supply 

affects land supply through accessibility" (Travel Model Improvement Program, USDOT 

Conference Proceedings, 1995, p90). 

ITLUP: The ITLUP was developed by Stephen Putman in the early 1970s (Putman, 1973, 

1991, 1995). ITLUP is an extension of the Lowry model, composed of two main 

components: EMPAL (Employment Allocation Model), DRAM (Disaggregated 

Residential Allocation Model). A third component (CALIB) produces maximum likelihood 

parameter estimates for D R A M and E M P A L . The model is based on random utility 

maximization and network equilibrium. These are Lowry derivative types using a 

maximum entropy formulation. E M P A L predicts the location of employment in each zone 

based on accessibility and labour as major factors. D R A M introduces disaggregation of 

activities by employment type and household income categories. It takes the employment 

given by E M P A L and simulates the location of households. Then it simulates the amount of 

trips generated for home-to-work, home-to-shopping and work-to-shopping purposes. The 

probability function of D R A M consists of: transportation impedance (time or cost) and a 

measure of attractiveness of zones used for allocating households. 
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2.2.5 Recent and ongoing work in microsimulation 
Based on a literature review it seems that a vast majority of land-use and transportation 

models are based on aggregate modelling techniques (Hunt, Kriger and Miller, 1999). 

Aggregate analyses lack the richness of detail needed to provide reliable results. Thus in 

order to better represent real systems, disaggregate modelling techniques need to be 

incorporated. Recent literature indicates that the emerging urban and regional modelling 

approaches tend to utilize newer technologies such as agent-based, cellular automata, and 

fractal geometry in representing urban systems at a disaggregate level. Existing urban land-

use and land-use-transport frameworks that use microsimulation at one or more stage(s) 

include: 

• UrbanSim (land development stage); 

• ILUTE (various stages - still under development); 

• IRPUD (all parts - housing transactions); 

• M A S T E R (housing stage); and 

• Oregon Gen 2 (various parts). 

UrbanSim: UrbanSim is a recently developed integrated land-use-transport model, by Paul 

Waddell and others (Waddell et al, 2001; UrbanSim Reference Guide, 2000; UrbanSim 

Application Guide, 2000). UrbanSim is unique in the sense that it employs agent-based 

object oriented techniques to represent the behaviour of individual actors in the system. 

UrbanSim incorporates the interactions between land-use, transportation and public policy. 

UrbanSim model components comprise the economic and demographic transition models, 

the household and employment mobility models, the accessibility model, the household and 

employment location choice models, the real estate development model, and the land price 

model. UrbanSim models use discrete choice techniques to simulate the behaviours of 

households, businesses, land developers and choices made by policy makers. The 

theoretical basis of the model draws on random utility theory and the urban economics of 

location behaviour of businesses and households. Choice processes are linked by logit 

models that emulate the selection of an alternative from a finite set of discrete alternatives, 
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such as a location choice from a set of zones. According to Waddell (1998): 

The model is based on a decision-maker perspective on urban development, 
representing the choices made by households and businesses of whether and 
where to move and what type of building to occupy, and the choices made 
by developers to develop or redevelop particular land parcels into different 
land-uses (pi) 

On the other hand, UrbanSim's data requirements are extreme when compared to other 

existing urban models. UrbanSim represents those spatial elements of the urban 

environment being modelled at a very disaggregate level. For example, parcel and 

household data consist of an intensive amount of socio-economic parameters. In addition, 

the system is very complex requiring a large amount of knowledge to input data, run, and 

translate the outputs to a useful format that is easily understood by policy makers and 

transportation engineers. 

ILUTE: ILUTE (Integrated Land Use, Transportation, Environment), is a more recent 

microsimulation modelling effort, which uses a dynamic microsimulation framework being 

developed by a team of Canadian researchers (Hunt, Kriger and Miller, 1999). The aim is to 

develop a microsimulation, agent-based, integrated model of urban land-use and 

transportation that can provide transportation researchers with a flexible framework for 

experimenting with a variety of parameters. The emphasis is on the behavioural 

foundations underlying the models. Agents being simulated in the model include 

individuals, households and business establishments. A major emphasis within ILUTE is 

the development of microsimulation models of market demand-supply interactions. Travel 

demand is modelled explicitly as the outcome of a combination of household and individual 

decisions concerning the participation in out-of-home activities over the course of a day. 

Spatial entities in the model include buildings, residential dwelling units and commercial 

floorspace, as well as aggregate "spatial containers" such as traffic zones, census tracts and 

grid cells. 

Oregon Gen2: Oregon Gen2 is a more recent microsimulation effort and is described in 

Chapter 4 in details. 
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IRPUD: Michael Wegener (1998) developed an integrated urban land-use and 

transportation model for Dortmund, at the Institute of Spatial Planning at the University of 

Dortmund (IRPUD). The IRPUD model differs from other operational urban models due to 

its high temporal resolution and its full integration of land-use-transport interactions in each 

simulated time period. The IRPUD model has a modular structure that consists of six 

interlinked submodels representing transportation, changes to population, employment, 

residential buildings and commercial buildings due to technological trends; public 

programs; private construction; regional labour market; and regional housing market. The 

model predicts the impacts of long-range economic and technological change on housing, 

transportation, public policies, land-use, and infrastructure. The model updates data every 

year or more. 

The IRPUD model features micro data disaggregation at the spatial level for analyzing a 

variety of urban policies on commuter flows (Spiekermann and Wegener, 1996). The study 

area is subdivided into zones connected by transport networks. 

MASTER: Roger Mackett (1990c) developed M A S T E R (Micro-Analytical Simulation of 

Transport, Employment and Residence) at the Transport Studies Group, University College 

London. The model simulates the choices of a given population through a set of processes. 

The outcome of each process is a function of the characteristics of the household or 

business. These characteristics include: demographic change, decisions to move and change 

employment, and decisions about modal choice for a set of households, their members and 

car ownership. The model permits the analysis of the relationships between household 

dynamics, car ownership, car availability, and modal choice. The model can identify 

unknown demand for homes and employment, so that the implications for travel demand of 

increasing the supply of dwellings and jobs can be traced through the system. 
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2.2.6 Progress in simulation methods 
Advances in computing power and data collection methods have resulted in yet more 

innovations that have helped modellers to increase the efficiency of their systems and 

overcome previous difficulties. Improvements in software, hardware, programming 

methods (e.g., object-oriented) and knowledge have greatly enhanced the systems under 

development. A l l these advances have better equipped modellers to handle the complexity 

of the systems that they seek to emulate. In an urban system, the key areas for 

improvements are: better representation of dynamics in models, the addition of appropriate 

levels of detail, accurate behavioural representations and improved treatment of transport 

analysis zones (TAZ). In the following paragraphs, some of the newer and more modern 

methodologies for simulation that are likely to shape the development of land-use-transport 

models in the future, are discussed. 

2.2.6.1 Agents and agent-based simulation 

Agents are autonomous entities that are increasingly becoming very popular in social 

sciences and engineering. They are rapidly evolving and expanding in scope and 

importance. What is an agent? Based on literature review, this study found that the term 

agent has so many meanings and in most cases is not precisely defined (see for example, 

Casterfranchi, 1995; Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995 and Janea, 1995). This is because an 

agent possesses diverse attributes such as autonomy, intelligence, and learning capability 

that makes the definition even more complicated. However, Franklin and Graesser (1997, 

p25) provide a formal definition of an autonomous agent as: 

"a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses that 
environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as 
to effect what it senses in the future". 

Therefore, agents could be humans, animals, business establishments, land developers 

artificial life creatures, and software codes. Agents are environmental dependent and 

different agents belong to different environments. For example, humans live in the real 

world; spatial agents live in the geographic space; software agents reside in computer 

systems and so on. On the other hand 'senses and actions' determine the behaviour of 

agents in their environment (Franklin and Graesser, 1997). 
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Haklay, Schelhorn, OSullivan and Thurstain-Goodwin (2001) provide the definition of an 

agent as: 

Broadly speaking an agent is an identifiable unit of computer program code, 
which is autonomous and goal-directed. Autonomous in that an agent is 
capable of effective independent action and goal-directed in that its 
autonomous actions are directed towards the achievement of defined tasks. 
Agents may possess other capabilities in addition to these two (for example, 
intelligence and adaptability) but these are essential to a definition which 
distinguishes agents from ordinary software objects. However, agents are a 
kind of software object, and agent-based modelling is greatly eased by use 
of object-oriented programming techniques (p3). 

Regarding agent-based simulation, Biliari and Fuernkranz (2001) describe it as: 

Agent-based simulation is a fast growing field in the social sciences. The 
goal of such techniques is to use simulation as a toolkit for building theories 
to explain socio-economic behaviour. There is also a strong emphasis on 
micro-foundations and on the importance of interaction present. Thus, in 
contrast to traditional microsimulation models that have hitherto been used 
in demography, agent-based simulation is not necessarily strictly empirically 
based: it relies on theoretical statements about the behaviour of agents. 
("http://www.imprsd.org/coursewsO 1 /info212.htm). 

Agent-based models attempt to capture population dynamics as the combined behaviour of 

a collection of individual agents. Although agent-based models support individual 

variability, they must also capture the behaviour and interactions of these individuals. 

Agent-based models are widely used in the computer sciences and the field of artificial 

intelligence. Agent-based approaches have also been used to simulate urban systems, 

including traffic dynamics and pedestrian movements (see for example, Schelhorn, T., 

O'Sullivan, D., Haklay, M . and Thurstain-Goodwin, M . , 2000 and Casti, John .L, 1997). 

Theoretically, agent-based models could represent any of the agents that are included in 

urban systems, i.e., migrating households, relocating firms or individuals, socio-economic 

groups, commuters and land developers. The work of Batty and Jiang (1999); Batty et al. 

(1998); and Resnick (1994) are of particular importance as they developed agent-based 

http://www.imprsd.org/coursewsO
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microsimulation techniques to emulate a number of social and urban systems. Agents may 

interact with each other and I or with an environment. Aggregate behaviour emerges from 

the interplay/relationships of these individual interactions. 

Following paragraphs describe two microsimulation models that use an agent-based 

approach. 

The TRANSIMS (TRansportation ANalysis and SIMulation) model 

Beckman (1997) describes an agent-based micro simulation model known as TRANSIM 

where a complete road system of Albuquerque, New Mexico was modelled using agent-

based methodology. It represents every vehicle "as an independent agent. It currently 

models the activities of up to 200,000 individual travellers. Individual travellers, having 

been 'loaded' into the model, act as autonomous agents, travelling through the network 

with plans derived according to their socio-economic profile. These travellers are able to 

change their route from that planned in response to policy changes to traffic flow on the 

road system, such as road closures and congestion. TRANSIMS was developed in Avenue 

programming language. Avenue is an object-oriented scripting language used by ArcView 

(see ArcView 1996 and Avenue 1996). 

The STREETS simulation system 

STREETS was developed by a team of researchers at the Centre for Advanced Spatial 

Analysis at the University College London. The STREETS agent-based modelling 

approach is similar to TRANSIMS. However, STREETS is designed to mimic the activities 

of pedestrians in sub-regional, urban districts (Schelhorn, T., Haklay, D. and Thurstain-

Goodwin, M . , 1999). 

STREETS populates the system with a statistically realistic populations of agents - based 

on age, gender, etc. This stage uses random processes to produce a predetermined number 

of agents with: 

• intended routes in the town centre; 

• various behavioural parameters e.g., maximum walking speed; and 
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• 'preferences' - in number form. 

A single run of the STREETS model produces: 

• a set of agents and their plans; 

• the population of agents on town centre 'gateways' - transport interchanges and 

car parks; and 

• the results as what happens. 

STREETS builds agents and their attributes. Agent attributes consist of socio-economic and 

behavioural characteristic. The effect of socio-economic data is to populate the model with 

different agents whose respective behaviours are likely to differ. The socio-economic 

characteristics relate to income and gender, and are used to produce a planned activity 

schedule for the agent. The activity schedule includes the sequence of locations that the 

agent intends to visit the town centre. With the street network information, agents have a 

pre-determined plan that defines a route that it intends to take in the model. On the other 

hand, behavioural characteristics contribute to the detailed behaviour of each agent. This 

includes: speed, visual range, and fixation. Speed is simply the maximum walking speed of 

an agent. Visual range relates to an agent's visual insight and determines which buildings 

and other elements in the environment the agent will 'see' and potentially respond to. 

'Fixation' describes how persistent an agent is on following the predetermined activity 

schedule. The STREETS was developed completely within S W A R M simulation 

environment and is implemented in Objective C, an object oriented language (see for 

example, Minar et al. (1996)). 
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2.2.6.2 Cellular automata (CA) 

Cellular automata (CA) emerged from complexity theory, and endeavours to emulate the 

working laws of nature. Batty, Barros and Torrens described C A as: 

— simple spatial processing models with their origins in the early 
specification of digital computers from the 1940 and 1950s. C A have close 
associations with complexity theory and have been employed in the 
exploration of a diverse range of urban phenomena, generally to investigate 
ideas about how real urban systems operate, but from a controlled 
experimental environment within computer software (http://www.casa.ucl. 
ac.uk/ leaflets/cellularautomata.pdf). 

C A consists of cells arranged in a grid that change state according to specific transition 

rules. These rules define the new state of the cells as a function of their original state and 

local neighbourhoods. By building appropriate rules into a C A , we can simulate many 

kinds of complex behaviour. For instance, a computer follows rules and at each moment, 

the rules determine exactly what the computer will do next. Thus, the computer is an 

example of an automaton. 

Current urban models do not represent explicitly spatial dynamic processes (Couclelis 

1985, Batty and Xie 1994). A number of modellers have emphasised the need to represent 

more realistically the spatial behaviour of urban actors (White and Engelen 1993). To this 

end a number of cellular automata modelling techniques have been applied to various 

spheres in urban growth modelling (Batty et al. 1989; and Batty and Longley 1994) and 

land-use change patterns (White and Engelen 1993). Batty and Longley (1994) examined 

the impact of planning policy and legislative controls on the urban form. They examined 

the fractal dimensions of various towns and cities in the South East England Planning 

Region and compared the fractal dimension of those urban areas for which development/ 

and expansion are controlled by legislative Green Belt policy to those where they are 

uncontrolled. The study showed that the fractal dimension of towns within the Green Belt 

(with constrained growth) is lower compared to their counterparts outside the Green Belt 

(with unconstrained growth). 

http://www.casa.ucl
http://ac.uk/
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System Complexity Complexity management 
Transportation 
System 

Transport systems are complex 
networks. The system is stochastic in 
nature and policy makers introduce 
"non-linear " strategies that affect the 
overall behaviour of the system 

The system is modeled at 
different scales (e.g. city level, 
state level and country level) 
and policies are devised for each 
level. 

Dynamic 
Markets and 
Firms 

The markets are ever changing and are 
defined by the continuous and 
asynchronous interactions among 
firms 

Consider the idea of macro 
equilibrium (the trends in key 
variables such as price and 
quantities) but also understand 
the specific fluctuation of 
commodities in the market that 
may yield profit 

Table 2-1: Complexity theory in Transportation and Markets (Source: 
http://www.cbi.cgey.com/) 

Table 2-1 shows the applications of complexity in transportation and dynamic markets and 

firms. In the second case of Table 2-1, the important aspect to consider is that markets are 

defined by the interactions among firms. At a macro level, one can fit a model of supply 

and demand to the overall behaviour of the market, and capture the main trends in the key 

variables of that market. 

SLEUTH (Slope, Land use, Exclusion, Urban, Transportation, Hi l l shading) is a cellular 

automaton urban growth model developed by Professor Keith Clarke at the University of 

California, Santa Barbara, commonly known as the Clarke Urban Growth Model (Clarke 

and Gaydos 1997). S L E U T H is also called as 'land transformation model'. This model is 

intended to simulate urban growth in order to aid the understanding of how expanding 

urban areas consume their surrounding land, and the impact this has on the local 

environment. This model imitates the transition from non-urban to urban land-use (in the 

San Francisco Bay Area) using a grid of cells each of whose land-use state is dependent 

upon local (e.g. roads, existing urban areas, topography), temporal, and random factors. 

The growth of land-use is based on four "growth rules", which include 'Spontaneous 

Growth', 'Road Influence', 'New Spread Centre', and 'Edge Growth.' These growth rules 

depend on the factors mentioned above. The model does not explicitly deal with 

population, policies and economic impacts on land-use change, except in terms of growth 

http://www.cbi.cgey.com/
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around roads. SLEUTH is implemented in the C programming language on a variety of 

platforms, including a C R A Y supercomputer, on SGI and SUN workstations, and on PC 

systems running Unix and Linux. 
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2.3 Research in business demography and locations 

Business demography (firmography) refers to the applications of demographic concepts, 

data, and techniques to the practical concerns of business decision-making. The emerging 

field of business demography views business establishments in a similar manner as human 

individuals and groups (households). This section describes research into the demography 

of firms both past and present. Business demography has traditionally been concerned with 

the description of annual changes in the population of firms in a specific region. Traditional 

tools for regional economic analysis include regional input-output models and shift-and-

share models (Van Wissen 2000). These models are fundamentally aggregate equilibrium 

models that reflect the sectoral and regional economic structures. However, they do not 

reflect the dynamic change in the structure (Van Wissen 2000). 

Van Wissen states, "The field is multi disciplinary, with major contributions by 

geographers, regional economists, sociologists and demographers" (Van Wissen, 2000, 

p i 12). As Van Wissen (2000) points out, geographers are interested in the firm's migration; 

regional economists are concerned with the firm's formation; and demographers are 

interested in the firm's survival. The conclusions of the empirical literature on business 

demography are limited. Most of the research and data are for manufacturing and big firms 

alone. This means that firmography in the service sector and small business establishments, 

which accounts for a large share in an urban system, remains largely unknown (Collado, 

2001). "The scarce information about the service sector raises the question of whether or 

not the 'stylized facts' about births, deaths and survival also apply to service firms" 

(Collado, 2001). 
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2.3.1 Firm birth, death, growth, entry and exit 
It is generally accepted that small firms are the backbone of any economic system. The 

growth and decline of an economy, employment and unemployment rates and locational 

attributes, all depend on the performance of existing and new small firms. Thus, growth, 

either positive or negative, depends on changes in the level of production of goods and 

services by a firm. It is also influenced by the attractions of locations over time. 

'Organizational Ecology' is the branch of social sciences that studies the life cycle or 

demography of businesses. This field tries to capture the full range and diversity of 

businesses, through their birth, growth, transformation and death. Organizational ecology 

yields insights into how businesses develop and change over time. Hannan and Freeman's 

"Organizational Ecology" (1989), was the first work to specify and estimate a model for the 

dynamics of organizational populations, such as the growth of firms over time. Thus, 

organizational ecology deals with the forces that shape the structures of organizations over 

time. The theory has received considerable attention from industrial economists and policy 

makers. As a result, it has been the basis for numerous empirical studies, as listed by Baum 

(1996). 

In recent days, the most authoritative sources, for sociological theories about firm 

demography have been the work done by Carroll and Hannan (2000). Their book 

"Demography of Corporations and Industries" is the first comprehensive book to present 

the demographic approach to organizational studies. It looks at the theory, models, methods 

and data used in corporate demographic research. Carroll and Hannan explore the processes 

by which corporate populations change over time, including organizational birth, growth, 

decline, structural transformation and death. The following paragraphs are based on the 

information from the aforementioned book. 

The contemporary research on economic demography stems from the work of Pfeffer 

(1983) in which he describes the causes and effects of demographic processes in firms. 

According to Pfeffer (1983, p303), "...the demography of any social entity is the 

composite aggregation of the characteristics of the individual members of that entity." He 
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suggests that organizations can be ultimately defined by similar parameters by applying 

various sets of methods and statistical techniques. Carroll and Hanna draw three important 

conclusions in their study of earlier efforts in the application of demographic techniques to 

corporations and other types of businesses. These are: 

• Demographic tools need to be modifying to accommodate the special features of 

organizations as opposed to biological populations; 

• New models and theories should be developed about organizations and the 

demography of the corporations must generate new research problems; and 

• Corporate demography must be connected to the mainstream of organizational 

studies. (Carroll and Hannan, 2000 p38). 

Carroll and Hannan (2000, p87) list the total number of designs in organizational research 

published in Administrative Science Quarterly over the period of 1960-1995. They include: 

the number of empirical studies, the sampling schemes (diverse sample, sector types 

sample, single type sample) and the time span. The authors provide interesting insight into 

various forms of data needed to study the demography of firms. For instance, data on the 

times of events gathered by recording event histories in an absolute time scale for a 

significant set of organizations. In this case the ordering of the sequence of demographic 

events is known and easy to model. 

Secondly, data on character of events that means - "qualitative distinctions in the 

conceptual state space used to define events (e.g., start-up, diversification, dissolution, and 

acquisition)" (Carroll and Hannan 2000, plOl). 

According to Carroll and Hannan (2000, p i 10), "Analyses of the flows of entries and exits 

in an organizational population build (implicitly or explicitly) on probability models. That 

is researchers regard the occurrence of vital events as realizations of a stochastic process". 

The critical variables in these modelling processes are time and randomness. In 

organizational demography the treatment of time by researchers is both discrete and 

continuous. The role of randomness is formulated either by deterministic or stochastic 
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processes. In general, stochastic models describe the time histories better. 

A very useful overview of industrial organization formulated by Caves (1998, pi947-1982) 

involved the turnover and mobility of firms. He provided information on entry and exit 

patterns of firms. He concludes that new entrants bring with them higher rates of 

productivity. 

Folta, Timothy, Arnold and Carolyn (1997) developed a model regarding firm survival. 

Under the assumption of equal economic performance, they try to explain why some firms 

survive while other firms do not. The model is based on the idea that organizational 

survival is not strictly a function of economic performance, but also depends on a firm's 

own threshold of performance. This model is applied to a study of the survival of new 

ventures. The threshold of each venture was determined by the entrepreneur's human 

capital characteristics (alternative employment opportunities, income from entrepreneurship 

cost of switching to other occupations, etc.). The results suggest that firms with low 

thresholds may choose to continue their operations (to survive) despite their relatively low 

performance. 

Birley (1986) studied firms' birth and death patterns, and employment generation in St. 

Joseph County, Indiana between 1977 and 1982. According to Birley, there is a 

considerable variability in results concerning firm birth, death and job generation from past 

research studies. He attributes this difference to a combination of factors such as time, the 

age of a firm, the size of a firm, SIC (Standard Industrial Classifications) category, and 

region, and more importantly the data used. He refers to various prior studies where 

discrepancies in the data seem responsible for creating variability in results. 

The sample data were collected from Indiana Unemployment ES202 records. Four sectors 

(i.e., agriculture, manufacturing, transport and service) were selected from the ES202 

records and a year-on-year analysis was conducted. Simple statistical methods were used to 

reveal the trends of birth, death and employment generation. The results showed that firm 

birth rates were uniform. The agriculture and transport sectors were found to be the most 
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productive, and the manufacturing and services sectors less so. The death rate was not 

uniform and did not seem to follow any clear trend. This was especially true during 

recession periods when it was found not to be relatively low. Between 18 and 31 percent of 

the firms did not survive further than the first two years. The job generation was also found 

to be uneven from year to year. However, the job generation did tend to be highest in the 

first year. 

Birley and Westhead (1990) describe growth and performance contrasts between different 

types of small firms. They point to O'Farrell and Hitchens's (1988a) detailed analysis of 

small firm growth in their paper 'Alternative theories of small firm growth.' O'Farrell and 

Hitchens divided these growth theories into four categories: the industrial economic 

approach, the stochastic model, the stage models and the strategic management perspective. 

Based on their literature findings, Birley and Westhead distinguish two components of firm 

growth: 'internal environment components' and 'external environment components'. Birley 

and Westhead describe these two environmental components in detail in their paper 

'Growth and performance contrasts between types of small firms.' The 'internal 

environment' components consists of: personal and leadership characteristics of the owner 

and / or manger; the owner and I or manger's age; the level of education; and personal 

values and attributes of owner and / or manager; the occupational background, skills and 

flexibility of the workforce; the financial situation of the firm and physical assets; and the 

age and quality of the firm. 

The 'external environment' components include suppliers; buyers; influence of 

competitors; tax and interest rates; degree of dependency on customers; strength and 

influence of potential entrants, and extent of uncertainty in the market served; public 

policies; and the business climate. They conclude that most past studies have dealt with 

manufacturing firms alone and are devoid of appropriate measures of growth. In addition, 

they find that there are few studies that measure growth of small firms due to the 

limitations of the data. 
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In an empirical application, Birley and Westhead (1992) examined data on 249 small firms, 

each employing between 1 and 181 employees, drawn from a wide variety of industries and 

locations. Forty-five percent of the firms surveyed were in the manufacturing sector and 

their ages from 1 year to 240 years. The authors developed a large number of hypotheses to 

identify those individual factors significantly correlated with size and performance. These 

include hypotheses on age and ownership; management; production; positioning (industry 

and location and product/market profile). They used cluster analysis techniques to reduce 

the size of the sample by creating a small number of mutually exclusive clusters. They 

concluded that firms do change in size and growth rate in various sectors, however, not in 

any prescribed sequence. They showed that, contrary to popular belief, the small firm 

sector is not essentially homogenous in size and performance as is widely assumed. 
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2.4 Firms and markets 

In his paper ' A life cycle theory of the firm' (1972), Mueller puts forward a life cycle 

theory where in managers pursue growth instead of stockholders' welfare as the firms grow 

and mature. According to Mueller (p200), "Uncertainty is a major deterrent to a new firm's 

creation or an existing one's entry into another industry". This implies that an entrepreneur 

is able to remove this deterrent i f he/she possesses special insight (innovating ideas, 

creativity etc.), or ability to process and evaluate information, and knowledge of markets. 

This special insight and knowledge can also lead a firm to grow in terms of money, market 

share and employment. Mueller states that, "the firm, which came into existence to exploit 

the profit potential in a given idea, expires once all of that potential has been exhausted". 

Thus research and development (R & D) programs at a firm, from which new ideas and 

concepts arise, are an important factor to the growth of a firm. Mueller also points out the 

importance of decentralized decision-making to properly process and evaluate information 

in its early stages. Thus, smaller firms that cannot support R & D programs lack the quality 

of information properly to allocate the resources. 

Shepherd in his paper 'The Elements of Market Structure' (1972), describes the 

development and testing of market structure models concerning the profitability of firms 

under the neoclassical hypothesis of changes in market shares. First, he examines the 

barriers, which prevent the entry of a new firm. These barriers help determine the 

achievable profitability of each firm. He then measures these barriers, by grouping such 

things as size, advertising intensity and growth. The size factor according to Shepherd is 

the main possible source of entry barriers. The net effect on profitability can be positive, 

null or negative. Similarly advertising intensity increases or decreases the profitability. 

In this study 177, larger manufacturing firms were selected to measure entry barriers (firm 

size, advertising intensity and firm growth). Firm size is measured using a natural logarithm 

of net total assets (the capital-cost) aspect of entry barriers. Similarly the advertising 

intensity is measured by the ratio of advertising expenditure to sales revenue. The growth 

of firms was traced by estimating the percentage change in total revenues during the period 
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under analysis. A static model predicting a firm's rate of return (RR) on capital can be 

given as a function: 

R R = / ( M , G , B , E ) (2-2) 

Where RR is the rate of return that is a function of market share (M), group of firms (G), 

entry barriers (B) and growth rate (E). The results, with respect to profitability, showed that 

market share (M) has positive and highly significant influence on RR. Similarly the group 

variable (G), growth (E) and advertising intensity were also found consistently to have an 

impact on RR. The size coefficient, however, was found to be consistently negative but 

small. Thus, results indicate that market share is the primary element of market structure. 

The group of firms and barriers to entry are secondary elements having a relatively small 

role in the market structure. 
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2.5 Firmography and microsimulation 

Up to this point, it appears that most studies of business demography have not accounted 

for firmographic processes in their entirety. In most cases only part(s) of the processes are 

considered, such as firm's entry and I or exit and always at an aggregate level. A recent 

effort at modelling the complete firmographic processes at a disaggregate level is described 

by Leo Van Wissen in a number of papers (Van Wissen 2000, 2001). In these papers, Van 

Wissen describes the structure of a spatial demographic microsimulation model of firms 

called 'SIMFIRMS' and its empirical application within The Netherlands. 

SIMFIRMS used various elements of firmographic processes to simulate the developments 

in size, composition, and location of firms over time. SIMFIRMS considers the type of 

economy and size of firm as the two most important factors to understanding firm 

behaviour over time. Van Wissen (2000) points out that spatial planning has always been 

strongly focused on the housing market and transportation - while the economic sector of 

spatial planning has been neglected due to the following reasons. 

• The relatively independent position of economic actors; 

• Government only plays a facilitating role in economic development; 

• Planners tend to concentrate on processes over which they have more control; 

and 

• The dominant position of macro-economic models. 

In SIMFIRMS an individual firm is described by the following data attributes: 

• Age (number of years in business i.e., 0,1, 2.. .years); 

• Industry (Retail, wholesale, construction... 11 types of economic activities); 

• Size (number of people employed); and 

• Geographical location (up to 40 regions). 
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SIMFIRMS is a 'population demographic cohort component' type model, based on 

transition functions from one time period't' to the next, 't+1'. The simulation begins with 

an initial cohort of firms being born. Firms then age in a series of discrete steps. These 

steps also allow for the addition/subtraction of firms from the population being modelled. 

The possible events in the age variable are birth, aging and death. Events in the size 

variable include among others growth and decline. Geographical location events include 

firms' location/relocation and migration. SIMFIRMS uses a fixed sequence of events and 

conditional probabilities, as determined by the order of the events. The general structure of 

SIMFIRMS is shown in Figure 2-8. 

Macro-economic 
Environment 

time t 

Regional 
environment 

time t 

Firm population 
time t 

Demographic 
events 

I 
Firm population 

time t+1 

Carrying 
capacity time t 

Figure 2-8: General Structure of SIMFIRMS 

SIMFIRMS identifies two processes for the birth of a new firm. 

• Births out of existing firms: Splitting off from existing businesses or starting a 

new branch or establishment. This process is based on existing population of 

firms; and 

• Individual decision: Births due to individual decision of a person (start-up 

firms based on labour supply) 

In SIMFIRMS, the individual components (births, closures, growth and firm relocations) 

are simulated on an annual basis. SIMFIRMS defines four different probabilistic functions 

for each of the individual components. The coefficients of each were estimated from 

observed data in The Netherlands. 
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The growth or decline of a firm is also governed to a large extent by the markets in which it 

operates. The markets consist of the aggregate outcome of the behaviour of many producers 

and consumers. Thus, SIMFIRMS introduces the concept of carrying capacity as a macro-

level descriptor (applied in biological populations) that influences the micro-behaviour of 

firms. Thus, growth and decline of firms is modelled according to the following equation: 

AX(t) = aX(t).(K(t)-X(t)). (2-3) 

Where: 

K(t) is the 'market capacity' or 'market demand', and is used to describe the growth path of 

a biological population. X(t) is the current market supply. 

In the model, a firm's behaviour depends on (K(t ) - X(t)) - that part of the equation 

relating current market supply X(t) to market demands K(t). Thus, i f the supply is smaller 

than current demand, production will increase. Conversely, i f current demand is smaller 

than supply, production will decrease. K(t) is modelled using sectoral input-output 

framework. If X(t) = K(t) then population growth is zero and i f X(t) > K(t) then population 

growth is negative. 

SIMFIRMS describes firms' relocation decisions in terms of 'push and pull factors'. It uses 

two decisions regarding relocations. The first is the relocation of a firm within region i , and 

the second is the relocation of a firm to region j from region i . Push factors are defined as 

aspects that push the firm from region i . Things such as changing market orientation, 

technological change, space requirements, location costs, accessibility problems, local 

policy, labour market mismatch. Pull factors draw firms to region j . They include locational 

quality, better market orientation, higher accessibility, better labour market, more space, 

local policies, etc. 
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2.6 Locations 

As it turns out, changes in demographic processes may require the need to change 

locations, provide additional locations, or cease to exist in the current locations. As 

mentioned in previous sections, the earliest pioneering work in the field of 'location 

theories of the firm was done by Weber (1929). This research was later extended by Isard 

(1965), who incorporated the substitution principle of economic theory into the spatial 

theory. Weber, who emphasised transport costs as one of the most important locational 

factors, originally proposed the least-cost location theory. Even though the "classical" 

location factors (transport and input costs) are still considered important, it is currently 

acknowledged that firms also consider other factors when deciding where to locate. Moses 

(1958) developed a neoclassical theory that fully integrated production with location. 

Walker and Storper (1981) argue that different industries have different locational 

potentials influenced by such things as technological innovation, organizational 

advancements, labour rationalization and skills development, and rate of investment. 

Carod (2002) describes the main determinants of industrial location processes using data 

from 946 municipalities in Catalan, Spain. The research represented events such as 

agglomeration economies at the municipal level. In this research, both conditional logit 

model and the Poisson model are used to identify location patterns of firms. The 'Spanish 

Industrial Establishments Register' was used as the main source of data at micro-level for 

the location of new industrial establishments in the 946 municipalities. It was found that the 

characteristics of each municipality had an important influence on the location decisions of 

industrial establishments. 

Theoretical approach 

A business establishment i is faced with finding a location j among 946 municipalities. 

When a location is selected in municipality j, the establishment reaches a profit level ' jtn 'as 

given in equation 2-5. 

(2-4) 
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Where Uy is a deterministic terms and (of) is a stochastic term 

Thus, firm i will choose location j i f 

ny>nik, \/k,k*j (2-5) 

The probability that location j is selected by establishment i is given as: 

P(Yi =7) = Prob > 7Tik) Vk,k * j (2-6) 

Where Y¡ is a random variable that shows the choice made. 

Using a high number of choices with a conditional logit model proved difficult. This 

problem was solved by grouping the large number of municipalities (946) into homogenous 

groups. Thus, six homogenous groups were created out of the 946 municipalities. 

Therefore, the probability that a firm i is being located at municipality j is: 

exp(t/,) 
Pa = l (2-7) 

E « p ( t / a ) 
4=1 

S 
If the error term u is distributed independently according to a Weibull distribution 

The deterministic term ( i J) of the profit function (2-4) is a linear combination of m 

variables linked to location j and is give as under: 

Uj = A * J + + A * , " (2-8) 

The variables in equation 2-8 are those, which apparently influence the firm's profit level. 

These variables have been made in accordance with the principles of statistic availability 

and economic relevance. 

It was found that entrant establishments are more influenced by territorial distribution of 

economic activities than by the territorial distribution of population. This implies that the 

concentration of economic activities in a municipality is a greater draw than the 
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concentration of the population. 

In addition, the level of pre-existing industry and services in a municipality was found to be 

a dominant locational factor. As the weight of services increases, the probability of a new 

establishment being created in a particular municipality also increases. Geographical 

location of municipalities was another locational factor as the probability of receiving new 

business establishments decreased as the distance between the municipality and its capital 

increased. Thus, sites with higher concentration of economic activities are favoured, as they 

have growing competitiveness, better accessibility to public and private infrastructures, and 

larger labour markets. However, i f this concentration rises dramatically, business 

establishments supporting agglomeration diseconomies (congestion, soaring land prices, 

etc.) reduce the attractiveness of these municipalities for the new entrant establishments. 

Miller and Lerman (1981) describe a disaggregate modelling approach for decisions made 

by clothing retailers concerning location, number of employees, and the amount of floor 

space rented. This theory leads to a multinomial probit disaggregate choice model. The 

authors argue that retailers have to make three interrelated choices to ensure profit 

maximization. These are; where to locate; how much floorspace to rent; and how many 

employees to hire. They call these three choices the 'location bundle'. Profitability with 

respect to the choice of any given location bundle is given as: 

Uk(I) = a^+J3TZls + els (2-9) 

Where: 

Uis(I) = the profitability of location bundle (1, s, I); 

xls(I) = that portion of the profit function that depends explicitly on employment intensity, 
I, and consists of both a cost and a revenue components; 

Zis = a vector of observable exogenous variables which contribute to the overall 
profitability; 

s,s = a random variable to account for unobserved variables, such as measurement error, 
test variations, etc; 
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a,/3 = a scalar parameter and a vector of parameters, respectively. 

The study was conducted on 181 -retail clothing store locations including shoe stores, child 

wears and accessories stores in the greater Boston area. The store sizes ranged from 100 

square feet to 135,000 square feet. 

The store specific data include. 

1. the size of the store (square feet); and 

2. the employment intensity of the store (the number of employees per unit 

floorspace). 

The location specific data (attributes of each location) include 

1. the total clothing store floorspace; 

2. the total retail floorspace; 

3. the average clothing store wage rate; 

4. the 'market potential measure'; and 

5. the average clothing store employment intensity. 

Other locational attributes included in this study are rents, the 'quality' of the location, and 

'microlocation' attributes such as parking availability and the average distance to subway 

stops. The results and signs of coefficients were found as expected. The model was 

sensitive to the definition of store size categories and was more accurate when the sample 

was restricted to stores of 5,000 square feet and under. This was due to the small number 

of stores above 5,000 square feet in the sample. This means that the model cannot reliably 

take the average of only a few observations and thus they were not so important and were 

excluded. In addition, revenues of small stores were found to be inelastic with respect to 

aggregate shopping trips to the centre in which they are located. 
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2.7 Effects of public policies and infrastructure 

The effects of public policies and public infrastructure on the demography of firms have 

been thoroughly examined and validated. Individual contributions to the book "Industry 

Location and Public Policy: Theory and Methodology" compiled by Ebert (1991) provide 

various dimensions of industrial location vis-à-vis public policy. Of note, the works seek to 

explain the impact of public policies on firm start-ups, growth (expansion) and migration 

(relocation) decisions. Others (see for example, Shah 1992; Nadiri and Mamuneas, 1994; 

and Wylie, 1996) provide useful insight into the effects of public policies and infrastructure 

on the formation and growth of firms. Most studies are concerned with new establishment 

location decisions mainly in the manufacturing sector, albeit using aggregate data. Fox and 

Murray, however, did a micro data study of business location decision. It is this study that 

is described in the following paragraphs. 

Fox and Murray (1991) describe the effects of local government policies on the location of 

business activity. The main purpose of this study was to examine the affects of public 

policies on new establishments in Tennessee. In the paper, the emphasis is on tax structure, 

expenditure mix and infrastructure. Fox and Murray argue that public policies can create 

the environment in which firms decide where to locate. In their opinion, the size of local 

markets (the revenue potential) is an important factor in the determination of the location of 

retail and small business establishments. Fox and Murray argue that profitability depends 

not only on revenues but also on the costs of production. Thus, firms are expected to seek 

locations where production costs are low. 

The production cost depends on prices of labour, land, utilities and equipment. The cost of 

labour may differ across locations and can be expected to affect location decisions, but 

equipment cost is the same everywhere. Other variable costs identified by Fox and Murray 

with respect to locations are: wage rate (based on skill, educational attainment), land values 

and utility prices (willing to pay higher for better quality services). Proximity to highways, 

an airport, rail services and power supplies were important infrastructures. Taxes (other 

than corporate income taxes equal for each firm) such as property tax and sales tax also 
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differ across locations and can affect a locale's attractiveness. In return for taxes, the firms 

get infrastructure, such as highways, police, fire protection, and so on. 

The basis of this research was an analysis of a time series-cross-section database on 

establishments entering the market (active and newly entering firms) into one of the 95 

Tennessee counties (with different attributes) between 1980 and 1986. Active firms were 

those firms that had their date of first employment during or before the specified year. 

Entering firms were those that began employing workers during the specified year. The 

majority of the firms were small, with less than 20 employees, including manufacturing, 

trade services, and other. Services comprised the highest share. Almost 95% of firms were 

start-ups. Four different groups of firms were selected based on firm size i.e., number of 

employees. 

Fox and Murray conclude that firm size is another important factor that affects the location 

decision of firms. Smaller firms find fewer location options (since they frequently operate 

in narrow geographic areas) and are likely to be less affected in their location decision due 

to government policies. Thus, small firms need to locate in more urbanized area. 

To estimate the business location response to the various independent variables a Tobit 

regression technique (McDonald and Robert, 1980) was used. Property tax was statistically 

found to be significant only for firms having fewer than five employees. The effect of 

taxes was to discourage entry. The implications of an increase in the local sales tax on firm 

entry and employment were then simulated. It showed that higher business-tax rates reduce 

entry rates for the smallest firms size category. For larger firms it was found that tax 

increases did not significantly influence entry. 

The long-run policies tests showed that the presence of a highway was statistically 

significant as firms' entries are always higher where an interstate highway is present. It is 

more likely to shift new economic activities within a narrow geographic area. Entry rates 

for small firms were higher in the presence of a railroad line, however, the presence of an 

airport was not statistically significant indicating the presence of such facilities is not 

pivotal in terms of location decisions. 
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In another study, Ebert (1991) describes the relationships between public infrastructure and 

economic development. He argues that i f the economy is down cities cannot maintain, 

improve or even build infrastructure, and vice versa. The question was: Does public 

infrastructure affect economic growth? Ebert answered this question in the context of three 

possible effects: 

1. the effect of infrastructure on the production of goods and services 

(infrastructure as an input); 

2. the effect of infrastructure on the growth rate of private capital and labour; and 

3. the increase in the productivity of other privately provided inputs. 

Public infrastructure is a foundation of economic activity. This study considered: roads, 

bridges, water treatment and distribution systems, irrigation, waterways, airports, and mass 

transit. Improving upon an area's amenities (efficient highway system, convenient public 

transport system, parks and recreational facilities) makes the area more attractive to firms 

and households. According to Ebert, firms see infrastructure such as highways as additional 

inputs into their production process for which they do not directly have to pay. The direct 

price they pay is the cost of congestion on highways. That means travel time is an 

important determinant on the location choice of firms. In a well-developed region, firms 

initially earn profits by benefiting from these "public inputs" to produce more outputs 

(growth). They continue to do so until the taxes are increased. According to Ebert, the 

growth is also measured in terms of investments and employments. 

Ebert considered 40 metropolitan areas in order to construct public capital stock estimates 

between 1958 and 1985. The estimates included: public highways, sewage treatment 

facilities and water distribution facilities. The first effect of public infrastructure is the 

impact on the openings of firms. To show the relationship between infrastructure and firm 

openings, Ebert used the database developed by US Small Business Administration that 

was compiled by Dun and Bradstreet and contained more than 50 percent of the businesses 

in the United States. He found a positive correlation between openings and public capital 

stock for the sample of 40 metropolitan areas and concluded that the growth of the local 

economy (firm openings, growth, relocation etc.) is closely linked to public infrastructure. 
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2.8 Land developer behaviour 

Floorspace is a factor of production (immobile) influencing the location of economic 

activity. The floorspace/land market is dynamic as the effects of the landowners/ 

developers' behaviour are felt over time. These dynamic aspects also depend on the 

changes in the size, income and tastes of the population, the rate of growth of economic 

activity, transport systems and methods of production, and distribution (Harvey 1996). 

According to US Department of Transportation (available at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/  

planning /toolbox/. 

The term "land development" refers to the conversion of land for the 
purposes of residential, commercial, industrial, or other activities. Land 
development can be described by the amount of land by type of use in an 
area, as well as the characteristics of the development (e.g., residential 
density). 

2.8.1 Land development process 
The land development process is itself dynamic. That is one development may generate 

another development elsewhere. For example, the development of a large housing complex 

can lead to the redevelopment of an existing small shopping centre. The developers see an 

increased profit opportunity in developing more floorspace to serve the needs of the larger 

population. In order to accommodate these changes (arising due to changes in demand and 

supply), the land developers adjust the quantity of space, as well as nature of the 

improvements, over time. This is done by building new structures, adding to existing 

structures, or converting structures to a different use. Thus, it is important to represent the 

land developers' behaviour in the microsimulation model. 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/
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Ding (1999) states that according to standard urban economic models, vacant land is 

developed if the following condition is satisfied: 

r(T ,x,k ) = r a + iD ( 2-10) 

where 

D = land development costs; 

ra - vacant land's rent; 

i = the discount rate; 

T = the timing of land development; 

k = the round-trip rate of transportation costs; and 

x = the distance to central business district (CBD). 

According to the above equation, developers develop vacant land when urban floorspace 

rent equals the vacant floorspace's opportunity costs plus interest costs to cover floorspace 

development costs. Developers prefer to develop sites at the edges of cities in the 

monocentric model. However, high acquisition costs in the urban periphery may push 

developers outward. This may be caused by government policies, such as zoning 

regulations. Ding (1999, p5) states: 

.... Even though developing sites are located outside open areas, the 
clustering of development sites is still attractive to developers, i f 
infrastructure provision exhibits the increasing return of scale. The 
reduction of average costs may come from the fact that the average costs of 
building local streets decrease with the number of development sites under 
the impact fee framework. This is similar to the industrial agglomeration 
effect in urban economics. Nevertheless, the location of development does 
not matter, as long as there are sites that are spatially adjacent and 
developed. 

According to Ding, this uneven distribution of urban land development costs does not 

represent the regular, circular pattern of urban development predicted by standard classical 

models like those of Von Thünen, Alonso, Weber, Hoyt (1939) and Harris and Ullman 

(1954). It means that land with low development costs will be first area developed. In 

addition, this uneven distribution of development highlights the fact that standard urban as 
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well as some existing land-use-transport models, do not adequately represent individual 

developers. Rather, they treat development as an aggregate parameter. 

UrbanSim is the most recent modelling effort to simulate urban systems at a disaggregate 

level that also represents the behaviour of individual land developers. 

2.8.2 Representation of land developer's behaviour in UrbanSim 
UrbanSim identifies land developers as one of the major actors (decision-makers) alongside 

households, businesses, and governments. I have described the overall UrbanSim model in 

section 2.2.5. In this section, the emphasis is on the land developers' module. 

UrbanSim's land developer module simulates the activities of land developments and re-

developments. Businesses and households make decisions about whether to move or stay. 

If they choose to move, the model predicts which location they will choose and what type 

of floorspace they wil l occupy. Similarly, land developers make choices about which 

parcels of vacant land to develop, what type of buildings to construct, and at what density. 

Land developers also select parcels with existing structures as potential sites for both new 

development and redevelopment. The land in UrbanSim is represented as small grid-cells, 

each 150x150 metre in resolution. Cells are classified according to their development types 

(e.g., residential, commercial, vacant) in each zone. Each year land developers have various 

alternatives such as whether the cell should be redeveloped or not. The probability of each 

alternative development being selected is calculated in a multinomial logit model. 

UrbanSim then uses Monte Carlo selection among the alternatives according to their 

probabilities. 

In UrbanSim, land market clearing is done by adjusting prices to settle the demands for 

locations and floorspaces among households and businesses against the supply of 

floorspace in each zone. The ratio of demand to supply in each zone for each type of 

floorspace (residential and commercial floorspaces by type) encourages proportional price 

adjustments for these floorspaces. The adjusted floorspace prices produce new market 

signals to demanders in the subsequent year, thereby influencing preferences for zones and 

building types. 
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2.9 Commercial land-use regulations 

In general, land-use regulations and zoning shape the urban spatial patterns. Hanushek and 

Quigley (1990, p i 76) descry e land-use regulations as: 

Land use regulations include a wide variety of rules governing the physical 
location of economic activities within jurisdictions; regulations governing 
the design height, or capital intensity of commercial and industrial property; 
rules regarding the minimum lot sizes for residential parcels, the number of 
bedrooms in new dwellings or other restrictions on residential density; and 
the rules delineating developer responsibilities for infrastructure provided in 
newly subdivided areas. 

Thus, land-use regulations and zoning may also affect urban spatial patterns. Land 

developers are forced to choose zones that are either for residential use or for commercial 

purposes. 

The effects of commercial land-use regulations on the growth of commercial sectors are 

poorly understood. Because of a lack of quality data and behavioural understandings, there 

are few empirical studies concerning land-use regulations in the commercial sector 

(Hanushek and Quigley, 1990). 

Land-use rules affect both the quality of life and the health of its residents as well as 

economic conditions. Hanushek and Quigley investigate the effects of one of the popular 

land-use controls: 'limitations on the growth of commercial property.' They point out two 

models that can project the market for commercial property based on commercial land-use 

rules (Kenneth Rosen and Ruth Shragowitz, 1985 and Bradford Case and Deborah Gordon, 

1989). Hanushek and Quigley use these models to compare rents and employments in San 

Francisco under restricted and under unrestricted conditions. The simulation results showed 

that having 'growth restrictions' resulted in a negative growth annual employment while 

annual rents were positive. However, in Gordon's case the annual rents were found to be 

negative as well. Thus, the overall results were somewhat ambiguous. 
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2.10 Implications for future work 

One of the objectives of this chapter is to understand the behaviour of business 

establishments and land developers at an individual level, and to identify the existing 

theories and methodologies concerning these behaviours over time. Based on this literature 

review, it appears that the scale of previous research has not been commensurate with the 

importance of demography of firms and commercial floorspace representations at 

disaggregate levels. As far as the author knows there has been no single attempt to 

incorporate business demography into integrated land-use-transport models. The findings 

for the representation of business establishments and land development in land-use models 

from our literature review are scant and aid little in drawing clear conclusions. 

It is clear that the multi-decision field of firmography involves a wide array of variables. 

This demonstrates the potential complexity involved in representing the behaviour of 

individual business establishments. Nevertheless, ideas from UrbanSim (Waddell, 1998) 

and SIMFIRMS (Van Wissen 2000) microsimulation models are encouraging. 

The theoretical literature and empirical studies of business demography have been heavily 

oriented toward the manufacturing sector. The literature indicates that the theoretical and 

empirical models can also be applied to non-manufacturing firms; however, the relevant 

variables vary by industry. Again, there have been few studies involving business 

demography at a disaggregate level. This study found that a number of models of business 

demography have been developed in the past; but only to examine particular parts of the 

business life cycle such as entry and exit, growth and decline. At the disaggregate level, 

only a few studies have been done, though they have tended to focus on particular firms 

(e.g., manufacturing alone) and as such, have failed to represent the whole economy of an 

urban area. In addition, many of these models were static in nature and thus, they did not 

represent the dynamic aspects of the economic system. 

Through this literature survey, it was observed that agent-based microsimulation techniques 

have proved useful in emulating many non-linear phenomena in complex systems. These 
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techniques measure the level to which economic agents (e.g., business establishments) can 

adjust for any given set of behavioural rules and the approach in which they co-develop as 

they change their behavioural rules over time. 

Among existing microsimulation models, UrbanSim, one of the recent agent-based models 

provides useful insight in this type of modelling process. UrbanSim's land development 

model component highlighted four points (rule-based) to simulate land developers actions. 

• economies of scale; 

• profit maximization; 

• costs of development; and 

• interest rates. 

Developers are assumed to be price takers, as are firms and households. The implication of 

this assumption is that the model must adjust prices every year once it has computed the 

total demand for each location and building type within the location choice components of 

the model. In UrbanSim, land development decisions are presently assumed to occur within 

one year. As well, a developer gains economies when he/she increases the scale of 

developments. 

The developers then estimate the profitability of alternative developments. They undertake 

new development and redevelopment based on current market information, including 

current demand and prices, as adjusted to reflect the current period supply and demand. 

New development then becomes available to businesses or residential tenants at the 

beginning of the next year. 

The land development component requires information on the costs of development in 

order to compute the profitability of alternative developments, in each zone. These costs 

include the hard development costs (replacement costs for the improvements), soft 

development costs (the aggregation of development impact fees, building permits, and 

interest rates), and demolition costs, by type of land-use (ODT, 2001). 



Chapter 3.0 

Research Methods 

Overview 

This chapter describes both (a) how the research evolved from the 

identification of vital factors affecting the demography of business 

establishments and the behaviour of developers in the design and set-up of 

the model, and (b) the selection of the tools and technologies to be used. 
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Contents of chapter 3 - Requirements and methods 

The contents of chapter 3 include: 

• Research methods: 

• A n introduction to research methods; 

• Specific representation of time and disequilibrium - how firmographic 

events evolve over time; 

• Probabilistic distributions - a brief overview; 

• Discrete choice modelling - a brief overview; 

• Monte Carlo process - a brief overview; and 

• Classic microeconomic theory. 

• Development platform and tools: 

• Background information on personal computers and their computing 

powers as well as different operating system; 

• Object-oriented tools (back ground of object-oriented technology); 

• Unified Modelling Language (How U M L represents object-oriented 

methods); 

• Test system design and database tables (A brief description of the test 

system); and 

• Database table structures (How database tables are constructed). 
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3,1 Research methods 

The research method used in this study was one of experimentation, i.e., hypothesis testing. 

In this study, a set of hypothetical BEs and land developers' behaviour are simulated over 

time interval of one year and six months by means of mathematical models. The design 

and implementation of the simulation model was done using object-oriented techniques and 

the Java programming language respectively. In order to examine the behaviours of various 

agents in the test system, the model was scaled down to its basic elements. The following 

events comprise the main bulk of the simulation runs. 

• The simulation runs through time, and events happen at certain times; 

• BEs with given attributes are generated in time't'; 

• Probabilistic distributions are used, and individual values are sampled from 

them, and behaviour of an agent at a particular time is based on the sample from 

the distribution; 

• Monte-Carlo process - samples from distributions are used to understand the 

overall system, however, samples are interpreted as being related to the 

decisions of particular agents at particular times in particular places; and 

• The attributes of each B E and floorspace are updated in time 't+1 '. 
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Figure 3-1 outlines the steps used to simulate each agent in the firmographic and land 

development processes. This figure shows the description of simulation runs. 

• 
Read attributes of agents (BE 
and land developer) in the 
sample at time t 

r 
Apply the microscopic 
probabilistic methods to these 
agents. 

r 
Use Monte Carlo selection 
among the alternatives according 
to their probabilities 

1 
Update the attributes of these 
agents in the system to represent 
the attributes of this element at 
time t+1 and add or replace it in 
the list 

Figure 3-1: Flow chart of simulation runs 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the agents in this study are BEs and land developers. In the 

study, BEs' firmographic processes and land developers' decisions are microsimulated 

using probabilistic choice methods and Monte-Carlo techniques. A l l prices and markets are 

simulated as being in dynamic disequilibria, with price changes occurring due to changes in 

inventory (e.g., shortage and I or surpluses in floorspaces). 

3.1.1 Specific representation of time and disequilibrium 
The system begins with an initial state consisting of a population of BEs, a description of 

prices for each commodity in each spatial market, a description of the physical space 

consisting of zones, "grid-cells" (smaller units of land within zones) and matrices 

describing the attributes of travel between zones. The system evolves, with firmographic 

events simulated for individual BEs. At subintervals of one year (currently twice per year) 

prices in each market are updated. At the end of every year, all developers' decisions are 

microsimulated, updating the supply of commercial floorspace. This is in contrast to, for 
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example, equilibrium models which solve for equilibrium at a point in time. In this 

situation, the model does not assume that markets are in equilibrium, thus the need to 

update prices via a process. To investigate the steady state behaviour of the overall system 

requires model simulation runs of sufficient length to reach equilibrium. In this 

microsimulation the length of simulation run to achieve a steady state is 30-40 years. 

3.1.2 Probabilistic distributions 
One of the important elements of simulation modelling is to identify appropriate probability 

distributions that can adequately capture the randomness of behaviour. Very often, this 

requires analyzing empirical or historical data and fitting these data into a distribution. For 

each event in this microsimulation probabilistic distributions are used, but individual values 

are sampled from them, and the behaviour of a B E at a particular time is based on the 

sample from the distribution. These distributions are normally conditional upon the 

conditions, and may be estimated with a disaggregate process, such as discrete choice 

model, so that each situation that exists in the model can have the same range of possible 

behaviours for the affected agents, but with different probabilities for the different 

behaviours. 

3.1.2.1 Discrete choice modelling (disaggregate process) 

Discrete choice modelling deals with a decision-making problem, i.e. the problem of 

making a choice amongst different alternatives (at least two). A decision-maker or an 

individual may be a household, an organization, an entrepreneur, a land developer, or any 

other decision-making unit. The decision-maker or individual chooses one alternative from 

a finite set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive alternatives. Each alternative possesses 

certain attributes that help in determining choice decision (Ben-Akiva, and Lerman, 1989). 

The relative influence of different attributes of alternatives and characteristics of the 

decision-maker are the two most important elements in discrete choice modelling. 
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Elements of a discrete choice model 
As mentioned by Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985), an individual or decision-maker: 

1. determines the available alternatives; 

2. evaluates the attributes of each alternative relevant to the choice under 

consideration; and 

3. uses a decision rule to select an alternative from among the available alternatives. 

Thus, there are four elements associated with a choice process. (Ben-Akiva and Lerman 

(1985, p32). 

• the decision-maker; 

• the alternatives; 

• the attributes of alternatives; and 

• the decision rule. 

In the real world different decision-makers face different choice circumstances and can 

have very different perceptions (Koppelman and Bhat, 1999). For instance, in the choice of 

business locations, two individuals with different perceptions are likely to have different 

sets of locations to choose from and may place different weights on floorspace rent, 

distance from central business district (CBD), and proximity to population and transport 

costs. Thus, the models should include those variables that represent differences among the 

decision-makers. These alternative variables make a choice set that is referred to as the 

universal choice set. At the same time, the set of alternatives available is constrained by the 

environment such as land-use regulations on the choice of floorspace in a particular zone. It 

means not all alternatives in a choice set are feasible for a particular decision-maker. 

Thus, a subset, out of the universal choice set which is feasible is defined as a feasible 

choice set for that individual. Each alternative in the choice set possesses various attributes. 

Once attributes of an alternative are defined, the attractiveness of an alternative is 

determined by its attribute values. Besides value, an attribute can have a certain degree of 

uncertainty. For instance, transit travel times are not deterministic, the likely value of 

transit travel time, and a measure of uncertainty in the transit travel time can both be 

included as attributes of transit (Koppelman and Bhat, 1999, p i 1). 
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Every individual or decision-maker has a mechanism to process information and evaluate 

alternatives and this mechanism is known as the 'decision-rule' that guides an individual 

through choice process. 

An individual is said to use a 'rational' decision process i f the process satisfies two 

fundamental rules i.e., 'consistency ,' and 'transitivity' (Koppelman and Bhat, 1999, pl2). 

Here consistency means that an individual or decision-maker selects the same alternative in 

repeated experiments under similar circumstances. While, transitivity means the individual 

or decision-maker maintains an exclusive ordering of these alternatives on his/her 

preference scale (Koppelman and Bhat, 1999, pi2). These rational decision making 

processes are referred in the literature as the utility maximization rule. 

Utility maximization rule has two important concepts. At first, it assumes that individuals 

or decision-makers make 'trade-offs' among the attributes characterizing alternatives in 

determining their choice. Thus, for example, an individual can choose to live near the C B D 

(expensive rents) i f the reduction in travel time offset the increased cost of living. The 

second concept states that an individual or decision-maker chooses the alternative that is 

ranked highest on the scalar utility scale. In economics, economists define a function that 

gives the maximum utility that could be achieved at a given price and an income as the 

indirect utility function. 

Utility-based choice theory (utility function) 

The utility maximization principle defines a function '£ / ' called the utility function. This 

function contains the attributes of alternatives in the choice set. The utility function has the 

property that an alternative Ï ' is chosen among a set of alternatives, i f and only if the utility 

of alternative 'i ' is greater than or equal to all other alternatives, 'j ' in the choice set, C. 

There are two types of utility maximization models and they are: 

1. Deterministic choice models; and 

2. Probabilistic choice models. 

In deterministic choice models, the utility maximization rule ignores the uncertainty in the 
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individual's choice process. It means that the individual is certain to choose the highest 

utility alternative under the observed choice conditions. However, this is not the case in a 

real-world decision-making process. According to Koppelman and Bhat, uncertainty 

defines three sources of errors in the use of deterministic choice models. They are: 

1. A n individual may have imperfect or incorrect information regarding the attributes 

of some or all of the alternatives. The result is that different individuals each with 

different information or perceptions about the same alternative are likely to make 

different choices; 

2. A n inadequate understanding of the utility function that the individual uses to assess 

the utility of each alternative, by the analyst; and 

3. The analyst is not aware of specific conditions of the individual's choice behaviour. 

In order to explain these uncertainties, probabilistic choice models or 'random utility 

models' were introduced. Random utility models are in fact, an alternative version of 

discrete choice models. In this case, a random utility model divides utility into stochastic 

and deterministic parts. In some cases, i f an analyst knew the data and logic used by 

decision-makers, it would be reasonable to use deterministic utility models, however, in 

reality such data and logic do not exist for most human experiments and thus discrete 

choice models take other shapes, where preferences are expressed in terms of probabilities. 

This means that, instead of predicting a choice with certainty, the models assign 

probabilities for each choice alternative. 

Components of a utility function in probabilistic choice model 

A probabilistic choice model or random utility model consists of a deterministic component 

and an error component as shown in equation 3-1. 

U id = ViD + Sid (3-1) 

Where 

Ujd is the 'true' utility of alternative i from the viewpoint of the decision-maker d; 

ViD is the deterministic or observed utility of an alternative i for a decision-maker d; 

and 
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&d t is the error term (component). 

In equation 3-1, there is no information about the error term, and thus, this error term is 

assumed a random variable. In order to distribute these random errors associated with the 

error functions for different alternatives, the analyst use various assumptions to develop 

different discrete choice model specifications. These are described in the following 

paragraphs: 

The logit model 

As described earlier, the mathematical structure of a discrete choice model is determined by 

the assumptions made regarding the error components of the utility function for each 

alternative. For instance, the following three assumptions led to the formation of a 

'Multinomial Logit Model'. 

1. the error components are extreme-value or Gumbel distributed; 

2. the error components are identically and independently distributed across 

alternatives; and 

3. the error components are identically and independently distributed across 

observations. 

Thus, different assumptions on the distribution of error components give rise to different 

discrete choice model specifications (e.g., conditional logit, multinomial probit, nested logit 

and mixed logit). For instance, the use of normal distribution for the error components led 

to the formation of 'Multinomial Probit Model' (MNP) that has some properties that makes 

it difficult to use in choice models (Koppelman and Bhat, 1999). The Gumbel distribution 

that closely approximates the normal distribution is ideal for choice models because it has a 

computational advantage in a context where maximization is important. McFadden (1974) 

derived the Multinomial Logit (MNL) model from a family of 'General Extreme Value' 

(GEV) distributions. He used the simplest type of the GEV function that is known as the 

double exponential distribution or Gumbel distribution (Johnson and Kotz, 1970). 
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On the other hand, the 'Multinomial Logit Model' (MNL) becomes a 'Logit Model' i f error 

terms are given independent and identical Weibull distributions. The Weibull distribution, 

because of its computational simplicity, is the most commonly used distribution. The 

general expression for the probability of choosing an alternative ' / ' from a set of ' / 

alternatives was derived by Luce (1959) - known as the 'Luce model'. 

Pr(0 = J (3-2) 

I e J 

y = i 

Where 
Pr(i) = the probability of the individual choosing alternative 7' and V¡ is the 

systematic component of the utility of alternative / 

i = 1,2,3..., J denotes the choice index; and 

V¡ = the utility of alternative 'i ' which is specified to be linear in parameters. 

Vx = PQi + fixXu + J32X 2i + ... (3-3) 

The cumulative distribution function (cdf) and probability density function (pdf) of the 

Weibull distribution is derived as: 

Fs(e) = e-°-x (3-4) 

(3-5) 

Where X is the dispersion parameter for the distribution. If for each error term (a) , a 

Weibull distribution with dispersion parameter X is used then a much simpler logit 

expression can be derived from equation (3-2). 

(3-6) PrO)=-rL 

E XV , e 
7 = 1 

Equation (3-6) is the mathematical form of a single-level Logit choice probability model. 
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The term 'single-level' indicates that only one dispersion parameter value was used in the 

Weibull distributions for each of the alternative's utility function error terms. In fact, more 

than one dispersion parameter can be used in the above equation resulting in models such 

as 'Multi-level logit Choice Probability Model'. 

The nested logit (NL) model 

The nested logit model is an extension of the multinomial logit model designed to capture 

correlations among alternatives. The N L model allows partial relaxation of the IIA property 

(see Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985, 1974). The derivation of the N L model is based on the 

assumption that some alternatives share in common components in their random error 

terms & . The random term Si of the nested alternatives is composed of two parts: one 

associated with each alternative and the other associated with groups/nests of alternatives 

(Koppelman and Bhat, 1999). Thus, a N L model is characterized by grouping subsets of 

similar alternatives. "The variation of the unobserved error component & is less within 

subgroups that are similar; that is the unobserved error components of the utility U are 

likely to be more correlated between alternatives within the same subgroup" (Abraham, 

1994 p28). The structure for a three-level nested logit model is widely used, however, two-

level model is the most common (Hensher and Greene, 2000). The structure of N L 

resembles a tree of decisions with each division representing a choices. A two-level N L 

model is shown in Figure 3-2. 

level 1 (i=l,...,I) 

level 2 0 = 1,....,J) 

i e l i e l Lj = 2 

Figure 3-2: Nested structure of a 2-level nested logit model. 
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The two important properties of N L models are: the 'inclusive value' or Togsum' and 'size 

variable' or 'size term'. 

Inclusive value or logsum 

Each nest within the choice set is associated with a pseudo-utility, called composite utility. 

This utility corresponds to the expected utility value of all the lower level choices. It means 

the attractiveness of a group of alternatives is equal to the amount of utility that can be 

expected from a choice between the members of a group in a nest. The desired 'inclusive 

value' is between 0 and 1. A value 0 < X < 1 in this interval ensures that this particular 

problem is avoided. When X = 1, it is easy to show that the Nested Logit is equal to the 

Logit model. When there is only one nest (N=l) Nested Logit becomes a Logit model. 

Size variable or size term 

The size term refers to size variables in a N L model. This variable is the number of 

alternatives that exist at a lower level of the hierarchy. If attributes of these alternatives are 

not available then the average utility can be used as the composite utility of the group by 

adding a size term. The size term is given by multiplying the logarithm of the size variable 

by a coefficient (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). Sometimes researchers scale the size term 

by a coefficient between 0 and 1, to reflect that the zoning system is not random and there 

is some extra similarity between the alternatives that are in the same zone. 
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3.1.3 Monte-Carlo process 
Monte-Carlo methods are widely used to simulate stochastic processes. Monte-Carlo 

processes can provide information about sampling distributions when exact theory for the 

sampling distribution is not available. Monte-Carlo simulations play an important part in 

experimental designs. The Monte-Carlo process is a major computational tool that depends 

on random numbers (see for example, Rubinstein, 1981; MacDougall, 1987 and Keppler, 

1993). These numbers can either be uniformly distributed or else follow some 

predetermined distribution. Thus, the generation of random numbers is extremely important 

since the entire methodology of Monte-Carlo analysis is based on the principle that such 

random numbers are available. After many replications, the stored results will mimic the 

sampling distribution of the statistic. Most pre-built random number generators create 

uniform deviates, which means that they return random numbers in the interval [0,1). 

A simulation can be envisioned as a "Monte-Carlo" process i f samples from distributions 

are used. To be useful for planning, the planners look at the aggregate distribution of 

various output values after a simulation run is complete. Thus, ultimately, researchers are 

interested in aggregate behaviour and that is the intention of this research work. These 

samples from relatively simple distributions are interpreted as being related to the decisions 

of particular agents at particular times in particular places, providing a behavioural 

interpretation of the model results and making the model system more interpretable. 
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3.2 Elements of classic microeconomic theory 

The central principle of classic microeconomic market theory (sometimes called 'Walrasian 

Microeconomics', e.g., Katzner, 1988) assumes rationality of agents. A firm maximizes its 

profits and an individual maximizes her/his utility. Production functions are the distinctive 

methods of economics to describe a firm's behaviour. Production function defines for every 

combination of inputs to the production process the maximum output that could be 

produced. Firms exist because they offer cost (e.g., transactions costs) advantages over 

market transactions. While profits are a motivation for firms, the rate of profit is, in general, 

not a major share of the costs of goods and services because of competition. 

The overview of an economy starts with the supply and demand in the product markets. 

The framework in Figure 3-3 describes an economy. It consists of four major building 

blocks (two economic agents and two markets). These are firms, households, product 

markets, and factor markets. Firms consume inputs; produce outputs, and sell goods or 

services in the markets. On the other hand households demand products and firms supply 

those products. Markets are a collection of buyers and sellers organized for exchanging 

goods and services for money at exchange locations. 

Supply 
Firms 

Demand 

Product 
Markets 

Demand 

Factor 
Markets 

Households 

Supply 

Figure 3-3: Basic framework of microeconomic theory 
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Three basic factor markets are labour, land and capital that determine supply and demand 

(and eventually the equilibrium price) in factors markets. Firms demand factors of 

production and households supply labour. 

A problem with traditional microeconomic market theory is that it assumes each firm in the 

industry as being identical (i.e. with identical production and consumption functions). The 

solution to this problem is to allow for the production functions of each establishment to 

vary from the industry average. 

For a spatial simulation it is essential that the advantages of better access to factors and 

intermediate goods and services, and access to consumers, are represented. The prices of 

each good and service are set for the region as a whole, so the spatial advantages of certain 

locations are not represented. Most studies of firm behaviour do not take into account the 

spatial aspects in reference to the behaviour of firms. For instance, households and firms, 

exchange goods or services with one another, and those exchanges take place at certain 

locations. Abraham (2001, p3) states, "In many cases, the location is the most important 

aspect of the transaction: two parties are brought together and decide to interact because 

they are conveniently located near one another". 

Thus, an important aspect of this research is to understand the spatial arrangements of 

various establishments, and why some establishments might locate in some locations even 

if they are in the same industry as a different establishment in a different location. When a 

firm has more than one establishments (i.e., operates in more than one location) it is likely 

because there is some advantage to splitting its operations. Perhaps certain parts of a firm's 

operations have a higher locational advantage in one location or perhaps the firm's 

customers are unwilling to travel long distances; so several retail sales outlets are required 

to serve the population. Classic microeconomic theory can ignore the separation of firms 

into establishments because it does not concern itself with space. 

Traditional economic theory assumes that there is one specific market conducive for the 

exchange of each specific product. This model represents numerous markets at different 
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points with different prices where exchange of a particular type of "commodity" (a good, 

service or factor) takes place. Each B E interacts to varying degrees in each of the different 

markets, based on a logit choice model as is described in Chapter 4. 
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3.3 Development platform, tools and technologies 

Personal computers (PCs) are being used more and more for most problem solving 

applications. With the constant improvement of desktop computing (hardware and software 

as well as affordability), it is imperative to develop scientific applications that harness this 

power to solve complex problems. Microsoft's Windows is the most widely used operating 

system today. It is generally believed that 90% of the desktop personal computers use 

Microsoft's operating system. Thus, it was natural to select this platform for the 

development of this microsimulation model. Several technologies were considered as tools 

with respect to the relevance to the research project in mind. It was decided to use object-

oriented technology because it is a simple yet very powerful tool with a short learning 

curve compared to the more complex 'artificial intelligence', 'expert systems', 'neural 

networks' and 'fuzzy logics'. 

This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, object-oriented concepts are 

discussed and in the second part the implementations of these concepts in 'Unified 

Modeling Language' (UML) are described. 

3.3.1 Object-orientation 
The increasing use of discrete simulation in modelling large and complex systems, such as 

integrated land-use and transportation systems brings new challenges. One such challenge 

is the need to devise ways of developing modular approaches to reduce the complexity of 

model building and make such models easier to maintain. Modularity is a property of a 

system that has been decomposed into a set of interconnected and loosely coupled modules. 

Today, object-oriented principles are used in many technologies such as object-oriented 

programming languages, object-oriented database systems, and object-oriented user 

interfaces. 

Why object-oriented programming? 

The object-oriented approach is fundamentally different from the traditional techniques. 

These differences are described in Table 3-1. 
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First Second Third Generation Contemporary 
Generation Generation Generation Gap Age 

1954-1958 1959-1961 1962-1970 1970-1980 1980+ 

F O R T R A N I, F O R T R A N II, PL/1, A L G O L Many new c , C++, 
A L G O L 58, A L G O L 60, 68, Pascal, but non Smalltalk, Ada, 

FLOWMATIC COBOL, LISP Simula enduring Java 
languages 

Global access to Subprograms Increasing size In this age, the 
all data. were invented of programs physical 

before 1950 but resulted in the building block 
An error in any were not creation of now becomes 
part of the system recognized as independently the module. 
could have a ripple tools for compiled 
effect across the abstraction until modules. It represents a 
entire system. this time. logical 

These modules collection of 
Modifications to They were were thought of classes/objects 
existing system originally as a container and not 
were very viewed as for data and subprograms. 
complicated and labour saving subprograms, 
difficult. devices. not a tool for The logical 

abstraction. view has now 
Huge amount of shifted from 
cross coupling The designer of subprograms 
among a sub-program and action 
subprograms. had difficulty (verbs) to 

ensuring it was physical 
called properly. structure 

(nouns). 
Due to limited 
abstraction We move to 
techniques and eliminate 
strong typing, global data. 
many errors 
were only We build 
caught at run operations in 
time. such a way that 

the building 
blocks are no 
algorithms, but 
classes. 

Table 3-1: Evolution of programming languages (source: Edgell, 2001) 
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Table 3-2 summarizes the differences in programming approaches from monolithic 

programming to agent-based programming. 

Monolithic 
Programming 

Modular 
Programming 

Object-
Oriented 

Programming 
Agent 

Programming 

Unit 
Behaviour Nonmodular Modular Modular Modular 

Unit State External External Internal Internal 

Unit 
Invocation 

External External 
(CALLed) 

External 
(Messages) 

Internal 
(rules, goals) 

Table 3-2: Summary of programming approaches (source: Odell, 2002) 

The 'Monolithic Programming' approach was non-modular where the basic unit of 

software was the complete program. Odell (2002, p42) states, "The program's state was the 

responsibility of the programmer and its invocation determined by the system operator. The 

term modular did not apply because the behavior could not be invoked as a reusable unit in 

a variety of circumstances." 

As programs became larger and more complex, programmers were forced to introduce 

some degree of orderliness to their code. The 'Modular Programming' approach engaged 

smaller units of sub-routines and structured loops that could be reused somewhere else. 

"The state was determined by externally supplied arguments and it gained control only 

when invoked externally by a ' C A L L ' statement" (Odell, 2002, p42). 

The 'Object-Oriented Programming' approach improved the modular approach by 

providing greater insight into the programming process, namely by modeling real-world 

objects, their attributes, and their behaviours. It also models communication between 

objects via messages, i.e. objects communicate via messages. The variables in this 

approach are local to the methods. In fact, these objects are regarded as passive because 

their methods are invoked only when some external object sends them a message. 
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The agent-based approach is relatively new, but can be seen as an extension to object-

oriented approach. Agents are autonomous entities or software units in the sense that the 

system should be able to act without the direct intervention of other agents, and should 

have control over its own actions and internal state. Thus, these agents are self-contained to 

carry out their internal responsibilities. A n agent may be able to gather knowledge based on 

previous experience, and accordingly modify its behaviour in response to new situations. 

Agents are very similar to objects, and in some ways, agents may be thought of as meta-

objects or special objects, as both are characterized by state and behaviour. A significant 

difference is the degree to which agents and objects are autonomous. Agents exercise 

complete control over their internal state and behaviour. An agent encapsulates internal 

behaviour, in addition to state. A n object does not encapsulate behaviour and it has no 

control over the execution of methods. Additionally, an agent's internal behaviour is 

directed to reach a specified goal. Agents are assumed continually active while objects are 

assumed static for most of the time and active when required by another object. It means 

objects are controlled from the outside, and are not fully autonomous. 

In fact, humans and living creatures, besides others, are prime examples of agents. Humans 

and living creatures control their actions and behaviours based on external information and 

conditions that they perceive. Thus, in this work we treat business establishments and land 

developers objects as agents since human beings control them. These objects act like 

agents to invoke their own internal behaviour based on new information, new attributes, 

and external conditions from one time't ' to the next 't+1'. 
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The flow chart in Figure 3-4 represents object-oriented software engineering approach. This 

flow chart is self-explanatory, and at present, this approach is gaining popularity in 

software development. 

Domain Analysis 

Software Design 

Software Implementation 

Software Testing 

Domain Analysis is the identification of 
classes and objects. We identify the key 
objects in the system. 

Here objects and their collaborations are 
defined and where the classes and their 
methods are described in more detail. 

I 
In this phase, we generate code for classes 
with attributes and methods by using an 
object-oriented programming language. 

I 
In this phase, code is tested against known 
scenarios to verify that it is free of "bugs". 

Figure 3-4: A simple flowchart of object-oriented analysis and design 

Object-oriented techniques organize a system around real-world objects that is different 

from structured programming where the system is organized around procedures. In object-

oriented methods the developers map real-world problem into a computer code to solve the 

problem faster and in an efficient way. Figure 3-5 illustrates the mapping of real world 

problem into a computer model. 
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Problem Space 

Real-Word 
objects and 
Operations 

^Rfî J-WoridAjgoritlim^ 

Programmer's 
Presentation of Problem 

RESULTS 

Real-World 
Objects 

T 
Human Interpretation 
of Results 

Programming 
Language 

Objects and 
Operations 

Computer Algorithm , 
Programming 

Language 
Objects and 
Operations Solution Space 

1 • Output Data 

Figure 3-5 Mapping of real world objects into computer objects, (source: 
Jorgensen, 1994). 

This research outlines a model-building scheme based on object-oriented approach. Thus, it 

is important to define what an object means and how these objects are connected when 

there is an interaction among objects. 

3.3.1.1 Objects 

A n object is an entity with a well-defined behaviour, which combines procedures and data. 

A n object is like a black box hiding its internal structure and workings. In software 

terminology, an object is an entity containing data and related functions as a self-contained 

module. There are objects everywhere, people, vehicles, computers and buildings. Objects 

provide the means for abstraction, encapsulation, and instantiation. Objects talk to each 

other via messages that they send to invoke each other's methods. A n object can send a 

message to itself as well. 
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Object-1 Object-2 

Figure 3-6 Objects (methods, data) and methods invocation 

3.3.1.2 Class and Instantiation 

A class groups all objects with common behaviour and common structure. A class can 

produce new objects of the same type. It is analogous to a car factory that produces similar 

types of objects. Thus, an object is an instance of some class. Instances are members of a 

class where they share common properties, but they also have a distinct identity apart from 

the class e.g., business establishment class consists of convenience stores, gas stations, and 

gift shops. A l l of theses are business establishments however, with distinct identities. 

Object orientation is based on four key principles: abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, 

and polymorphism that are common to all object-oriented definitions. Other includes: 

message sending and association. 

Abstraction: An abstraction captures the essential features of an entity or object, 

concealing unnecessary details, which are very useful to represent an object. The 

abstraction includes only the most important details about the properties and behaviours 

(operations) of an object. Thus, we use abstractions in order to simplify things in a given 

system. The system contains name of the objects, their properties, tasks, actions in the form 

of functions that are to be performed by each object; all the inputs that each object has and 

the outputs it generates; and how to connect to the object (its interfaces). Thus, an 

abstraction treats a group of similar objects in the same way. This encourages usability. It 

allows us to take a high level view and allow us to avoid being too specific. The opposite of 
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abstraction is instantiation. For instance, a specific car against any other car. A car is 

abstract, your car and my car are specific. When you abstract an object you get a class and 

when you instantiate a class you get an object. 

Abstraction Instantiation 

Encapsulation: Abstraction focuses on the observable behaviour of an object; whereas 

encapsulation focuses on the implementation that gives rise to its behaviour. Encapsulation 

captures attributes and operations together of an object. The object should know any 

changes to attributes and operations. Various objects in the system talk to each other 

without knowing each other's properties and operations. A n object can invoke another 

object's method by sending a message, however it cannot alter other objects variables and 

properties. The object must not directly access the state of any other object or component. 

Thus, encapsulation property is responsible for hiding the operations of an object from the 

outside world. For example, a computer monitor hides its operations from a computer's 

CPU. When the monitor is in trouble, you simply fix it or replace it. Every object has to 

present a face to the outside world so that you can initiate these operations for example, a 

keyboard in your computer or a remote control of a T V or V C R . Thus, the implication of 

encapsulation is that the behavior of a class can be modified without affecting other 

components within the system. Thus, encapsulation makes maintenance of an object easy. 

These two concepts are compared further as follows: 
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Abstraction Encapsulation 
Observable behaviour of an 
object 

Implementation of the 
behaviour 

Discovers the fundamental 
nature of behaviour 

Hides implementation 
details 

Analysis Design 

Abstraction vs. Encapsulation 

Inheritance: Very often, two or more classes share the same attributes and/or methods. It is 

like a person inheriting some properties from his/her father and /or mother. Inheritance 

means an instance of a class has all the characteristics of the main class. A n object will 

inherit all attributes and operations from its main class. The idea behind inheritance is not 

to write the same code for similar classes repeatedly. Simply make a copy of the original 

class and change it as desired and call it a new class. For example, i f class " B " inherits 

from class " A , " then " B " is a subclass of " A " and " A " is a superclass of " B . " Everything 

that a superclass knows or does, the subclass knows or does. In object-orientation an 

inheritance represents the "Is-A" relationship. 

Super Class A 

M Is-A, inheritance relationship 

Sub Class B 

There are two types of inheritances: single inheritance and multiple inheritances. Single 

inheritance occurs when a class inherits only from one super class. On the other hand i f a 

class inherits from more than one super class it is called multiple inheritance. 

Super class 
X 

Sub class A Sub class B 

Super class A Super class B 

Sub class 

Single inheritance Multiple 
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Aggregation: This is another type of association among objects. It is the breaking down of 

complex objects into simpler objects. The bigger object is related to the smaller objects. It 

means some objects are made up of other objects ("part") and so are considered as 

aggregate objects. Aggregation represents the "has-A" relationship in object-oriented 

terminology. For example, a computer system consists of system, monitor, keyboard, 

mouse, and many other things. Aggregation allows us to consider the object as a unit, 

ignoring its parts. 

Has-A, aggregation 
relationships 

Keyboard 

Part classes 

Computer Aggregated class 

Monitor System Mouse 

Polymorphism: Polymorphism is a powerful technique in object-oriented methods. As 

mentioned above three things identify an object: its name, its attributes and its functions 

(methods). Thus, it is possible for methods with the same name to exist as long as they are 

attached to different objects, or accept different arguments. This enables the same function 

call to invoke different methods depending on the related object. This is known as 

polymorphism. For example, the action 'draw' (drawing a shape) could be - a circle, a 

square, and a triangle, all having the same operation name but perform differently. In 

object-oriented methods, each class knows how that operation is supposed to take place. 

Polymorphism makes programs more extensible by making all method calls generic. When 

a new class type with the appropriate methods is added to the hierarchy, no changes need to 

be made to the generic method calls to enable processing of the new data type. 

Message Sending: A system of objects work together by sending messages to one another. 

An object sends a message to another object to perform some operation, and the receiving 

objects perform that operation. The sending object never knows how the receiving object 
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performs the requested operation. This means that objects do not interfere in one another's 

operations and that is where encapsulation works. 

Associations and cardinality: This is one of the most powerful features that object-

oriented technology offers. A system contains many objects and objects are typically 

related to one another in some way. This association identifies a dependency between 

classes and is knows as cardinality. Cardinality determines how classes relate in numbers to 

other classes and variables. For example, when you type on keyboard you are in association 

with your computer. This is one-to-one cardinality or unidirectional association. However, 

"married to" is a two-way association or bi-directional association. Sometimes, an object 

might be associated with another object in more than one way (one-to-many), for example, 

if James and John are co-workers and are friends that is more than one association. 

Given the properties of object-oriented methods as described above, it is clear that object-

oriented methods make a model easier to understand and safer to modify. This is because 

changes in any design decisions are local and are independent of the rest of the model, 

since they are encapsulated within a single object. A further advantage is that this object-

oriented methods support the re-use of model components, since object models are defined 

with no direct reference to the state of their potential co-objects. That means that existing 

components can be used to develop other applications. 

3.3.2 Objects implementation in 'Unified Modelling Language' (UML) 
There are several object-oriented notations and associated methods like Rumbaugh's 

method, Booch's method and Jacobson's method. There are differences and each one of 

these methods can be applied to specific systems, but not to all systems. U M L is the 

'Object Management Group' (OMG) standard for developing software systems. O M G has 

evolved during the last ten years from an analysis method into a comprehensive systems 

development methodology. The first version was released in January 1997 for 

standardization to O M G . U M L version 1.3 was released during the fall of 1998. U M L is 

known as Unified modelling language since it unifies the earlier graphical notations of 

Booch, Jacobson and Rumbaugh (known as 3-amigos, see www.rationalrose.com). It is the 

visual modelling language of choice for building object-oriented and component-based 

http://www.rationalrose.com
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systems. U M L is called a language, not a method, since a method is composed of a 

modelling language and a process. 

In the face of increasingly complex systems, visualization and modelling become essential. 

The U M L is a well-defined and widely accepted response to that need. The U M L evolved 

through many standards and the final U M L standard was developed by Grady Booch, 

James Rumbaugh and Ivar Jacobson at Rational Software Corporation in 1998. Work in 

agent-based modelling using U M L is rare, but there are examples of U M L being 

successfully applied (with some modifications) to agents (see for example, Cossentino, 

Chella and Faso, 2002). Odell (2002) reports that some progress is being made in the 

development of an agent-UML (AUML) approach (an extension to current U M L 

standards). However, availability of a standardized ' A U M L ' modelling tool is around the 

corner, as A U M L only needs an extension to current U M L standards. 

3.3.2.1 Motivation to use UML 

Developing a large microsimulation model or an industrial strength software model before 

its development is similar to having a blueprint for a large building. Good models are 

essential to assure architectural soundness. As the complexity of systems increase, so does 

the importance of good modelling techniques. Thus, in the face of increasingly complex 

systems, visualization and modelling become essential. The U M L is a well-defined and 

widely accepted response to that need. In terms of the views of a model, the U M L uses 

diagrams and symbols of many types. These are: 

• use case diagrams; 

• static diagrams: class diagrams; 

• interaction diagrams (dynamics) : sequence diagrams, collaboration diagrams; 

• behaviour diagrams: state(chart) diagrams, activity diagrams; 

• implementation diagrams: component diagrams, deployment diagrams; and 

• package diagrams. 

These diagrams provide multiple viewpoints of the system under analysis or development. 
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Thus, an underlying model integrates these viewpoints so that a self-consistent system can 

be analyzed and built. Class and object diagrams describe and express the static structure 

of the system, and they are called static diagrams. Interaction diagrams describe how 

objects communicate by messages and the effects of such communications and how the 

objects within the system change state during the system's lifetime. These are referred to as 

the dynamics of a system. 

3.3.1.2 The big picture in UML 

Use Case diagrams: A use case diagram consists of actors and a view of the system that 

they are interacting with. Use cases provide a means to capture system requirements. A use 

case is defined as a sequence of actions (a name that begins with a verb) a system performs 

that yield an observable behaviour of a particular actor. Use cases are best described by 

examining the actors and defining what the actors will be doing with the system. Actors 

represent the roles that users play in interacting with the system. There could be many 

actors involved with a use case. In this study, the actors are BEs and land developers and 

the system is the test system. An actor in U M L is drawn as a stickman and a use case is 

drawn as an ellipse. A simple example of a use case diagram is shown in Figure 3-7. 

Figure 3-7: A use case diagram. 
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Package diagram: A package diagram is the U M L ' s way of organizing elements such as 

class diagrams. At first, we identify classes in the system being developed and then group 

them into common class packages. In U M L , a package is shown as tabbed folder. 

Class 1 Class 2 

A package with classes is represented by a tabbed folder 

Class Name 

Attributes: type 

Operations 

Figure 3-8: A class is represented by a rectangle 

As shown in Figure 3-8, a class is represented by a rectangle. The top part indicates the 

name of the class, the middle part lists attributes or state variables, and the last part lists all 

methods or operations. 

Relationships: single line and arrow lines as shown below in Figure 3-9 represent various 

relationships between classes. These relationships have been defined in previous sections. 

In U M L , inheritance is known as generalization and cardinality is known as multiplicity. 
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Association 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 1 Association 
Class 2 

Class 3 
0...1 1...* 

Class 4 Class 3 Association (multiplicity) Class 4 

Dependency 

1 
Class 1 Class 2 

+ Aggregation/composition 

General Class 

S  

Specific Class 

i> Inheritance/Generalization 

General Class 

Specific Class 

Figure 3-9: UML relationships 

Sequence Diagrams: U M L ' s sequence diagrams show how objects communicate with one 

another over time. Sequence diagrams are normally associated with use case diagrams. 
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Sequence diagrams are important because they map to operations. Sequence diagrams 

establish the roles of objects and help provide essential information to determine class 

responsibilities and interfaces. In this study, agents are also considered as objects, as for a 

sequence diagram, an agent is the prime source of events. Almost all systems are driven by 

events and one-event triggers another that triggers another and so on. The sequence of these 

events changes something inside the system. Some events are triggered internally while 

others are triggered from external events. 

As shown in Figure 3-10, a sequence diagram is a two-dimensional graphical view of a 

scenario that shows how events pass between objects in a time-based sequence - e.g., of 

what happens first and what happens next. It consists of vertical placement that represents 

time and horizontal placement that represents different objects. Objects are listed at the top 

of the diagram, and beneath them is a line representing time. Arrows between the time lines 

indicate events that are triggered from one object to another object. This process is shown 

in Figure 3-9. 

- ^ . Objects 

Time 

Message to self 

Figure 3-10: Sequence diagram representing the dynamics of a system 



Chapter 4.0 

Model Foundations 

Overview 

This chapter describes the overall land-use-transport model components in 

general and the business establishment component (EA) in particular. BEs 

and landowners behaviours are represented mathematically using discrete 

choice models. This chapter is divided into three sections: (a) existing work 

on a model framework, (b) E A - L D - P U modules (constitutes this research 

work) and (c) future sub-models. 
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Contents of Chapter 4 - Model foundations 
The contents of Chapter 4 include: 

The Oregon Model (the starting point for this thesis) 

• A brief overview of the overall land-use-transport model components 

(Hunt, 2002; Hunt et. al 2001); 

• PECAS (Hunt and Abraham, 2000) - with a modified figure 

representing BEs at the top level Exchange zones are explained here and 

what do they do; 

• Zutilities; and 

• Model components and their interactions using a data store. 

Work covered in this thesis 

• Business establishment module (it includes: Framework of the E A 

module business establishments allocation model (move, stay or leave), 

relationship between business establishments and markets; 

• What the E A module does; 

• Behaviour representation of BEs and land developers (production and 

consumption behaviour, markets, utility of buying and selling 

commodities, B E dynamic behaviour (move, stay or leave), zone 

location choice; 

• Business establishments microsimulation - how microsimulation 

evolved; 

• Commercial floorspace representation - an introduction to the L D 

model; 

• How commercial floorspace is represented in the model; 

• Land development decisions; 

• Price update representation - to update floorspace prices in each zone; 

• Requirement (specifications) of the E A module; 

• Future sub models (spin-off, death, and growth components); and 

• A list of all input database tables. 
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4.1 Background of framework 

The flow chart in Figure 4-1 illustrates the overall integrated land-use-transport model 

components and their interrelationships. This is the Oregon integrated land-use-transport 

modelling framework that provided the starting platform for this research work (Hunt, 

2002; Hunt et. al 2001). The figure shows several interconnected modules. The total, area 

wide activities, obtained from economic-demographic model component (ED) are allocated 

to households and businesses (production) in each zone. The interactions between model 

components link up factors of production and consumption in each of the zones, including 

imports and exports. These activities result in the flow of people and commodities between 

zones. Finally, the transportation model generates trips from the demographic and 

economic flows and routes them through a multimodal transportation network. The 

temporal dynamics in the model are shown in bold lines in Figure 4-1. The model steps 

through time in one-year and half-year intervals. The focus of this thesis is mainly on E A 

module (described in Section 4-2) and the behaviour of two closely related modules - PU 

and L D - as they adjust the prices and supply of commercial floorspace. 
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Figure 4-1: Oregon model framework (source: Hunt, 2002; Hunt et. al 2001) 

Where: 
TAZ = Traffic Analysis zone HA = Household Allocation 
PI = Production Allocations and Interactions ED = Economic Demographic 
LD = Land Development PT = Person Transport 
TS = Transport Supply PU = Price Update 
CT = Commercial Transport 
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4.1.1 Model components 

These interconnected model components are described briefly as follows. 

ED - a model of the overall economic performance of the region over time, and the 

shifts in technology and population; 

H A - a microsimulation of household evolution (demographics), household location 

choices, and the household supply of labour and other factors of production and 

household consumption of goods and services; 

PI - determines the distribution of non-household production activity among zones and 

the consumption of building floorspace by these production activities; 

P U - a price update module that is concerned with the representation of spatial markets, 

and is used to tie together the mid-level economic components of H A , E A and LD; 

L D - the land development module that simulates the behaviour of developers; 

PT - the simulation of trips made by household members as part of their personal 

activity; 

CT - the simulation of commercial transport, primarily the shipping of factors of 

production and goods and services, but also considering business trips by 

individuals; and 

TS - the calculation of congested travel conditions, and the feedback of those travel 

conditions to achieve a Wardrop equilibrium in route choice. 
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4.1.2 Production Exchange Consumption Allocation System (PECAS) 
In the Oregon model, employment location is done in the module PI. PI is implemented in 

PECAS. 

PECAS is essentially a three-level model. The bottom level is the choice of market. The 

middle level is the "production function" choice - the choice of what business to be in and 

what technology (inputs) to use in that business. The top level is the choice of location. 

Logit allocation of activity to zones 

Aggregation of commodity Zutilities, 
choice of production function 

Allocation to exchange zones based on 
price at exchange zones and transport 
disutility to/from exchange zones 

Figure 4-2: PECAS representation 

PECAS is an aggregate model of allocating total activity to zones based on markets for 

commodities and represents the aggregate behaviour of entire industries. PECAS is 

designed for practical applications for transportation planning, with agencies that do not 

have the budget or the bravery to tackle microsimulation of business establishments. The 

reasons for developing PECAS are as follows: 

• To model the spatial economy, including labour, goods, services, floorspace and 

capital; 

• To establish locations of activities (population and employment) and spatial 

interactions; 
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• To produce the "land-use" inputs to transportation demand forecasting models 

for practical transportation planning; 

• Based on Input-Output theory, but integrated with discrete choice theory and 

disaggregated markets and including an explicit representation of transport 

costs; 

• Quasi-equilibrium (aka quasi-dynamic), with floorspace supply modelled 

dynamically, and equilibrium solutions influenced by past conditions to 

introduce lags; and 

• Builds on theory and experience with M E P L A N and TRANUS planning 

models, but more behavioural and consistent with economic theory. 

PECAS represents numerous markets at different points with different prices where 

exchange of a particular type of "commodity" (a good, service or factor) takes place. Each 

industry in each zone interacts to varying degrees in each of the different markets. 

Figure 4-3 illustrates the production and allocation process. Production activities by 

economic sectors is quantified in terms of dollar value of production, and production 

functions based on the technical coefficients in the input-output 'make' tables are used to 

determine quantities of input commodities required, including goods and services, labour, 

and floorspace. 
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Figure 4-3: Production-and-Allocation processes (source: modified from Hunt, 
2001) 

An exchange zone is the geographic location of the relevant market, where the exchange 

price is determined. It is also the point where the cost (and more generally, the disutility) of 

transport stops being borne by the producer and starts being borne by the consumer. Each 

commodity in each exchange zone has a price and an inventory. As shown in Figure 4-4 

commodity values are transported from production zones to exchange locations to 

consumption zones. In other words, goods and services are transferred from producer to 

consumer in an exchange zone. 
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Transport cost 

Selling Zutilities 
in production TAZs 

Buying Zutilities 
in consumption TAZs 

Figure 4-4: Buying and selling in exchange zones and transport cost 

For simplicity and realism, commodities are assigned to be either purchased from the 

exchange in the zone they are consumed (e.g. for labour, where the labour is exchanged, 

and the price is set in the employment zone) - or purchased in the exchange in the zone 

they are produced (e.g. for retail goods, where the goods are exchanged, and the price is set 

at the retail establishment). Thus, for each commodity in each zone, one of the logit 

allocation models (either the buying or the selling) consists of only one alternative. Imports 

and exports occur at exchanges. The commodity import quantity and export quantity are 

given by functions, so that as prices rise, more imports are attracted and as prices fall, more 

exports are produced. Labour provided by various occupation categories are considered 

commodities. Floorspace types are also considered commodities in that they are consumed 

by categories of activities. Floorspace (a non-transportable commodity) must obviously be 

purchased from the exchange in the zone in which it is consumed. 

4.1.3 Zutilities 
The Z U shown in Figure 4-1 for year 2 represents a Zutility calculation. A Zutility is 

defined as the numerical measure of the access to inputs (factors, intermediate goods and 

services) and the access to consumer markets. In each zone, there are sets of Zutilities that 

are calculated for each commodity, for both buying and selling. A high Zutility indicates 

an attractive situation for that commodity, and a low Zutility indicates an unattractive 

situation. 
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Zutility calculations are done using PECAS (see Hunt and Abraham, 2001). In both PECAS 

and in this research, the model has "exchange zones", which are local markets for 

commodities. Both sellers and buyers have choice of markets to sell and buy commodities. 

As the price increases in one of these "exchange zones", more sellers will choose that 

market over the other markets, and less buyers will choose that market. The PECAS adjusts 

the prices in exchange zones to find a "market clearing" solution. In this research market 

dynamics is presented, and do not assume any equilibrium, so prices of commodities in 

each exchange zone are updated over time based on the accumulated shortage or surplus of 

commodities. 
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4.1.4 Interaction of model components and data store 
A data store contains several databases. Since microsimulation models are developed at a 

specific level of details and when various modules (model components) with different 

levels of detail are to be integrated, data aggregation or disaggregation may be needed in 

certain modules. Figure 4-5 represents integrated land-use-transport model components 

with a central input database called data store. The model components communicate with 

each other via this data store. The data is stored for households, business establishments, 

zones, grid-cells, transport-networks, person travel, and commercial movements of goods 

and services. A l l these model components read and write to and from this data store. The 

output from one module might become an input for another module. 

transport 
supply 

person 
transport 

commercial 
movements 

economic 
demographic 

land 
development 

establishment 
allocation 

price 
update 

T 

household 
allocation 

Figure 4-5: Model components and their interactions with the database 
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4.2 Business establishment model component (EA) 

This section describes the development of E A model component and the behaviour of two 

closely related modules - P U and LD. Figure 4-6 shows the revised Oregon framework. In 

this study, PI module is replaced with E A (Economic allocation) module. 

Figure 4-6: Revised Oregon model framework 
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This research took the aggregate foundations of PECAS and extended it to represent 

individual BEs and their demographic processes. This is shown in Figure 4-7. 

Logit allocation of activity to zones 

Aggregation of commodity Zutilities, 
choice of production function 

Allocation to exchange zones based on 
price at exchange zones and transport 
disutility to/from exchange zones 

Figure 4-7: PECAS representation and this research 

This research replaces the top level of this 3-level structure with a microsimulation of 

individual business establishments. This research also adds a disequilibrium representation 

of markets, with prices adjusted based on excess demand. 

Figure 4-8 represents the E A module within the overall integrated land-use-transport 

model. Region wide conditions, Zutility calculations, commodities prices, and quantities by 

exchange zones etc. are input to the model. While location of business activities, surplus or 

shortage of commodities is output from the model. The E A model is updated every 6 

months and 12 months time periods. It updates in each zone: land prices, vacant 

floorspaces, newly developed land, and the decisions of business establishments to move, 

stay or leave. This works as a microsimulation of individual business establishment actions 

and provides a fully dynamic representation, where individual business establishment either 

move or stay in a given time period. Currently, the price update module just updates 

Microsimulate 
establishment 
behaviour at this 
level in this research 

In these two levels, I tffe 4fe 
replaced equilibrium / \ 
price representation / S^gm 
with dynamic price /***¡9 \^ 
update / \ 
representation based gjL jm± 
on excess demand ^ ¡ 
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floorspace prices while the prices of all other commodities remain constant. 
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Figure 4-8: Framework of EA model component 

Figure 4-9 represents a simple relationship between business establishments and markets. 

The first assumption is that business establishments consume labour, raw materials, and 

floorspace as inputs and produce finished products or raw materials as outputs. The second 

assumption is that markets set prices based on demand and supply of goods and services. In 

between these two systems, there is an exchange location where these two systems meet. 

For example, raw material is being purchased or finished products being sold by business 

establishments at exchange locations. Similarly, markets set prices and receive finished 

products. 
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Figure 4-9: Basic model 

As shown in Figure 4-10, the microsimulation process begins with a static population of 

business establishments and moves them through time. Changes in the composition of the 

population are modeled in each time interval, which includes the 'move', 'stay', or 'leave' 

behaviours of BEs population. This process is fully dynamic and follows discrete business 

establishments through time, changing their composition as they age. 

Firmographic events are driven by individual characteristics of the business establishments 

such as age, size, location factors, buying and selling disutilities and production and 

consumption. In this microsimulation the size of a B E is not implemented yet, and the age 

of floorspace is represented as the age of a BE. 
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Start time=t 
Population of 
"firms" 

Buying and selling zUtilities 
(Exchange zones, Prices and 
Quantities) 

Firm Population 
Time tin zone i 

Firmographic 
E\ents(t,t+1) 
Price updates t+1/2 

FirmPopulation 
Time t+1 in zone i 

Figure 4-10: General structure of the simulation model 

The E A module determines for each year: 

• Changes in business establishment population in each zone; 

• Changes in the price of land ($ per square feet); 

• Changes in the vacancy rate in square feet; 

• Commercial space use quantities and prices; 

• The intermediate demand (consumption of goods and services) by business 

establishments; 

• Location in each zone; 

• Relocation in another zone; and 

• Moving out from a study area. 
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This is done using microsimulation, where there is an explicit consideration of each 

individual B E in each point of time. In general, Monte Carlo simulation is used to evolve 

the characteristics of each BE, with the selection probabilities for alternative possible 

conditions based on either (a) exogenously specified conditional distributions or (b) choice 

probabilities provided by models of choice behaviour that include an explicit representation 

of influences on decision-making. 

The theoretical basis for the representation of a B E behaviour in the determination of a BE 

composition and conditions is reflected in the processes used to assign the specifics to each 

BE and in the way these processes are combined. In some cases, the specifics for each BE 

are assigned by random sampling from aggregate distributions, which is in essence a 

statistical approach. In other cases, the specifics for each B E are assigned using 

probabilities determined by a logit formulation with utility functions, which means that the 

process can be viewed to have a basis in random utility theory. 

The particular processes used and aspects of their theoretical basis are described in the 

subsequent paragraphs. Exogenous inputs to model include: aggregate activities, three 

commodities, commodity prices, quantities by exchange zones (including floorspace prices 

and quantities), development types, and land-use information about grid-cells (amount of 

development, development type and age etc.). 
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4.2.1 Behaviour representation 
The behaviour includes behaviour of and interactions among: 

• BEs; and 

• land developers. 

A n individual B E is represented by the following data attributes: 

• consumption behavior (simplified production function), what is used per unit of 

output; 

• commodities; 

• labour (number of people employed); 

• floorspace (amount of floorspace used); 

• production behavior, what is produced; 

• age (number of years B E active); 

• Industry; and 

• geographical location - cell where located (better access to suppliers and 

consumers). 

The most important attributes of the establishment are its production behaviour and its 

consumption behaviour. The production behaviour and consumption behaviour describe 

how an establishment responds to changes in the 'Buying Zutilities' and 'Selling Zutilities'. 

Zutilities describe the ability to buy or sell commodities. Zutilities include prices and 

transport conditions. Once the model gets establishments making decisions with fixed 

prices and Zutilities, then it figures out how much of each commodity is bought or sold in 

each exchange zone. 

The production allocation and consumption process is carried out using an aggregate point-

equilibrium treatment, where the quantities of production, the consumption of floorspace, 

the flows of goods, labour and the exchange prices are determined for the entire economy 

with the business establishments and floorspace located as determined in the business 

establishment allocation and land development modules in the previous year. Since labour 
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and floor space are included as commodities, thus, the Zutilities will be all that is needed 

for an establishment to decide whether to 'move' or 'stay', or 'leave'. BEs thrive (and 

prefer to locate) in zones where relevant Zutilities are high, and BEs are more likely to fail 

(or move away from) zones where relevant Zutilities are low. The importance of each 

Zutility to each B E is dependent on the business that BE engages in, as described in its 

production behaviour and consumption behaviour. Residential population as a source of 

labour supply is not considered, instead availability of labour and cost of labour is included 

in Zutilities. 

Buying and Selling Zutilities use nested logit model of exchange zones and transport 

conditions (costs). Zutilities of production and consumption are influenced by transport 

costs and prices in exchange zones. Cost of interactions between two zones (i and j) is 

included in the Zutilities including the process of these interactions. Thus, the model 

determines which part(s) of the Zutilities to use in firmographic processes. 

These buying and selling Zutilities integrate prices and transport costs into two numbers for 

each zone and for each commodity. These two numbers are the utility of buying the 

commodity in a zone, and the utility of selling the commodity in a zone, and the model 

figures out how attractive a location is by combining these two numbers. These numbers 

also describe how much of each commodity a firm buys and sell. Thus, the business 

establishment object will have to make its decisions (about where to move, whether to 

leave or stay) by looking at the Zutilities and its production behaviour and consumption 

behaviour. 

4.2.1.1 Classic "productionfunction" 

Perhaps the most important attribute of a B E is the description of its business - what it 

consumes and what it produces. These are represented by consumption behaviour 

(indicating what commodities are consumed by the BE) and production behaviour 

(indicating what commodities are produced). (Note that the "consumption function" in this 

model is considered the "means of production" and hence is often called a "production 

function" in classic economic theory. Classic theory has no need for a "production 
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function" by this definition because in the classic framework, each firm only produces one 

output - i.e. the categorization used for goods and services is the same as the categorization 

used for firms. 

In this research a simplified production function is used, which is the quantities of various 

inputs needed to produce one unit of output, conditional on Zutilities. These Zutilities 

describe the composite measures of the attractiveness of purchasing inputs, or selling 

outputs, that take into account the price landscape, the size of the markets, and the difficulty 

of transportation. Thus, BEs are described primarily by their business transactions - their 

purchases and sales of standard commodities. 'Make-and-Use' tables from input-output 

models are used as the basis for these transactions. Floorspace and labour are both treated 

as explicit commodity classes. As mentioned above, floorspace is a non-transportable 

commodity (must be purchased in the same market location as where it is consumed). Thus, 

the Zutility of purchasing floorspace is particularly important. In this study each B E 

consume and produce each commodity, but in random quantities. Thus, the production 

function varies stochastically. 

A problem with traditional microeconomic market theory is that it assumes each firm in the 

industry as being identical (i.e. with identical production and consumption functions). It 

means that the model should synthesize a population of establishments, and allow for the 

production functions of each establishment to vary from the industry average. Age is an 

important factor that determines the age of floorspace in which a B E is active and it 

increases every year. At present, the age of a B E is represented by the age of floorspace. 

4.2.2 Markets 
Markets are assumed to exist separately in each exchange zone - each with its own price. 

BEs in a given location can sell or purchase their commodities in a variety of different 

exchange zones that they are willing to ship goods or services to or from. 

4.2.3 Utility of buying and selling commodities 
A discrete choice model based on random utility theory is used to simulate market choice. 

The expected value of the utility of each market m for a B E in zone z for one commodity is: 
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um = es-\og{sm)+e,-Tmz+dp-pn 
(4-1) 

Where the 6's are parameters, Sm is a measure of the size of market m (it is a size term and 

thus it is non-linear), 71^ is a measure of the ease of transporting the commodity from or to 

market m from the BEs location z (it is the value of time and distance cost in $), and Pm is 

the price of the commodity at market m. Thus, BEs prefer markets that are larger, closer 

and have better prices (higher prices i f selling, lower prices i f buying). Following discrete 

choice theory (Ben Akiva and Lerman, 1985), these are taken as the expected value of 

random variables that follow the Wiebul distribution, giving the probability of choosing 

one particular market m* for one particular transaction: 

The Zutilities are calculated as the expected maximum value of the individual random 

variables that describe the individual utilities. Zutilities are the logsum of the logit model 

for choosing the exchange location. 

These probabilities are taken as shares (implying an assumption of the law of large 

numbers, e.g. an assumption that a B E makes many transactions in each commodity), so 

that the quantity of commodity that the B E ships to or purchases from a market AW* is 

Q • (Pm, j Z) where Q is the total quantity purchased or sold. 

exp(¿ •£/„,) 
l e x p ^ t / J 

(4-2) 

m 

(4-3) 
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4.2.4 BE utility function 
The B E utility function describes how attractive a location is for a business. It takes all the 

Zutilities (for both buying and selling) and combines them all together, along with some 

consideration of the price of floorspace, and calculates how attractive that location is to that 

business. Thus, location utility function has three parts: 

1. How easy it is to get the inputs required; 

2. How easy it is to sell the production; and 

3. How much does the floorspace costs. 

The utility function for the first part of expression - how easy it is to get the inputs required 

is implemented as: 

c Ubz = X (zuc,z -impact^ .amount^ ) (4.4) 

c 

The utility for the second part of expression - how easy it is to sell the production 

(commodities) is given as: 

Pubz = X( Z C / c ,z dmpactCxbxanountCxb) (4-5) 

where: 

'b' is a B E , V is a commodity, and 'z ' is the location of a B E 

'cUbz ' is the consumption Zutility of locating in zone 'z ' for a B E 'b' and pUbz is the 
production Zutility of a B E to sell its products in zone ' z ' 

'ZU' is the Zutility 

'ZUdz ' is the Zutility of buying (or selling) a commodity 'c ' in zone ' z ' 
(The buying utility and selling utilities are also sensitive to travel costs and prices) 

'impact' is a parameter that attaches importance/unimportance of a commodity in a 
location for a given B E (e.g., importance of commercial floorspace in CBD) 

'amount' is the quantity of commodity 'c ' consumed or produced by a B E 'b'. The 
amount is from the production function and the consumption function. 
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Equations 4-4 and 4-5 are identical because they are both based on price and transport cost. 

However, the sign for the price is opposite, since buyers want low prices and sellers want 

high prices. Thus, the parameter on price would be positive in one case and negative in the 

other. 

Thus, a zone is a better location (has a higher utility) if: 

1. it is easier to buy what you need (consumption utility); 

2. it is easier to sell what you produce (production utility); and 

3. has a cheaper floorspace price. 

It is clear that the attractiveness of each zone for each B E is sensitive to the utility of 

buying and selling of commodities in the zone (a function of zonal attributes) as well as 

sensitive to the price and availability of the appropriate floorspace in the zone. Thus, the 

overall utility is given as: 

Uoverall = cUbz+ pUbz+6* pz (4-6) 

Where: 

Uoveraii = overall utility; 

0* = dwelling price coefficient; and 

pz = price of floorspace. 

Equation 4-6 gives the overall location utility of a BE. It contains the three parts described 

earlier. However, in order to account for the availability of appropriate floorspace in a zone 

in the location choice model, and when taking the logsum of all the possible locations to get 

the utility of the 'move' alternative, a fourth term is added to this utility equation and called 

the 'size term'. In this case, the overall location utility of a B E is given in the following 

equation: 

Uoveraii = ̂ f e +pUbz+0*pz+^ (4-7) 
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Where: 

^7^- = is a size term which depends on the vacancy rate and X (a dispersion parameter). 

Thus, when a business is choosing a new location we get equation 4-7. This demonstrates 

that a B E is ten times as likely to choose a new location i f there are ten times the 

opportunities found there. The size term part in equation 4-7 explains this. (Or i f there are 

zero places to locate in a zone, then the utility will go to infinity, and there will be no 

chance that the B E will pick that location). The model uses the utility functions in a logit 

model of when BEs are choosing between zones. This is described in Section 4.2.5.1. 

Each BE is unique because of its unique consumption and production functions. A BE's 

utility function for locating in a zone is dependent on the parameters in these functions. 

Since BEs react to the buying and selling of Zutilities of commodities in each zone 

different BEs will have different zone preferences. 

4.2.5 BE dynamic behaviour 
A synthetic population of discrete business establishments is generated in the base year. 

These are then evolved over time using a number of relatively simple submodels. Each year 

B E makes decision to 

• 'stay', in same floorspace area in same cell; 

• 'move/relocate' to some other floorspace area in another cell; 

• 'leave', the model area (emigrating or folding up); and 

• floorspace prices change at each exchange zones every 6 months. 

4.2.5.1 Move or stay or leave logit model 

As each B E in the model is considered, a decision whether to "move, stay or leave" is 

simulated. These three decisions are microsimulated using a nested logit model with three 

alternatives at the top level of PECAS hierarchy of models with composite utilities from 
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PECAS hierarchy feeding up. 

The alternative 'leave ' refers to out migration out of the model region. It is given a fixed 

utility. The alternative 'stay' refers to remaining in the same floorspace area in the same 

grid cell in the same zone. The utility of this alternative is based on the Zutilities and the 

production and consumption function. The utility of the 'stay' alternative is just the BE 

utility function (without the size term - equation 4-6). It is due to the fact that when a B E 

chooses to stay in its present location it does not matter how many vacant properties there 

are in the neighbourhood. A B E is only concerned with how good a business location it is 

(i.e., the first and second part of a B E utility function - Equation 4-6) and how much a B E 

pays for the floorspace rent (i.e., the third part of a B E utility function - Equation 4-6). 

The alternative 'move' refers to moving to another location within the model region, 

probably to a different zone but perhaps also within the zone. The 'move' alternative is the 

logsum of the logit model for when the BE is choosing a zone. Thus, the 'move' 

alternative has a nested logit model structure. At the top level of the nesting is the "move 

or stay or leave" choice. In the "move" nest the model has all the locations that a BE could 

possibly move to: that is the top two levels of nesting. 

Thus, the utility of 'move ' alternative is calculated based on the expected maximum value 

of the utility of all the possible locations, plus a constant: 

M C + l n l e ^ * (4-8) 
z 

Where: 
MC - moving constant (total cost of moving from one zone to another zone) 

Uz = utility of available vacant properties in zone z that is a function of floorspace 
price, Zutilities and floorspace vacancy rates. 

Thus, for instance, the probability of a BE leaving the region is: 
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Where: 

-P/eaví/ig = Probability of leaving the model region entirely; 

A = 'move' or 'stay' or 'leave' dispersion parameter; 

MOTR U = Moving Outside the Region Utility; and 

Uz* = Utility of current property which is a function of floorspace price and 
Zutilities, and it does not consider floorspace vacancy rates. 

If there is zero vacancy i.e., v = 0 then, the fourth size term in the overall utility function 

(Voverall) would be negative infinity, and thus the probability of a B E choosing a location 

will be zero. So a B E wil l not choose a zone where there is no space. 

Individual business establishments that decide to leave are removed from the population 

and the commercial space they occupy is then added to the vacant space pool in the 

appropriate zone. BEs that decide to "move" are added to the "moving pool", which tracks 

BEs that have decided to find a new location, but have not yet found one. The commercial 

space that they previously occupied is added to the vacant space in the appropriate zone. 

Once the model gets business establishments making decisions with fixed prices and 

Zutilities, then the model needs to figure out how much of each commodity is bought or 

sold in each exchange zone. This is implemented using a logit model of the choice of 

exchange zone. But then this will end up being a surplus or a shortage of the commodity in 

exchange zones, and another module is needed to update the prices of each commodity in 

each zone based on the shortage or surplus. The price update module is used to update the 

prices based on shortage or surplus of commodities. 
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4.2.5.2 Zone location choice 

At each point during the year where the price update procedure occurs, the establishments 

in the "moving pool" try to find appropriate space, to update vacancy rates based on the 

new situation. 

As shown in Figure 4-11, for each zone, there are two logit allocation models for each 

commodity. The first is an allocation of the quantities purchased among the various 

'exchanges' where others sell them. The second is an allocation of the quantities sold 

among the various 'exchanges' where others buy them. The utility of each alternative in 

these models is influenced by the price at the 'exchange', and the characteristics of 

transporting the commodity to or from the exchange by different modes and at different 

times-of-day. As mentioned in previous section, the composite utility calculations from 

these two logit models for each commodity are the transportation related input into the 

location choice model for categories of firms, industries, and households. These are called 

the 'Buying Zutility' for the commodity and the 'Selling Zutility' for the commodity in 

each zone. 

mk £ Technology Choice 

m dm eh Market Choice 

Exchange Locations (buying and selling - prices 
and transport costs) 

Zone Location Choice 

Figure 4-11: Zone location choice 
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4.2.5.3 Fixed growth rate - new BEs added every year 

Currently, new BEs are created every year according to a schedule. This module does not 

have a spin-off or entrepreneur component. This process will be implemented in the future. 

4.2.6 BE microsimulation 
As explained in Chapter 3, the system begins with an initial state consisting of a population 

of BEs with their specific attributes. At the start of the microsimulation, while there is a 

uniform distribution of floorspace in grid cells, the system seemed very unstable as zone 

prices continuously fluctuated and businesses kept moving back and forth across zones. 

This movement was caused by a glut of empty floorspace in the outer zones. Desperate for 

revenue, landowners in these zones would lower rents to attract BEs and development. 

Once new BEs arrived, the landowner would raise the rents to increase profits. However, 

the BEs would then simply move to neighbouring zones where the floorspace prices were 

still low. This resulted in a price war as landowners tried to generate revenues from 

undesirable properties. 

Thus, to achieve a consistent set of inputs the model is initially run for a number of years 

(30-40 years). This allows all the processes represented in the model to reach a long-term 

equilibrium. Thus, the whole system needs to evolve to a state where there is more 

commercial space in the central zones, and less in the peripheral zones, before it can 

stabilize. 

The equilibrium state is then used as a starting point to investigate the characteristics of the 

system in detail. A l l other scenarios were started at this same start year. The system then 

evolves, with firmographic events simulated for individual BEs as well as land developers' 

behaviour. At the end of every year, all developer decisions are simulated, updating the 

supply of commercial floorspace. 

As shown in Figure 4-12, a static population of BEs are produced in the system. The 

business establishment allocation process in a given year starts with the aggregate changes 

in total population from the previous year determined in the firmography part. Individual 
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business establishment are selected randomly for out-migration, with the probability of out-

migration increasing as location utility decreases. These individual business establishments 

are then removed from the population and the commercial space they occupied is added to 

the vacant space pool in the appropriate TAZs (Traffic Analysis Zones). 

The "moving pool" consists of the establishments that have decided to find a new location, 

but have not yet found one. At each point during the year where the price update procedure 

occurs, the establishments in the "moving pool" try to find appropriate space, to update 

vacancy rates based on the new situation. Each individual business establishment in the 

remaining population is then designated as a "mover" or "stayer" with regard to its location 

in a Monte Carlo simulation process that takes into account location utilities in the current 

and in other TAZs as well as various socio-economic factors. Those business 

establishments designated to be movers are added to the primary mover pool and the 

commercial space they occupied is added to the 'vacant space pool' in the appropriate 

TAZs. 

If there is no floorspace available in the entire model, the establishment wil l remain in the 

'moving pool' and will try to find a place in the next year. If there is no floorspace 

available in a zone, but there is floorspace available in another zone, the model will choose 

from among the zones that have floorspace available. There should always be some vacant 

space, because in reality there is rarely a vacancy rate of 0%. If vacancy rates go down to 

2% or 1% prices start shooting up quickly, and BEs will start to leave or go bankrupt, so 

the vacancy rate going to 0% would be an unusual condition that should correct itself 

quickly. 
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Figure 4-12: Business establishments allocation model (source: modified from 
Hunt et. al 2001) 

4.2.7 Commercial floorspace representation 
In this research, a disaggregate microsimulation of 'Land Development' (floorspace 

supply) is used. The intention is to draw on what has been learned in the development of 

the UrbanSim model of Eugene-Springfield in the development of the simulation of land 

developer actions (Weidner, 2001). However, in UrbanSim there are no BEs and it has very 

different set of equations to simulate the land developers' behaviour. 

In this study, the primary task of the land development (LD) module is to adjust the 

quantity of space over time in response to changes in price. Land is represented as small 

"grid-cells". Grid-cells represent age, density, development types, and types of 

development allowed. The land development module represents the behaviour of 

developers and landowners in each T A Z in the step from each time period to the next in 

choosing to change the nature of the improvements on land, by building new structures, 

adding to existing structures, or converting structures to a different use. Landowners I 
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developers make their decisions based on current prices and vacancy rates. The operation of 

this developer model is shown schematically in the following Figure 4-13. Figure 4-14 

represents dynamics of land market based on supply and demand. This land market 

dynamics simulates the decisions of land developer/owners. 

Land-use 
policy 

In each TAZ, 
quantity of land 
by type: 
•Permitted uses 
and densities 
•Developable or 
occupied 
•Undevelopable 

From establishments allocation 
(EA) and production allocation 
models 

Business Vacant Occupied 
Establishments and floorspace floorspace 
production values update update 
by TAZ 

Floorspace rent and density in 
occupied floorspace ($/ft2) by 
floorspace type in each TAZ 

Update t->t+1 

Re-developer 
actions: existing 
space-> new 
floorspace 

Developer 
actions: Vacant 
land -> new 
floorspace 

1 
In each TAZ, 
quantity of 
floorspace by type: 
•Suitable uses 
(office, commercial, 
industrial) 
•Vacant 
•Age 

Figure 4-13: Land development model (source: Modified from Hunt et. al 2001) 
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Vacancy rate 

Figure 4-14: Dynamics of land market 
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As shown in Figure 4-12, the model keeps an inventory of the quantities of floorspace in 

each T A Z in three different inventory categories as follows: 

1. whether or not the land is developable, and i f it is developable, the permitted 

uses (i.e., residential, commercial, vacant and mixed types) and permitted zone 

densities; 

2. whether or not the land contains developed space, and i f it does the type of 

space it contains (i.e., residential, commercial, vacant and mixed types); and 

3. whether or not this space is already occupied. 

In a given time period, the business establishment's allocation (EA) component establish 

the prices (rents) for floorspace and the associated occupancy densities in each of the 

occupied floorspace categories in each TAZ. During the transition from one time period to 

the next, the quantities of vacant floorspace of each type in each T A Z are considered for 

alteration in order to simulate developers' actions in the re-development of existing vacant 

floorspace into new vacant floorspace of a different type. This is done for the existing 

vacant floorspace of each type in each T A Z taking into account: 

1. the prices for each type of floorspace in the T A Z and in neighboring TAZs as 

appropriate at the start of the transition; 

2. the allowable maximum quantity of that type of floorspace for the T A Z 

consistent with permitted use and density values; and 

3. overall vacancy rates for that type of floorspace. 

After the existing vacant floorspace has been considered, the quantities of vacant floorspace 

in each T A Z are then increased for the transition from that time to the next in order to 

simulate developers' actions in the development of new floorspace on vacant land. This is 

done for each type of floorspace in each T A Z taking into account the same factors listed 

above concerning re-development. 

In a given TAZ, the increases in floorspace of various types are determined in order 

according to price, starting with the type of floorspace with the highest price. After each 
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increase in floorspace is determined, the maximum allowable quantities and the overall 

vacancy rates are updated to reflect the changes that have occurred. 

The main features of commercial floorspace development are: 

• Land divided into zones and grid-cells; 

• Grid-cells have one development type, and a certain quantity of development; 

• Logit model of change in development type/quantity, applied to each grid cell 

once in each year; 

• Price influences probabilities of development/redevelopment; and 

• Zoning regulations, which control what is allowed for future development in 

each grid cell, also heavily influences development. 

4.2.7.1 Land divided into zones and grid-cells 

Within each zone, the land is represented as "grid-cells", which are finite quantities of land 

with a particular type and amount of floorspace and a particular building age. The density is 

defined in terms of floor area ratio (F.A.R). This is the ratio between building floorspace in 

square feet and total land area in square feet. The prices for each floorspace type in each 

zone influence the probability that the landowner will choose to undertake development, 

redevelopment, renovation, or demolition in the grid cell. The land development module 

considers one grid cell at a time to be simulated. 

4.2.7.2 Change in development types 

In this microsimulation, the logit model of change in development type/quantity is applied 

to each grid cell once in each year. Figure 4-15 illustrates three land-use simulation 

decisions for each grid cell. The first is whether the cell should be redeveloped or not. The 

second is the choice of the category of space that the cell should be redeveloped into. The 

third is the quantity of new development in the cell. The changes to grid-cells are assigned 

using Monte Carlo selection where the selection probabilities are determined using logit 

formulations with utility values that are functions of the current space type, the age of the 

existing floorspace, the zonal prices for space of difference categories and both zonal and 

model-area-wide vacancy rates. The utility functions for each of the alternatives in each 
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choice set are based on rents and vacancy rates established in the equilibrium model. The 

first two are combined into a simultaneous nested logit model, with the top level being the 

binary choice of whether to change, and the second level being the various change 

alternative. One of the change alternatives is the adding of more space to increase the 

density in the grid cell. The other change alternatives represent replacing the existing 

floorspace with new construction. No special treatment is required for "vacant" space in the 

module - "vacant" is considered a "development type" with no rent associated with it. 

Developer 
choice 

No Change Change options 

Add more Redevelop 
of the same 

Figure 4-15: Land development decisions 

The utility of the developer choice is a function of price, vacancy and age of the structures. 

Following are the utility equations for three land-use simulation decisions. 

u

nochange = ^ + ^ c l / c 2 ^ + e\(zi/z2^ + ^ a l / a 2 ^ + ^ a S e (4"1°) 

U redevelop = 6 + e\( z \ 1 z 2 ) + ( P ~ c )• a 9 2 ( 4 - H ) 

Uadd =0\(zl/z2)+ fi3P(al/a2) + 02(a3/a2UP-c) (4 " 12) 

Where the parameters are defined as follow: 

P = keep constant; 

Pi = cell vacancy utility coefficient; 

Pi = rent per acre coefficient on current development; 
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/¾ = age coefficient to keep; 

0 = demolition not add constant; 

01 - zone vacancy utility coefficient; 

02 = profit per acre coefficient on new development; 

c/c2 = cell vacant sq.ft / cell total sq.ft; 

a¡/a2 = amount of development / amount of land; 

z¡/z2 = zonal vacant sq.ft / zone total; 

p = rent (price) per sq.ft; 

c = construction cost per square feet; and 

03/02 = amount of additional square feet allowed / amount of land. 

The age of the structures increases every year. As the structures get older, the utility of the 

"no change" alternative gets less (/¾ is negative), so there is a higher probability of the land 

developer/owner deciding to change the improvements on his/her property. 

4.2.7.3 Price influences probabilities of development/redevelopment 

The developers see profit opportunity to develop more floorspace (/¾ is positive, 02 is 

positive). Next year prices go down as the vacancy rate of newly developed area goes up. In 

each year developers see an opportunity to develop, demolish or do nothing based on price, 

and vacancy rate. 

4.2.7.4 Vacancy influences probabilities of development/redevelopment 

As the vacancies go down the developers see more profit opportunity to develop more 

floorspace to meet the demand (fi¡ is positive, 0] is positive). 

4.2.7.5 Zoning regulations 

In each zone, zoning regulations control what is allowed for future development in each 

grid cell, and can heavily influence development. Zoning regulations help project the future 

physical development of a municipality. The regulations in each zone and grid-cells 

include: allowed development type and density of each development type. For example, 

high density, low density and medium density of commercial, residential, and industrial 
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floorspaces. 

4.2.8 Price update representation 
The price update function is used to update floorspace prices in each zone. A similar 

process will be used in future to update commodity prices in each exchange zone. Price 

update procedure changes price based on the shortage or surplus of commercial floorspace 

in a zone. The E A module performs dynamic price updates on commercial space types 

based on time-varying vacancy rates. In this microsimulation model structural vacancy rate 

is assumed. If the vacancy rate is above the "equilibrium vacancy rate", the prices go down. 

The relationship between prices and vacancy is shown in Figure 4-16. 

4.2.8.1 Price update function/procedure 

The floorspace price at a given time period't' is assumed greater than zero, and is given as 

follows: 

Pricet - Pricet_i - Pricey (zj / zj- eqvr.)Û2 (4-13) 

Where: 

Priceb = max (Pricet.¡, minimum base price); 

Zj/z2 = zone vacant sq. ft / zone total size; 

eqvr = equilibrium vacancy rate; and 

62 = portion vacant multiplier (this is responsible for the change in the rate of price 

response to vacancy rates). 

This is the simple equation to change the price by some increment based on the difference 

between the vacancy rate and the equilibrium vacancy rate. Changing the "minimum base 

price" changes the degree of change of the price update function. If the previous price is 

below the minimum base price, then the excess vacancy is multiplied by the minimum base 

price to get the amount to change in the price. If the previous price is above the minimum 

base price, then the excess vacancy is multiplied by the previous price to get the amount of 

change. 
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Figure 4-16: Relationship between price and vacancy 

If BEs are always being created every year, then the floorspace prices will have to go 

higher and higher until the number of BEs leaving every year is the same as the number of 

BEs being created. This is responsible for the vacancy rate being stable - i.e., i f more BEs 

are being created then are leaving, then vacancy rates will go down, and prices will go up. 

If more BEs are leaving then are being created, then vacancy rates will go up, and prices 

will go down. Thus, prices cannot be stable unless the number of BEs leaving every year is 

about equal to the number of BEs being created. The model controls the price at which this 

occurs by adjusting the parameters that controls the probability of BEs leaving. 
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4.3 Model specifications 

Based on the description of the model foundation, this section captures the specifications of 

the system being developed in this study. In this section, some specifications for various 

components of firmographic processes for business establishments (BEs) as well as land 

developers' behaviour are described. 

4.3.1 BE birth 
There are two ways to start a new BE. These are: 

• Entrepreneur and new ventures: BE formation process out of working 

population (based on Zutilities, population etc.); and 

• Spin offs: BE formation process out of population of firms. There are two 

types. 

• Open a similar B E in a new location (e.g., new A & W , a new 
branch); and 

• Expand a portion of the business and "spin o f f a new BE. 

In this study, the birth process is not modelled. Instead, the model generates a fixed number 

of BEs at the start of a simulation run. These processes are described in Section 4.4. 

Hypotheses 

• For a new BE the consumption function has a high demand coefficient for 

capital and for an existing (older) BE the demand coefficient goes down. 

Location choice for a new BE is identical to the location choice process for 

existing BEs that have been added to the moving pool. The formation of a new 

BE is price sensitive based on the Zutilities and production and consumption 

functions of the business category. 
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Algorithm 
BE: 1: For a category of industry, generate a number of new BEs. The number of new 

BEs is given by a normal distribution1, with the mean of the distribution calculated 

based on the quantities of imports and Zutilities in the region and the average or logsum 

region wide Zutility of each commodity, and the representative consumption function 

and representative production function for that category and the Zutilities for the 

commodities; use Monte Carlo selection among the alternatives according to their 

probabilities. Each BE's size is selected from distributions for that category of industry, 

and the new BE's production function and consumption function are based on the 

representative production and consumption function for that industry, with some 

random variation in coefficients. 

4.3.2 BE leave, stay and move 

Algorithm 

BE: 2: for each BE in the business establishment population: 

BE: 2.1: take the BE through its firmographic transitions: 

BE: 2.1.1: for each BE in a zone: 

BE: 2.1.1.1: determine i f the B E leaves the system; i f the B E does leave, 

flag corresponding floorspace for updating and later perform updates and 

add the BE to the ' B E moving pool'; the probability of leaving is determined 

using a logit model with 'leave' 'stay' and 'move' as the alternatives; the 

utility for the 'leave' alternative is a function of age, economic production 

and consumption, size location factors and Zutilities; use Monte Carlo 

selection among the alternatives according to their probabilities. 

1 In this simulation model there are no identical firms, and the probabilities change over time as the prices 
adapt. Thus, the model cannot really calculate the standard deviations - it is much too complicated. 
However, the model could calculate what the standard deviation would be if the model was much simpler. 
Thus, such statistical analysis is not typically done with microsimulation models of this sort; rather, the 
approach with these kinds of models generally is to look at the general nature of any aggregate patterns that 
are emerging, and see if they match expectations or observations in general 'shape' without any precise 
statistical testing. In this simulation, the model is repeatedly run with the same inputs to see how much the 
outputs vary from run to run. 
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B E : 2.1.2 for each BE in the 'moving pool': 

B E : 2.1.2.1: The BEs in the moving pool already have characteristics when 

the B E was first generated in the system. Choose a zone location for the BE. 

The utility of each zone is a function of the 'Buying Zutilities' and 'Selling 

Zutilities' in that zone, and the BEs' production function and consumption 

function, and the amount of suitable floorspace in the zone. Use Monte 

Carlo selection among the alternatives according to their probabilities. Once 

a zone is chosen, assign a grid cell of suitable development. 

B E : 2.1.3: update the price per unit of space in each TAZ, decreasing it as a function of the 

increased vacancy rate in the T A Z in each case as a result of BEs moving out. 
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4.3.3 Floorspace development 

Algorithm 
FD:3: for TAZ: 

FD:3.1: for each cell in the T A Z 

FD:3.1.1: determine i f there is to be a change in the development type for 

the cell; the probability of a change in the development type for the cell is 

determined using binary logit with two alternatives, 'change' and 'no 

change'; the utility for the 'change' alternative is a function of the age of the 

current development in the cell, the unit price for the current development 

type in the TAZ, the unit prices for the other development types in the TAZ 

permitted for the cell, the vacancy rate in the T A Z and in the region for the 

current development type, the vacancy rates in the T A Z and in the region for 

the other development types permitted for the cell, the capacity for further 

development in the cell and in the T A Z according to land-use regulations 

and in the T A Z according to available services, the proportional increases 

from the previous time period in overall production activity in the TAZ and 

over the entire region, the magnitude of production activity in the 

construction sector determined in the economic model for this time period, 

the current interest rate and an alternative specific constant; use Monte Carlo 

selection between the two alternatives according to their probabilities; 

FD:3.1.2: i f there is not to be a change in the development type for the cell, 

increment the age of the current development in the cell by one time period 

and go on to the next cell in the T A Z ; and 

FD:3.1.3: i f there is to be a change in the development type for the cell. 

FD:3.1.3.1: select the new development type for the cell; the 

probability of each new development type for the cell is determined 

using the multinomial logit with an alternative for each new 

development type permitted for the cell (including the current 
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development type as an alternative); the utility for each alternative is 

a function of the unit price for the development type in the TAZ, the 

vacancy rate in the T A Z and in the region for the development type, 

the capacity for further development in the cell and the T A Z for the 

development type, the cost of any required service upgrades in the 

cell for the development type and alternative specific constants; use 

Monte Carlo selection among the alternatives according to their 

probabilities; 

FD:3.1.3.2: and select the quantity of new development for the cell; 

the alternatives for the quantity of new development for the cell are 

the 100 values established by parsing the full range of quantities 

from 0 to the maximum allowable in 0.01 proportional increments; 

the probability of each alternative quantity is determined using the 

multinomial logit; the utility for each alternative is a function of the 

unit price for the development type in the TAZ, the vacancy rate in 

the T A Z and in the region for the development type, the quantity in 

the cell in the previous time period i f the new development type is 

the same as the development type in the previous time period (with 

reductions in quantity being very unlikely), the aggregate quantity of 

the development type in the T A Z in the previous time period per cell 

in the T A Z (with each alternative quantity of the new development 

type expressed as a proportion of this aggregate quantity per cell), 

the proportional increases from the previous time period in the 

production activity or activities that use this development type in the 

T A Z and over the entire region, the current interest rate and 

alternative specific constants; use Monte Carlo selection among the 

alternatives according to their probabilities; and 

FD:3.1.3.3: set the age of the development in the cell to 0. 
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FD:3.2: the development types for cells include: 

FD:3.2.1: single-family residential (low densities); 

FD:3.2.2: multi-family residential (medium densities); 

FD:3.2.3: residential (high rise - high densities); 

FD:3.2.4: commercial (offices - high densities); 

FD:3.2.5: commercial (retail - medium densities); 

FD:3.2.6: commercial (low densities); and 

FD:3.2.7: vacant. 

FD :3.3: the quantity of development is an area of floorspace or land as appropriate 

for each development type; this represents the quantity of space available for 

activity location. 

FD:3.4: for certain mixed use developments, such as 'office with retail' and 'multi-

family residential with retail', the cell is split into two cells with the same attributes 

except that one of the cells contains the office space and associated zoning limits 

and the other cell contains the corresponding retail space and associated zoning 

limits; then both cells are considered as with all the other cells. 

FD:3.5: the zoning for each cell includes: 

FD:3.5.1: a vector of allowable development types, based on the general 

nature of the zoning regulations; and 

FD :3.5.2: the maximum allowable quantity of development for each 

allowable development type; this is simply expressed as a maximum 

allowable quantity of space for each space type, with 0 being the maximum 

allowable amount for space types that are not permitted. 
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4.4 Future submodels - BE death, spin-off (Proto BEs) 
and growth model components 

In this research, BEs ' death, spin-off and growth model components were considered but 

not implemented due to size and complexity of the model. These components wil l be 

implemented in the future. Growth (positive and negative) and the probability of death 

(closure) are based on the measure of location attractiveness. Large or successful firms are 

likely to split into two separate BEs. Two processes are identified: the first involves 

splitting the function of the B E into two more independent businesses in separate locations. 

In this first process, the production and consumption functions are split. The second 

involves undertaking essentially the same business in a new location. In this second 

process, the production and consumption functions are duplicated. 

4.4.1 BE death component 
For each B E in the business establishment population the model should take the B E 

through its firmographic transitions and for each BE in a zone - determine i f the B E dies. If 

the B E dies, remove it from the system; the probability of closure for the B E is determined 

using a binary logit with 'live' and 'close' as the alternatives. The utility for the 'close' 

alternative is a function of the age, size, production and consumption functions, location 

factors and Zutilities and whether the BE is a "proto" BE. Use Monte Carlo selection 

among the alternatives according to their probabilities. If a "proto" B E lives, it becomes a 

real B E in the next year and no longer a B E . Assign some floorspace to zones. If no 

floorspace is available add it to the end of the B E moving pool. 

XV. 

P {death ) = 
die 

,^Vlive _|_ £ XVdie 

4.4.2 BE spin-off and growth component 
I wil l use the term "Proto B E " for the start up firms. It is not a "real" B E until after it has 

been a proto B E . BEs are created out of "Proto BEs", which are business ideas that are 

being evaluated in any one-year. If a "Proto B E " would have been profitable in one year it 
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increases in the likelihood that it will become an actual B E in the next year. Proto BEs, as 

business ideas, are generated continuously in every year. 

For each BE in the business establishment population the model should take the B E 

through its firmographic transitions and for each BE in a zone determine i f the B E creates 

("spins-off) a new BE. If it does, create a new B E with the same production and 

consumption functions and a smaller size, and add the new B E to the ' B E moving pool'; 

the probability of creating a new BE is determined using a binary logit with 'spin-off and 

'don't spin off as the alternatives; the utility for the 'spin off alternative is a function of 

the overall utility of the existing B E as determined by the Zutilities and the production and 

consumption function and the overall utilities in all zones. Use Monte Carlo selection 

among the alternatives according to their probabilities. 

P {spin - off) — 

IV • a 
0 SP'n ~°ff 

, A Vdon 't. spin-off _|_ g ^ VSpin - off 

For each BE in the business establishment population the model should take the B E 

through its firmographic transitions and for each BE in a zone determine i f the B E changes 

in size. Set up a logit model of different discrete size alternatives, ranging from 50% of the 

current size to 200% of the current size. For each size alternative, the utility is determined 

from the production functions, the consumption functions, and the Zutilities. The "current 

size" alternative has an additional constant on its utility function - to allow the amount of 

size changing to be calibrated. Use Monte Carlo selection among the alternatives according 

to their probabilities. 
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4.5 List of input and output files 

In this research, a test system was developed that represents a 10x10 system of zones and a 

network of transport connecting the zones with reasonable travel times and costs. This 

system is described in details in Chapter 5. The test system also consists of 1,400 identical 

BE's, all consuming the same commodity and all producing the same commodity. Based on 

this test system, a synthetic database for the test system was developed. This data values are 

based on the realistic values from the real world. The structure of each input data table used 

in this model is listed in Appendix-A. 

4.5.1 Database table structures 
This section describes the table structure for each of the database table in this model. The 

table structure is defined as follows: 

TABLE N A M E 

Each section heading shows the table name. 

FIELD STRUCTURE 

For each table, the structure of each field in the table is described as follows: 

DATATYPE 
Data type indicates the format and type of each field in the table. The following type 
descriptions are used: 

(a) INTEGER (INT) 

This is a non-decimal positive number. 

(b) DECIMAL (FLAOT, DOUBLE) 

This is a decimal positive number. 

(c) CHARACTER (STRING) 

This is a character field that may store textual or numerical data, or 

combinations of both, where strings are enclosed in single quotes. 
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4.5.2 Make-and-Use tables 
A set of 'Make-and-Use' tables based on the 'Standard Industrial Classification' (SIC) 

System' were prepared to be used in the microsimulation model as input-output tables with 

elastic technical coefficients. 

4.5.3 Main input files 
For all simulation runs, the simulation model needs different input files for execution. This 

is the list of all the variables and parameters that can be changed to configure the 

simulation. These also act as 'rules' and information for the agents in this model. For 

example, the 'development rule' considers the changing of floor area ratio (FAR). 

Following is the summary of each input file with all major parameters for a sufficient 

description of the simulation process to be simulated. The simulation always creates a main 

output file that contains simulation outputs. A l l these input and output data tables are 

presented in Comma Delimited, CSV text file format. This allows to export these files to 

different platforms and to read it easily with any text and word processors as well. 

Following is the list of all main input files that are needed to run the microsimulation 

model. 

4.5.3.1 'Zone schemes' table 

This input file contains information about zoning scheme for three variables. At the start, 

the simulation model reads this information to assess each zone's characteristics. 

• Zoning scheme: Zoning scheme specifies the current and future land 

development types such as R l (high density residential), R2 (medium density 

residential) and R3 (low density residential); 

• Allowed development type: The development in each zone that is allowed, 

such as residential, commercial, vacant and mixed; and 

• Maximum floor area ratio (FAR): This variable controls the densities in each 

zone for each allowed development type. 
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4.5.3.2 'Grid-cells' table 

This input file contains information about the characteristics of each grid cell in the form of 

nine different variables. These are: 

• TAZ: It means traffic analysis zones; 

• Gr id Cell - X : x-coordinate of grid cell; 

• Gr id Cell - Y: y-coordinate of grid cell; 

• Amount of land: This is the size of each grid cell in sq. feet. Currently each 

grid cell is 43560 sq. feet in size; 

• Development type: This is the allowed development type in each grid cell such 

as residential, commercial, vacant and mixed types in each grid cell; 

• Amount of development: This is the amount of existing developed floorspace 

in sq. feet; 

• Age: This is the age of existing structures in each grid cell; and 

• Zoning scheme: This is the existing development type in each grid cell. 

4.5.3.3 'Grid-cells quantities by TAZ' table 

This table is similar to 'Grid-cells' table above. There are nine variables in this table. 

• TAZ: same as defined above; 

• Quantity: This is the number of grid-cells in existing and allowable 

development; 

• Amount of land: same as above; 

• Development type: same as above; 

• Minimum development: Minimum and maximum development is estimated 

using a range from calculated values; 

• Maximum development: same as minimum development; 

• Minimum age: Minimum and maximum age specify an age range of existing 

structures in a grid cell; 

• Maximum age: same as minimum age; and 

• Zoning scheme: same as zoning scheme defined above. 
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The above two tables namely 'Grid-cells' and 'Grid-ceils quantities by T A Z ' are 

completely different. The 'Grid-cells quantities by T A Z ' table tells the 'grid cell 

synthesizer' module (in the simulation model) how many grid-cells of different types there 

are in different zones, and what the range of density and age is. When the 'grid cell 

synthesizer' module is run for the first time it randomly creates grid-cells in the zones 

according to the information in 'Grid-cells quantities by T A Z ' table. It then writes these 

grid-cells to 'Grid-cells' file. The gird cell synthesizer runs only once for all. So once the 

grid cell synthesizer runs, the simulation model never have to deal with 'Grid-cells 

quantities by T A Z ' again. The simulation model just deals with 'Grid-cells' table. A 

simulation run changes those grid-cells over time, so after 30 years the 'Grid-cells' table 

will be different. 

4.5.3.4 'Development types' table 

The development type tables sets initial values of equilibrium vacancy rate and minimum 

base price of floorspace in each development type. It also informs the simulation models 

which development types prices are changeable and which are not. The variables are: 

• Development type name: same as above; 

• Dynamic prices development type: This is in the form of ' T R U E ' or ' F A L S E ' . 

This parameter says whether prices of floorspace change of a particular 

development type in each zone every year. In case of vacant floorspace the 

value of this parameter is set to' F A L S E ' ; 

• Portion vacant multiplier: This is the parameter in the price update function that 

is multiplied by the difference between the vacancy rate and the equilibrium 

vacancy rate. This is the speed of price response to vacancy rates that differ 

from the equilibrium vacancy rate; 

• Equilibrium vacancy rate: This is the vacancy rate when supply and demand is 

equal. In this research a value of 0.05 (5%)2 is used; and 

• Minimum base price: This is the price at which the linear price update function 

2 This value is based on various studies in the past (see for example, FRBSF ECONOMIC LETTER, 2001 
and Graves, 2002). These studies indicate that equilibrium vacancy rates can vary from city to city. For 
example in 2001 the equilibrium vacancy rate for Boston was 7.2 while it was 17.0 for Houston. 
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becomes a percentage price update function. 

4.5.3.5 'Commodities' table 

There are seven variables in this table. They are: 

• Commodity name: The name of a commodity such as floorspace, retail trade 

etc.; 

• Buying dispersion parameter: This is the X parameter in the Zutility 

calculations for buying commodities; 

• Selling dispersion parameter: This is the X parameter in the Zutility 

calculations for selling commodities; 

• Buying size coefficient, Buying price coefficient and Buying transport 

coefficient: These are the coefficients in the utility function for buying the 

commodity from a particular exchange zone; 

• Selling size coefficient, Selling price coefficient and Selling transport 

coefficient: These are the coefficients in the utility function for selling the 

commodity from a particular exchange zone; 

• Value of time and Cost of distance: the "transport coefficient" is multiplied by 

the "transport utility". The transport utility is: (Value of time)*time - (Cost of 

distance) *distance; and 

• Exchange type: It indicates whether the buyer ships to all exchanges, and 

whether the seller ships to all exchanges. 

4.5.3.6 'EA properties' table 

The E A properties table contains the following information. The simulation model reads 

values (default values) of each variable and parameter at the start of microsimulation. Many 

of these parameters are described in details in Chapter 6. 

• Minimum number of BEs for test = 1400 

• This is the number of BEs that are being simulated. 

• Minimum number of grid-cells per type per zone = 24 
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• This is the minimum number of grid-cells in each zone for each type of 

development e.g., commercial and residential. Thus, there are 48 grid-cells 

initially for development. 

• Minimum grid cell area = 5000.0 sq. feet 

• Each grid cell is 1-acre in size that means 43560 sq. feet. Thus, the minimum 

developable area in each grid cell is 5000 sq. ft both for commercial and 

residential purposes. 

4.5.4 Main output file 
As the simulation model runs, it writes results to a main output file. This file consists of 

tab-delimited columns and each column in this output file contains the following 

information in each year for each zone. 

• Number of simulation years; 

• Floorspace price ($ per sq feet); 

• Vacancy (sq feet); 

• Floorspace used (sq feet); 

• Number of establishments; 

• Vacancy rate (in percentage); and 

• Equilibrium vacancy rate (in percentage). 

The above output file is used to display results in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. 



Chapter 5.0 

Testbed Application and 

Implementation 

Overview 

The testbed application used in this work is a hypothetical urban area 

consisting of 100 zones with varying attributes and connected by a 

transportation network. Various land-use data were built from the map of 

100 zones. The design and implementation processes of agents are described 

in this chapter. To achieve a consistent set of inputs, the model is run for 30 

to 40 years initially, so that all processes represented in the model can reach 

a long-term equilibrium. This equilibrium state is then used as a starting 

point to investigate the characteristics of the system in detail as is described 

in Chapter 6. 
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Contents of Chapter 5 - Testbed application 

The contents of Chapter 5 include: 

• A description of the test system; 

• A n origin and destination travel cost matrix; 

• The initial floorspace from the test system; 

• The land-use and zonings from the test system; 

• The zoning schemes for each type of land development using the FAR; and 

• The design and implementation of the model. 
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5.1 Development of test system and data 

The test system is represented using a 10x10 system of zones and a network of transport 

connecting the zones with reasonable travel times and costs. For each zone, there are 100 

mini-grids called grid-cells. The grid-cells consist of realistic mix of different types of 

floorspace and quantity with a range of allowable densities (estimated as Floor Area Ratio 

(FAR)). This test system is used to test the role of the various parameters, to determine 

reasonable values for the parameters, and how the model behaves when parameter values 

are unreasonable, and how each parameter influences the model system. 

In each zone, the model starts with 24 grid-cells with commercial floorspace. Initially there 

are 48 grid-cells for development (i.e., 24 grid-cells for commercial and 24 grid-cells for 

residential1) in each of the 100 zones. Thus, at the start of the simulation, there are 4,800 

grid-cells for development and re-development. Each grid-cell is one acre in size (43,560 

square feet). Thus, the total supply of land at the start of simulation is 209 million square 

feet. This means 104.5 million square feet for commercial development and 104.5 million 

square feet for residential development. The system starts with a fixed number of BEs 

(1,400) and assign each B E floorspace ranging from 1,200 - 20,000 square feet. 

A bigger map, similar to one shown in Figure 5-1, was created manually. From the map 

grid-cells that were either currently built as commercial (regardless of what the zoning 

regulations say is allowed in the future) and those allowed for commercial purposes in the 

future (regardless of what is built there now) were counted and recorded in the land-use 

tables. 

To make the model realistic, the existing situation for land use is set at 90% residential and 

10% or less commercial in this study. However, for the future permitted uses the model 

could allow commercial in other zones that are currently residential or vacant. Thus, the test 

system starts with minimum residential and commercial floorspace in the grid-cells marked 

1 The rent for residential floorspace was fixed, and developers considered the option of developing as 
residential instead of commercial. Residential population was not considered, but residential floorspace was. 
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as 'existing' as shown in Figure 5-1. At the start of the simulation, a fixed number of 

business establishments enter the system and transition from vacant and residential 

floorspace to commercial floorspace takes place. This transition depends on zoning 

regulation (densities, allowed development types etc.), Zutilities, production and 

consumption of various commodities in each zone. Thus, each zone illustrates how much 

building space is available in each zone, how old it is, how densely it covers the zone and 

what developments are allowed in it. 

i Existin 

Legend: 

Commercial Space (F.A.R) 
CI = Low density = 1 
C2 = Medium density = 2 
C3 = High density = 15 
V = Vacant 

Residential Space (F.A.R) 
R l = Low density = 0.5 
R2 = Medium density = 1 
R3 = High density = 15 

l-Acre = 43560 sq-feet 

Figures 5-1: Treatment of space (setting-up zones - 10x10 zones) 
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5.2 Development of initial transport costs data 

Figure 5-2 on page 165 shows zone centroids and networks of transport connecting zones. 

Thus, an origin-destination travel costs matrix was developed based on the values in Table 

5-1. These travel costs are based on realistic monetary values in terms of travel time and 

distance costs. The transport costs data attributes are: ' in vehicle travel time' and 'distance 

costs'. A number of studies have developed estimates of travel time values for different 

user types and travel conditions. The Victoria Transport Policy Institute (available at: 

www.vtpi.org) defines travel time costs as: 

Travel Time costs refers to the value of time spent in travel. It includes costs 
to businesses of time by their employees, vehicles and goods, and costs to 
consumers of personal (unpaid) time spent on travel, including time spent 
parking and walking to and from a vehicle. Travel Time Savings are the 
benefits that result from reduced travel time (p5.2-l). 

The Victoria Transport Policy Institute points to various studies (e.g., Wardmen, 1998) in 

the past and the institute lists many factors that affect travel costs values. Some of them are: 

• Commercial vehicle costs include drivers' wages and overhead costs, vehicle 

costs, costs for the value of freight (particularly perishables), and delays beyond 

a critical delivery time; 

• Personal travel time is usually estimated at one-quarter to one-half of prevailing 

wage rates; and 

• Travel time costs tend to be higher for driving under congested conditions (p5.2-

2). 

According to Abraham (1994, p64), "Travel time savings are typically worth between 50% 

and 200% of the wage rate, and other studies in Calgary have shown private vehicle travel 

time savings to be worth $11/hr". 

The distance costs includes both fixed costs and variable costs. The fixed costs include: 

vehicle purchase or lease, insurance, registration and taxes. The variable costs include: fuel, 

http://www.vtpi.org
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fuel taxes and oil, maintenance and repair, parking and tolls. In this study, only variable 

costs are considered. The total cost is approximated by a linear function: 

Total cost = (cost of distance) ̂ distance + (value of time) *time 

The American Automobile Association (AAA) estimated US$ 0.45 - 0.56 distance costs 

for various makes and models in 1998. Similarly, the Canadian Automobile Association 

(CAA) estimated total cost (both fixed and variable costs) as CANS 0.61 - 0.36 per 

kilometre in 2000 (www.vtpi.org). In 2002, the total cost was estimated in the range of 

CANS 0.64 - 0.37. The range is based on the number of kilometres driven per year. 

Based on these findings, the estimated values for travel time and distance costs (per round 

trip) are as follows. 

Distance between zone centroids = 0.63 K m 

Travel time cost /hour = $11/hour or $0.20 /min 

Distance cost /min = $0.50 

Total travel cost per trip = $0.70 per/min 

Example of travel cost calculations for trips from zone I 

Zone Round Round Distance Travel Total 
Trip Trip times Time times Travel 

cost/km cost/min Cost/Trip 
Travel Travel ($.50) ($.20) 

Distance Time 
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 1.26 0.86 0.63 0.25 1.25 
3 2.52 1.73 1.26 0.50 1.50 
4 3.78 2.59 1.89 0.76 2.76 
5 5.04 3.46 2.52 1.01 4.01 
6 6.30 4.32 3.15 1.26 4.26 
7 7.56 5.18 3.78 1.51 5.51 
8 8.82 6.05 4.41 1.76 5.76 
9 10.08 6.91 5.04 2.02 7.02 
10 11.34 7.78 5.67 2.27 8.27 

Table 5-1: Total travel costs per trip (in CAN-$) 

http://www.vtpi.org
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5.3 Development of land use and zoning data 

In general, zoning is the principal tool Cities governments use to control land use. Zoning 

regulations countrywide are exercised differently from city to city. Zoning is used to 

control building heights, housing types and densities allowed within its residential, 

business, and commercial zoning districts by limiting how intensively a floorspace may be 

built upon i.e., densities or FAR. 

Floor Area Ratio (FAR) 
F A R is the ratio of the gross floor area of a development (building) to the area of the site. 

In other words F A R is determined by dividing the gross floor area of all buildings on a 

parcel of land by the total area of that parcel of land. In our testbed application, following 

values of F A R are used based on realistic values from real-world cities. Table 5-3 lists 

zoning schemes, allowed development types in each zone and maximum FAR. R3 and C3 

are high enough to allow 25-30 stories buildings. CI and R l are for small buildings with 

parking lots or green spaces. C2 and R2 are for two-to-three story buildings with smaller 

parking lots and green spaces, and possibly underground parking. This leaves out the land 

covered by roads. 

Residential Space (F.A.R) 

R l = Low density = 0.5 

R2 = Medium density = 1 

R3 = High density = 15 

Commercial Space (F.A.R) 

CI = Low density = 1 

C2 = Medium density = 2 

C3 = High density = 15 

V = Vacant 
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The values shown in Table 5-2 are estimated close to real zoning schemes in a city like 

Calgary, Alberta. 

Zoning Sch erne Allowed Development Type Maximum FAR 
R1 Vacant 0 
R1 Residential 0.5 
R2 Vacant 0 
R2 Residential 1 
R3 Vacant 0 
R3 Residential 15 
CI Vacant 0 
C1 Commercial 1 
C2 Vacant 0 
C2 
C3 
C3 

commerciai 
Vacant 
Commercial 

2 
0 

15 
C20RR2 
C20RR2 
C10RC2 
C10RC2 
C30RR3 
C30RR3 
C30RR3 
C10RR1 
C10RR1 
C10RR1 
Vacant 

vacant 
Commercial 
Residential 
Commercial 
Vacant 
Vacant 
Commercial 
Residential 
Vacant 
Commercial 
Residential 
Vacant 

0 
2 
5 

1.5 
0 
0 

15 
15 
0 
1 
1 
o 

Table 5-2: Zoning scheme and Floor Area Ratio (FAR) for various land development 
types 

• Residential R l : Single-family dwellings with 2-residential story height limits; 

• Residential R2: Townhouse dwellings with more than 2-residential story and 

less than four residential story height limits; 

• Residential R3: Multi-storey dwellings with more than 4-residential story 

height limits; 
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• Commercial C l : General office and retail uses such as single commercial 

building with 2-commercial story height limits; 

• Commercial C2: General office and retail uses such as commercial buildings 

with more than 2 and less than 4-story height limits; and 

• Commercial C3: C3 zoning designation allows high-density commercial 

development such as multi-storey buildings (more than 10 floors) as found in 

central business districts. 

The mixed land use categories include: C30RR3, C10RC2, C10RR1, C20RR2 

• C30RR3: Allows a mix of retail, offices and residential uses of high densities; 

• C10RC2: Allows a mix of low density and moderate density commercial area; 

• C l O R R l : Allows a mix of low-density commercial and low-density residential 

areas. Predominantly single family residential areas and limited corner 

commercial or other small facilities dispersed throughout the neighbourhoods; 

and 

• C20RR2: Allows a mix of medium density commercial and medium density 

residential areas. 
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5.4 Development of initial floorspace data 

Table 5-3 contains initial floorspace development data that was built from 100 zones. The 

first column in this table is a number that belongs to a TAZ (traffic analysis zone). The next 

column lists the number of grid-cells that were counted from the map. Minimum and 

maximum development is estimated using a range from calculated values of FAR. For 

example, in case of zoning scheme R l the FAR is 0.5 and for each grid cell the 

development would be 43560 x 0.5 = 130, 680 sq-ft. Thus, the range would be around 

130,000 - 131,000 sq-ft. Similarly, minimum and maximum age specify the age range of a 

grid-cell. Finally, the zoning scheme specifies the current and the future land development. 

t 
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R l 
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R1 
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R1 
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R1 

302 
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304 
305 
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306 
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10 
15 
85 
100 
92 
8 
95 
5 

55 
45 

43560 
43560 
43560 

43560 
43560 
43560 
43560 
43560 

43560 
43560 

Vacant 
Vacant 

Residential 
Vacant 

Residential 
Vacant 
Vacant 

Residential 

Vacant 
Vacant 

130000 
0 

130000 
0 

130000 
0 
0 

130000 
0 
0 

131000 
0 

131000 
0 

131000 
0 
0 

131000 

0 
0 

10 
0 

10 

0 
10 
0 
0 
10 

0 
0 

15 
0 
15 

0 
15 
0 
0 
15 

0 
0 

R1 
R1 
R1 

R1 
R1 
R1 
R1 

R1 

Vacant 
C30RR3 

Table 5-3: Initial floorspace development 
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5.5 Development of initial grid-cells data 

Table 5-4 shows the initial grid-cells-data. The grid-cells data attributes are: 

• TAZ - Transport Analysis Zones; 

• Quantity - It is the quantity of existing floorspace (vacant, commercial, 

residential and mixed); 

• Amount of land - It is the size of each grid-cell. At present each grid is 1 -acre or 

43560 sq-ft in size; 

• Development type - It is the type of development in each grid-cell; 

• Minimum and Maximum development - The minimum and maximum 

development allowed in each grid-cell. This is just a range of allowable 

development; 

• Minimum and Maximum age - This is a range of age of each grid-cell. For 

example 0-10 years means that some grids cells are still undeveloped (age = 0) 

and others are developed (age = 10); and 

• Zoning scheme - the zoning scheme is described in section 5-4. 
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TAZ Quantity Amount ( 3evelopment Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Zoning 
of land type development ( development age age scheme 

101 100 43560 Vacant 0 0 0 0 Vacant 
102 100 43560 Vacant 0 0 0 0 Vacant 
103 10 43560 Vacant 0 0 0 0 Vacant 
103 90 43560 Vacant 0 R1 103 90 43560 Vacant 0 0 0 0 R1 
104 100 43560 Vacant 0 0 0 0 Vacant 
105 100 43560 Residential o 0 o o R1 105 100 43560 Residential R1 
106 100 43560 Vacant 0 0 0 0 Vacant 
107 100 43560 

— _ • _ _ 

Vacant 107 100 43560 Vacant 0 0 0 0 Vacant 
108 100 43560 Vacant 0 0 0 0 Vacant 
109 100 43560 

A1HCíf\ 
Vacant 0 

A 
0 
A 

0 0 Vacant 

n u 
201 

IVU 
100 

4oDDU 
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Table 5-4: Development of grid-cells in each zone 
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5.6 Design and implementation 

The test system was designed using object-oriented techniques, and the implementation was 

done using Java programming language. In this research, object-oriented techniques were 

applied to agents as opposed to objects. As explained in Chapter 3, agents are special 

objects. Though objects and agents have both data and behaviour, only agents decide 

themselves how to act, and how and when to react. This is different from objects' behaviour 

where other object(s) invoke its actions based on new information that they might have in 

each year. However, agents need the ability to "queue up" events for when they next need 

to act or else agents need to be "polled" occasionally - asking themselves i f they need to do 

any actions. This research uses the latter strategy - poll agents once a year. This is where an 

object sends message(s) - acting like an agent - to itself to invoke its methods. Thus, this 

research introduces characteristics of agents, like activity, and interactions in a modelling 

language, and is based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) of Grady Booch, Ivar 

Jacobson and James Rumbaugh. The agents are BEs and land developers. 

Figure 5-3 shows various agents in the 10x10 zone system. The behaviour of land 

developers and BEs (as agents) is controlled by the following information that makeup the 

rules. For instance, "you can't build at a higher F A R than allowed" would be the rule, and 

then the maximum F A R that would be allowed is actually the information that is needed to 

enforce the rule. 

• zoning scheme; 

• allowed development type; 

• maximum floor area ratio (FAR); 

• amount of development allowed; 

• quantity of floorspaces available for consumption; 

• minimum development allowed; 

• minimum and maximum age of development; 

• commodity and floorspace prices; 

• travel costs; 

• minimum number of grid-cells per type per zone; and 
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• minimum grid-cell area. 

These rules and information make up an agent's plan or behaviour. Agents are loaded into 

the system with their plans, and at the end of one year, update their attributes and rules 

based on their new situation and alter their plans accordingly for the next year. For 

instance, the allowed development type rule in a zone affects an agent's plan for the next 

year i f there were a freeze in commercial land development in particular grid-cells. 

Similarly, the allowed development type rule does not allow developing what is not 

allowed to develop in these grid-cells. 

The model tracks the individual BEs from population generation, through firmographic 

processes and microsimulation. At each step, the model has information on the individual 

BEs from a BE's demographics to its current location. At the same time model keeps track 

of the development, redevelopment, and vacant spaces, thereby, updating land developers 

plans as well. These BEs are able to change their locations in terms of 'move', 'stay' or 

'leave' and land developers actions from that planned in response to policy tests as 

described in Chapter 7. 

Figure 5-4 shows inputs, plans and attributes, interactions and processes, and outputs from 

the interactions of agents. The simulation starts by populating the model with different 

elements: zones, grid-cells, and amount of land, development types, zoning schemes, 

densities, floorspace quantities, and prices. Then BEs, as agents, are generated with their 

attributes (production and consumption behaviour, Zutilities, amount of floorspace 

quantities, geographical location etc.) and various other parameters. Once all the elements 

and parameters have been loaded, a model run starts. 

During a simulation run in time 't', agents with their plans interact in the system, and 

firmographic and land development processes/events, such as 'move', 'stay', 'leave', 

'develop' and 're-develop', occur in the test system. This interaction is a two way process 

so that the attributes of agents are updated to represent the agents in the next time period 

't+r. In each year, the model writes the results in an output file as shown in Figure 5-4. 
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5.6.1 Computer implementation 
A prototype of the proposed test system was implemented using the selected tools on the 

Microsoft Windows operating system, as well as on a Unix operating system. The computer 

application was implemented using Java programming language. The data used in this 

modelling was stored in ASCII format files. The 3-D graphical presentation of results was 

implemented using Visual Basic and ActiveX components. 

5.6.2 Analysis and design 
This section provides a brief overview of analysis and design using U M L . For more details 

see appendix - A , appendix - B and appendix - C. 

5.6.2.1 System Architecture 

The system architecture consists of three layers as shown in Figure 5-5. 

Presentation Layer 

y / 
r 
i Computational Layer 

/ 
f 

Database Layer 

/ // 

Figure 5-5: System Architecture 

The top layer indicates the graphical user interface through which the simulation runs are 

controlled before starting a simulation. In the second layer (computational layer), all the 

mathematical calculations regarding business demography and land development processes 

are done. The computational layer read and writes data to and from database layer. 
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5.6.2.2 Use case diagrams 

Figure 5-6: Simple use case diagrams of a BE and a land developer 
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Figure 5-6 shows the actors and use cases in the test system. It shows B E and land 

developer as actors and a view of the system that they are interacting with. This figure 

provides a high-level of abstraction of the test system and is pretty self-explanatory. 

Figure 5-7 shows various package diagrams (using U M L ) that were used during the 

analysis and design stages of this simulation model. The dashed arrows in the figure show 

dependencies between two packages. That is they show a class(s) in one package depends 

on another class(s) in a second package. A given package can depend on more than one 

other package. A dependency is a relationship between two classes in which a change to 

one, called the independent class, causes a change in the other, called the dependent class. 

Figure 5-5 indicates that the package E A depends on the packages Td' (land development), 

'pa' (production allocation), and 'model' (the main model). Each package is a collection of 

different classes. ' E A ' is the business establishments' and 'Id' is the land development 

packages that are designed to develop this model. 

Figure 5-8 expands the E A package and shows the various classes and their relationships 

suchas, 'association', 'aggregation', 'generalization' and 'cardinality'. 

Appendix - A describes all-important classes in the model that are included in packages 

' E A ' , ' P A ' and 'Model' . Appendix - A describes model design and table structures. It 

includes: all U M L diagrams (class diagrams, sequence diagrams) and describes each class 

in the diagrams. Some of these U M L diagrams are reproduced here from Appendix - A . 

Appendix - B describes the detail of each class (e.g., methods and attributes etc.). These 

details are useful to look at classes and their attributes and methods as well as the 

connections between different classes. Appendix - C describes the running of the 

microsimulation model and displaying of the results. 
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Chapter 6.0 

System Behaviour 

Overview 

This chapter describes each parameter of the simulation model and the 

testing of the roles, responsibilities, and sensitivities of those parameters. 

The role of the 'Leave constant (MovingOutsideTheRegionUtility -

M O T R U ) ' parameter is considered in some detail. Various other important 

parameters regarding business establishments, land development and price 

update are also described here. 



Contents of Chapter 6 - System behaviour 

The contents of Chapter 6 include: 

• Definitions of important parameters; 

• An introduction to the sensitivity of behaviour to input parameters (how 

range of a parameter is established); 

• The method used to test the sensitivity of each parameter; 

• An example of a sensitivity test of 'Moving Constant' parameter; and 

• The role of sensitivity testing to policy inputs. 
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6.1 Important parameters 

Certain parameters that were used in this microsimulation have been found to be important 

in terms of how they influence the overall behaviour of the system. 

6.1.1 BE firmography parameters (EA Parameters) 
• Leave Constant (MovingOutsideTheRegionUtility - MOTRU) - the alternative 

specific constant for the "move" alternative in the 3-level logit model of "move 

or stay or leave"; 

• Moving Constant - the constant utility of the leave alternative to move outside 

of the model region entirely; and 

• Move Or Stay Or Leave Dispersion Parameter - the dispersion parameter for the 

logit model given the options for a B E to stay in its current grid cell, move to a 

new grid cell, or leave the model area entirely. 

6.1.2 Land development parameters (LD Parameters) 
• Age Coefficient To Keep - this parameter is used to calculate how the age of the 

building influences developers decisions; 

• Keep Constant - controls the overall rate of redevelopment; 

• Rent Per Acre Coefficient On Current Development - this parameter increases 

or decreases the response rate for land development by the developers. This 

parameter shows how sensitive land developers are to the floorspace prices. 

The coefficient does not make developers respond faster, but rather respond in 

greater volumes; and 

• Cell Vacancy Utility Coefficient - this parameter indicates how developers 

respond to vacancy rates. Land developers are also sensitive to vacancy rate. For 

example, when the vacancy rate is down the land developers see more profit 

opportunities to develop more land to meet the demands of the markets. 
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6.1.3 Price update parameters (PU Parameters) 
• Equilibrium vacancy rate - the equilibrium vacancy rate is an equilibrium level 

of inventory of floorspace, in the sense that both the matching process (demand 

and supply) between the landowners and tenants is facilitated, and that land

owners hold an optimal buffer stock of inventory to meet future demands. In this 

microsimulation model, the long run equilibrium vacancy rate is determined 

along with rent and quantity of floorspace; 

• Minimum base price - this is the price at which the linear price update function 

becomes a percentage price update function. In most cases, a percentage price 

update function is preferred, to make changes independent of the unit of 

measurement. However, during iteration, prices can be pushed to zero, after 

which a percentage update would have no effect. The available compromise is 

to use percentage update only above a certain price (i.e., price > 0), and a linear 

update below the minimum base price; and 

• Portion Vacant Multiplier - this is the speed of price response to vacancy rates 

that differ from the equilibrium vacancy rate. 
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6.2 Sensitivity of behaviour to input parameters 

This section describes the sensitivity tests of certain important parameters. For every 

parameter, there is a corresponding range of reasonable values, of which the modeller is 

initially unaware. Thus, in order to find reasonable values for each parameter, it is 

imperative to test the role and the implications of each parameter in the system. These tests 

should be able to show how the model behaves when parameter values are unreasonable 

and how each parameter influences the system. Outside the range of these reasonable 

values, the model will (a) not be responsive to small changes in the parameter value, (b) 

diverge spectacularly to an unrealistic state, or (c) give unrealistic results (unreasonable 

floorspace rents, etc.). 

6.2.1 Parameters sensitivity tests 
In this study, the approach to establish a well-behaved base-case scenario was to change 

one parameter at a time until the model responded properly to that parameter. Thus, the 

following approach was adopted. 

1. Describe the equation(s) where the parameter is used; 

2. Formulate the hypothesis about how the whole system will react when BEs and land 

developers make different decisions due to a change in a parameter value; and 

3. Run the model and check the validity of the hypothesis. 

A parameter sensitivity test contained the following information for each parameter. 

• the parameter's name; 

• a description of the parameter; 

• a maximum value (What happened above this point - how did the model fail or 

what evidence is there that the value was so high that it effected the whole 

system; 

• a minimum value (What happened below this point - how did the model fail or 

what evidence is there that the value was so low that it no longer effected the 

operations of the model); 
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• a reasonable value (one that is acceptable); 

• the name of each result file; 

• those outputs that were primarily affected by changes in the parameter value; 

• a description of the mechanism in the simulation by which this parameter value 

affected these outputs; and 

• i f the mechanism was an indirect mechanism, a description of the chain of 
events that led to the observed changes in outputs. 

The list of these parameters is exhaustive. The method of testing for each parameter is, 

however, the same. An example of this method is given below. It examines the sensitivity 

test of the leave constant parameter and is described in greater detail. 

6.2.1.1 Sensitivity test for 'leave constant' parameter 

The leave constant (MovingOutsideTheRegionUtility - MOTRU) is defined in equation 4-

9 in Chapter 4, and is reproduced here in the following equation. The probability of leaving 

the model region entirely is given as: 

IMOTRU 

A(A/C+lnIeuz ) 
eXMOTRU + e z +eWz. 

Where: 

Pleaving ~ Probability of leaving the model region entirely; 

X = 'Move or Stay Or Leave' dispersion parameter; 

MOTRU = Moving Outside the Region Utility (the leave constant); 

Uz* = Utility of current property which is a function of floorspace price and 

Zutilities, and independent of floorspace vacancy rates; 

MC = Moving Constant; and 

Uz = Utility of available vacant properties in zone z which is a function of 

floorspace price, Zutilities and floorspace vacancy rates. 

P 
leaving 
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6.2.2 Hypothesis 
The hypothesis for 'leave constant' parameter is: 

If prices of commodities are constant, then; if the utility of the "rest of the 
world" is too high, all BEs will eventually leave the region. If the utility of 
the "rest of the world" is too low, then BEs will continue to grow into the 
region until the price of floorspace becomes so high that they are forced out 
by unrealistically high rents. In between these two extremes, the system 
should eventually evolve to an emergent steady state with a stable 
population of firms and realistic rents. 

Parameter name: Leave constant (movingOutsideTheRegionUtility - MOTRU). This is 

the utility of the "rest of the world" as described in the hypothesis. 

Parameter description: This parameter influences the likelihood of a B E moving to 

another location or staying in the same location or leaving the model entirely in any year. 

Model run - 1. Too high value '7 ' : With this value, everyone left the region, vacancy 

rates rose, prices dropped to zero, and economic activity of the test system seemed to have 

come to a halt (see Testbed application - 1). 

Model run - 2. Too low value '-20': With this value, the model showed reasonable 

tendencies in terms of vacancy rates and prices. The results also showed economic 

activities remaining in the system (see Testbed application - 2). 

Model run - 3. Reasonable value '-5': With this value, the region eventually became 

"full", developers could not provide enough floorspace, and prices increased continuously 

(see Testbed application - 3). 

What outputs were primarily affected by changes in the parameter value? 

• prices were higher when the parameter value was reasonable; and 

• the floorspace used was higher when the parameter value was lower. 
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Mechanism in the simulation by which this parameter value affected the outputs: 

The mechanism can be explained in terms of the utility associated with the locations. When 

the utility of leaving a location rises, more BEs leave the system, and the demand for 

floorspace goes down. Since there was no change in the supply of floorspace, a lower 

demand for floorspace led to a lower floorspace price. 

If the mechanism was an indirect mechanism, describe the chain of events that led to 

the observed changes in outputs. 

The indirect mechanism was straightforward as floorspace prices are determined primarily 

by vacancy rates. When a B E leaves the system the vacancy rate goes up, and the 

associated prices go down. 
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6.3 Results of simulation runs to verify the 'leave 
constant' parameter 

During each simulation run, the results from the model for each zone included: floorspace 

prices ($ per square-feet), vacancy rates, floorspace used (square-feet), and equilibrium 

vacancy rate. The simulation also tracks the number of BEs in each zone. As the test 

system consists of 100 zones, it is not possible and I or practical to show here the 

simulation results for each of the 100 zones separately. Thus, average values are used for 

each of the 100 zones. 

Figures 6-1 through 6-14 illustrate the results from three simulation runs for each of the 

parameter values. 
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Testbed Application 1 - Calibration: Choosing an unreasonable value for 
'leave constant' parameter 

Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 

•Prie* by year B« 
•Floorspace used by year P« 
•Equilibrium vacancy rate 

Vacancy by year 
Vacancy rate 

«»,000 
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100,000 Z. 
80,000 n 
60,000 ? 
40,000 a 

20,000 

Figure 6-1: Average floorspace prices, vacancy, and floorspace used: Calibration - 1 

Figure 6-1 shows that there is little or no economic activity in the system and the prices are 

tending towards zero. The run also shows that all BEs are leaving the system (see Figures 

6-3 and 6-4), yet the quantity of vacant floorspace though high, remains more or less 

constant. The vacancy rate consistently stays above the equilibrium vacancy rate driving 

the prices to near zero. It appears that the total quantity of floorspace is decreasing. Thus, 

no economic activities are taking place in the system and the land developers must be 

converting commercial floorspace to residential use. 
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Simulation Model (Business Establishments} 

7 

4 6 810 1316 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 56 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 82 85 88 91 94 97 
Simulation Year  

P zone1-10 F zon»11-20 F zon«21-30 P zone31-40 F zone41-60 
P — — zon»51-60 F zon«61-70 P zon«71-80 P zon»81-90 P zon«91-100 

Figure 6-2: Floorspace prices in all zones: Calibration - 1 

Figure 6-3: Number of BEs 'left, moved, stayed' in central zones: Calibration -1 
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Figure 6-4: Average total number of BEs in all zones: Calibration - 1 
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Testbed Application 2 - Calibration: Choosing an intermediate value for 
'leave constant' parameter. 

Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 
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Figure 6-5: Average floorspace prices, vacancy, and floorspace used: 
Calibration - 2 

Figure 6-5 shows that a great deal of economic activity is taking place in the system 

compared to the previous case. The vacant proportion (vacancy rate) is constantly and 

slightly above the equilibrium vacancy, and the prices are falling slightly (though they 

stabilized in the latter years). The system seems to be in a stable state as the vacancy rate 

appears to fall within an acceptable average range (i.e., 7% - 9 %)'. A large number of BEs 

moved into nearby central zones where economic activity is high. Central zones have 

higher prices due to their locational attractiveness in terms of accessibility and 

agglomeration effects. Other existing BEs stayed where they were or left the region perhaps 

due to initial higher prices. 

1 This range is based on various studies in the past (see for example, FRBSF ECONOMIC LETTER, 2001 
and Graves, 2002). These studies indicate that vacancy rates can vary in different periods. For example, 
vacancy rates in San Francisco rose from 1.7% in 2000 to 10.3% in 2001. 
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Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 

1 3 5 7 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 61 54 67 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 93 96 
Simulation Year 
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F  — zone61-60 F  zon«61-70 P — zone71-80 P — zone81 -90 P zone91-100 | 

Figure 6-6: Floorspace prices in all zones: Calibration - 2 

Figure 6-7: Number of BEs 'left, moved, stayed' in central zones: Calibration - 2 
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Figure 6-8: Average total number of BEs in all zones: Calibration - 2 
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Testbed Application 3 - Calibration: Choosing low value for the 'move or 
leave constant'parameter. 

Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 

35 

30 
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Figure 6-9: Average floorspace prices, vacancy, and floorspace used: 
Calibration - 3 

The results shown in Figure 6-9 indicate that the system is full of economic activity due to 

the low value of the 'leave constant' parameter. The low value indicates zones are more 

attractive for the BEs. Thus, more and more BEs moved into the system thereby increasing 

the floorspace prices. The figure also shows that the vacant proportion (vacancy rate) is 

constantly below the equilibrium vacancy rate. Prices rise initially and, in the latter years, 

remained somewhat stable. Some BEs felt that the prices were 'too high' and left the 

system or simply went out of business. Existing BEs stayed where they were in the 

previous years (see Figures 6-11 and 6-12). 
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Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 
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Figure 6-10: Prices in all zones: Calibration - 3 

Figure 6-11: Number of BEs 'left, moved, stayed' in central zones: Calibration - 3 



Figure 6-12: Average total number of BEs in all zones: Calibration - 3 



Testbed Application 4 -Tracking number of business establishments 
between test Testbed application-2 and Testbed applications. 

Figure 6-14: Tracking BEs in testbed application 3 
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Figure 6-13 shows that more BEs moved to central zones when the prices fell. However, 

prices are still higher in these central zones. When the prices increased, as in testbed 

application 3, many of the BEs moved to other nearby cheaper zones. However, in the 

peripheral zones, many of the existing BEs stayed though a few of them left for the central 

zones. This process is represented in Figure 6-14 . 

2 The system consists of 10x10 zones but Figures 6-13, 6-14 and all the subsequent figures in Chapter 7 show 
9x9 zones system. There was a bug in the ActiveX component, and the vendor, till the time of this writing, 
was unable to fix this problem. However, this was not a major issue. 



Chapter 7.0 

Results - Policy Testing 

Overview 

This chapter describes the results of policy testing. First, a base-case 

scenario was developed such that the parameter sensitivities are stable (as in 

Chapter 6). A set of hypothetical policy test scenarios were then developed 

and modelled to demonstrate the microsimulation model's ability to predict 

results consistent with the expectations. Some of these scenarios include: 

decreased development costs in a specific set of zones, increased travel 

costs, changed zoning rules and increasing the amount of allowable 

development in some zones. 
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Contents of chapter 7 - Results - Policy testing 

The contents of chapter 7 include: 

• A verification of the 'Move Or Stay Or Leave' dispersion parameter 

(hypothesis described); 

• The establishment of a reasonable value for the 'Move Or Stay Or Leave' 

dispersion parameter and the results showing graphs; and 

• The testing of policy scenarios - including: 

• Giving a price shock to zones 202, 203,204. (30% floorspace rent 

increase); 

• Giving a price shock to zones 202, 203, 204. (30% floorspace rent 

subsidy); 

• 30% increases in various zones; 

• The implications of decreased development costs by 50% in zones 202, 

203, 204; 

• The implications of doubling travel costs across the system; 

• The assumed new travel times and resulting new travel costs (consider 

zones 105,106, 108, 109); 

• The implications of increasing the amount of A L L O W A B L E 

development in zones 202, 203, 204; and 

• The implications of increasing the amount of A L L O W A B L E 

commercial development in the central zones and elsewhere. 
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7.1 Sensitivity of behaviour to policy input 

In this section the model tests the policy scenarios and compares the results with the results 

of a well-behaved base-case scenario from Chapter 6. This base-case scenario is used as a 

reference case against which all other scenarios are compared. Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show 

the results of base case scenario. In this chapter the research considers eight policy 

scenarios for testing, and their subsequent results are shown and discussed throughout this 

chapter. 
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Results from base-case scenario (reference case) 

Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 

Figure 7-1: Tracking prices and floorspace in base case scenario 

Base-case Tracking of BEs in Zones 

1 >• •—7 / A 7 

8 9 10 

Figure 7-2: Tracking number of BEs in base case scenario 
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7.1.1 Alternative Policy Test - 1: Implications of giving a 30% floorspace 
rent in zones 202, 203, 204 

Overview 

This section presents the implications of increasing floorspace rents in three 
zones. It shows the effects on floorspace prices, vacancy rate, and 
centralization and decentralization of business locations. The central and 
surrounding outer zones gained significantly because of higher economic 
activity and the accessibility in these zones. 

Set-up of Scenario - 1 : 

A hypothetical policy test scenario was developed and simulated to demonstrate the ability 

of this model to predict the effects on the location of BEs and the behaviour of land 

developers due to a change in floorspace prices. The price update function is reproduced 

here from Section 4.5.3 to describe the set up of this scenario. This scenario is the change 

in the rate of price response. This is hard-coded in the simulation model as 'price shock'. 

Code in the price shock segment is changed to represent these three zones. Figure 7-3 

shows the new prices and vacancy rate. 

Pricet = Price- Price b(zx / z2 -eqvr.)02 

Where: 

Priceb = max (Pricet.j, minimum base price); 

z¡/z2 = zone vacant sq. ft / zone total size; 

eqvr. = equilibrium vacancy rate; and 

02 = portion vacant multiplier (this is responsible for the change in the rate of price 

response to vacancy rates). 
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Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 
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Figure 7-3: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 1 

Effect on prices: 

Given that BEs are sensitive to floorspace prices, the prices increase in zones 202, 203 and 

204, brought about a drop in the birth of new BEs in these zones and the movement of 

some BEs to other zones including central zones. The overall effect of this scenario on 

floorspace prices is minimal as these outer zones have little economic activity and poor 

accessibility. However, the amount of unused floorspace, or vacancy rate increased in these 

zones due to the higher prices. 

As well, developers in the model decide to develop, demolish or do nothing based on prices 

and vacancy rate. They are always interested in developing more floorspace in central 

zones compared to outer or peripheral zones, as these outer zones are less attractive for 

floorspace development regarding higher profit returns. However, when the floorspace is 

filled with BEs in central zones these developers tend to develop floorspace elsewhere. 

This floorspace development leads to increases in the amount of economic activity and the 
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floorspace prices in these outer zones. This is evident from Figure 7-3. But these new 

developments do not happen instantly and as shown in Figure 7-3, it happened after 50 

years. 

Effect on BEs: 

As shown in Figure 7-5, many BEs moved to nearby cheaper zones and still more to central 

zones where economic activity and accessibility (low travel cost) are high. It also shows 

that more BEs stay in the system. Thus, it confirms the notation that (as classic urban 

location theory stipulates) the demand for business decreases in more distant zones. On the 

other hand, the land developers see profit opportunity to develop more floorspace (i.e., 

utility of adding more floorspace increases) in central and nearby zones as more BEs 

moved to these zones. 

The change in the distribution of business establishments (Figures 7-4 and 7-5) is more 

revealing. It shows that results from this simulation run are consistent with the expected 

bid-rent aggregate patterns, and the resulting central place patterns. 
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Figure 7-5: Tracking number of BEs in policy Scenario - 1 
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7.1.2 Alternative Policy Test - 2: Implications of giving a 30% floorspace 
rent subsidy in zones 202, 203, 204 

Overview 

This section presents the implications of decreasing the floorspace rent in 
three same zones as in scenario - 1. It describes the effects on floorspace 
prices, vacancy rate, and centralization and decentralization of business 
patterns. These outer zones gain significantly because of low floorspace 
prices. Developers thus develop more floorspace. 

Set-up of Scenario - 2: 

The situation in this scenario is the opposite of that in Scenario — 1. This scenario is 

designed to show how a decrease in floorspace prices in these zones changes the 

distribution of economic activities as well as floorspace developers' behaviour regarding 

development and re-development. The set up of this scenario is similar to Scenario - 1, but 

there is a decrease in the rate of price response. 

Effect on prices: 

Since BEs are sensitive to land prices and as the prices decreased in zones 202, 203 and 

204, there was an increase in the birth of new BEs in these zones. As prices fell and the 

business activity increased in these zones, the utility of adding more structures increased as 

well. BEs from nearby zones also moved to these zones. However, most of the BEs in 

central zones stayed in their respective zones due to high economic activity and 

accessibility in those zones. The overall effect of this scenario on floorspace prices is 

minimal as these outer zones have little economic activity. The amount of unused 

floorspace or vacancy rate decreased a little in these zones but the overall floorspace prices 

remained stable. These results are shown in Figure 7-6. 
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Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 
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Figure 7-6: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 2 

Effect on BEs: 

As shown in Figure 7-8, many BEs moved to these less costly zones from the surrounding 

zones. As well, most of the BEs stayed in central zones where economic activity and 

accessibility are high. It also shows that more BEs stay in the system. On the other hand, 

the land developers see profit opportunity to develop more floorspace (i.e., utility of adding 

more floorspace increased) in these low-cost zones and again the business activity 

increased in these zones. 

The change in the distribution of business establishments (Figures 7-7 and 7-8) is obvious. 

The results show two different central places in the test system. It shows that results from 

this simulation run are consistent, as expected, with respect to the aggregate patterns of 

settlement and/or distribution of rents and resulting central place patterns. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure 7-7: Tracking number of BEs in base case scenario 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure 7-8: Tracking number of BEs in policy Scenario - 2 
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7.1.3 Alternative Policy Test - 3: Implications of increasing floorspace 
prices in various zones at the same time 

Overview 

This section presents the implications of increasing the floorspace prices in 
various zones. It shows that central zones are affected more than the outer 
zones because of the higher economic activity and better accessibility. 

Set-up of Scenario - 3: 

This situation in this scenario is different from the previous two scenarios. This scenario is 

designed to show how decreases in floorspace prices in various zones, at the same time, 

shifts floorspace prices and business location patterns. The set up of this scenario is similar 

to Scenario - 1, but there are both increases and decreases in the rate of price response in 

various zones. The code in the 'price shock' segment is also changed to accommodate these 

zones. 

Effect on prices in (a), (b) and (c): 

Zones 801, 802, 803, 804 and 805, found on the periphery have the least economic 

activities and are less accessible. As shown in Figure 7-9, the floorspace prices did not 

change much compared to base-case scenario. Thus, an increase in floorspace prices in 

these zones caused a decrease in vacancy rate but still less than the equilibrium vacancy 

rate causing the prices to remain stable in these zones. The situation in (b) is similar to 

situation in (a) as these affected zones are similar. However situation in (c) is different (see 

Figure 7-11). This situation involves central zones having the highest economic activities. 

The prices are much higher compared to base-case scenario. Thus, BEs are being created 

(migrating BEs from other zones) every year in these zones, resulting in increasing 

floorspace prices until the number of BEs leaving every year is the same as the number of 

BEs being created. 
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(a) Implications of 30% increase, in zones 801, 802, 803, 804, 805 
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Figure 7-9: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 3 

(b) Implications of 30% increase, in zones 106,107,108,109 
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Figure 7-10: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 3 
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(c) Implications of 30% increase, in zones 304, 305, 306, 307, 308 (Central) 

Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 
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Vacancy rate 

Figure 7-11: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 3 

Effect on BEs: 

Figure 7-13 tracks the number of BEs in each scenario. The results are similar to Scenario -

1. These results show emerging behaviour regarding bid-rent aggregate patterns and the 

resulting central place patterns. In scenario (c) a few BEs left due to higher floorspace 

prices in later years. The change in the distribution of business establishments (Figure 7-

13) is obvious. It shows that results from this simulation run are consistent, as expected in 

terms of the aggregate patterns of settlement and/or distribution of rents and resulting 

central place patterns. 



Figure 7-13: Tracking number of BEs in policy Scenario -3 
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7.1.4 Alternative Policy Test - 4: Implications of decrease development 
costs by 50% in zones 202, 203, 204 

Overview 

This scenario demonstrates the implications of decreasing the floorspace 
development costs by 50% in three zones. Land developers attach a great 
importance to decreased development costs. Land developers seize this 
opportunity to develop more floorspace in order to maximize their profits. 
But this is a short-term situation as BEs eventually fill up all these 
floorspace thereby decreasing the vacancy rate. 

Set-up of Scenario - 4: 

This scenario is designed to show how decreases in floorspace development costs lead to 

higher prices in the affected zones and shift floorspace vacancy rate. The amount of 

development is based on costs of construction versus tenants' willingness-to-pay for land 

and buildings. This was implemented by changing values of floor area ratios (FARs) in 

those zones. Although, values of F A R are responsible for an increase or decrease in 

development, however, the idea is that the cost of construction and the development cost ($ 

per square feet) go down with higher values of FAR. So based on this rule, this was done 

by changing the values of F A R in table 'Zone schemes' in Section 4.5.3. 

Effect on prices: 

As the development costs decreased, developers developed more floorspace. This in turn 

caused an increase in economic activity, and in later years, the vacancy rate went down and 

the floorspace prices increased (See Figure 7-14). Zones 202, 203 and 204 are far from the 

central zones and have the least economic activities. Initially, the floorspace prices were 

low due to reduction in development costs due to an initial price reduction and an increase 

in the F A R value of these zones. As the prices fell due to lower cost of development, land 

developers took the advantage and developed more commercial space. This allowed BEs to 

relocate resulting in higher floorspace prices in the latter years and the vacancy rate went 

down as well. As shown in Figure 7-14, prices are increasing continuously in these zones 

and match the prices of the base-case scenario after 10 years. 
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Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 
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Figure 7-14: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 4 

Effect on BEs: 

Figure 7-16 shows the change in the number of BEs for this scenario. The results show an 

emerging aggregate behaviour regarding the bid-rent aggregate patterns and resulting the 

central place patterns. 

The change in the distribution of business establishments is not obvious because of relative 

lack of importance of these zones in terms of economic activity. Most of the BEs in central 

zones stayed where they were. 
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Figure 7-16: Tracking number of BEs in policy Scenario - 4 
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7.1.5 Alternative Policy Test - 5: Implications of doubling travel costs 
throughout the test system 

Overview 

This scenario presents the implications of doubling travel costs throughout 
the test system thus, reducing accessibility due to higher travel costs. The 
floorspace prices in both central and peripheral zones are very high 
compared to previous scenarios. This indicates the importance of travel costs 
(accessibility) in business location patterns. 

Set-up of Scenario - 5: 

This scenario is developed to demonstrate how doubling travel costs can lead to higher 

prices in all zones. This is illustrated in Figure 7-17. The dramatic effect of higher travel 

costs on the floorspace prices is obvious when compared to the base-case scenario. The 

'Commodities' table described in Section 4.5.3 contains travel costs (fixed for each zone). 

This variation in cost was implemented by changing the total transport cost values in the 

'Commodities' table. 

Effect on prices: 

The impact of transport on land-use is arbitrated by changes to the accessibility of 

locations. Higher accessibility increases the attractiveness of a location for all types of land 

uses, and thereby influences the floorspace prices. As shown in Figure 7-17, floorspace 

prices are continuously increasing and developers are developing more structures in and 

near central zones. The vacancy rate is also very low indicating higher prices. 

Effect on BEs: 

The impact of doubling travel costs throughout the test system resulted in much higher 

floorspace prices in the central zones compared to other zones because of higher costs 

associated with travelling to those zones having little economic activity. As land supply in 

the centre is limited, competition increases rents. Yet BEs preferred to move to central 

locations where economic activity is high. The vacancy rate is low as the space is filled up 

and prices keep going higher and higher. However in latter years, floorspace prices go 

down slightly as many BEs leave the entire study area (see Figure 7-19). 
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The change in the distribution of business establishments is obvious because of the high 

importance of these zones in terms of economic activity. Most of the BEs in the central 

zones stayed where they were. However, many BEs left the study area, as they could not 

afford the high floorspace prices. It seems that travel costs were traded off against 

floorspace prices and population densities, from the central to the outer zones. This 

confirms the central place theory of Christaller regarding location of business activity with 

respect to transportation costs. 
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Figure 7-17: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 5 
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Base Case Tracking of BEs In Zones 
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Figure 7-18: Tracking number of BEs in base case scenario 
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Figure 7-19: Tracking number of BEs in policy Scenario - 5 
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7.1.6 Alternative Policy Test - 6: Implications of construction of a new 
freeway. Assumed new travel times and resulting new travel costs (consider 
zones 105,106,107,108,109) 

Overview 

This section presents the implications of constructing of a new freeway that 
passes through zones 105, 106, 108 and 109. It describes the effects on 
floorspace prices, vacancy rate, and decentralization of business locations. 
The central and surrounding outer zones gained significantly because of 
close proximity with the freeway resulting in better accessibility. 

Set-up of Scenario - 6: 

This scenario was developed to demonstrate how the presence of a new freeway leads to 

higher prices in 5 - 10 years. This shift in prices stems from the impact the new 

infrastructure may have on commercial property values due to improved accessibility and 

possible agglomeration benefits. This was implemented by altering the amount of 

developable land in each zone. This was achieved by adding more grid-cells to each zone. 

At present, out of 100 grid-cells, there are only 24 grid-cells for commercial and 24 grid-

cells for residential use. 

Effect on prices: 

Classic urban location theory states that lower transport costs will result in higher land and 

property values. In general, traffic corridors connect urban agglomerations with the most 

efficient infrastructures possible. To enjoy this efficiency, Figure 7-22 shows that more and 

more BEs moved in and around these zones where a new freeway was constructed. In these 

zones, economic activity increased (i.e., agglomeration) due to the presence of a new 

freeway. It also proves von Thiinen's spatial economic theory, as mentioned in Chapter 2, 

where good accessibility attracts more businesses. Land developers find it attractive to 

develop more commercial spaces in these zones thereby increasing the number of BEs in 

them. As the floorspace prices increased in these zones the vacancy rate went down. This is 

illustrated in Figure 7-20. 
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Effect on BEs: 

The impact of constructing a new freeway resulted in stable floorspace prices in zones 105, 

106, 107, 108 and 109 having more BEs in these zones. This shows the impact of transport 

policy on change in the patterns of accessibility on land use and property values. Figure 7-

22 illustrates the growth of business establishments in secondary centres due to better 

accessibility. The results confirm central place theory that associates land-use with the 

transport system. Thus, the emergent aggregate behaviour gives rise to central place 

patterns. 

The change in the distribution of business establishments is clear because of the relatively 

high importance of these zones connected with the new freeway. Most of the BEs in central 

zones stayed where they were. However, many BEs left the study area, as they could not 

afford the high floorspace prices. More BEs moved in and around the freeway for better 

accessibility. It seems that floorspace prices were traded off against improved accessibility. 

This confirms central place theory of Christaller regarding location of business activity 

with respect to transport conditions. 
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Figure 7-20: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 6 
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Figure 7-21: Tracking number of BEs in base case scenario 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure 7-22: Tracking number of BEs in policy Scenario - 6 
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7.1.7 Alternative Policy Test - 7: Implications of increasing the amount of 
ALLOWABLE development in zones 202, 203, 204 

Overview 

This section presents the implications of increasing the amount of allowable 
development in the outer zones. The allowable development is an important 
constraint (both negative and positive) on the development of floorspace. It 
describes the effects on floorspace prices, vacancy rate, and the 
centralization of business locations. 

Set-up of Scenario - 7: 

The allowance of more development in the outer zones had little impact on floorspace 

prices as compared to base-case floorspace prices. There are two ways to implement this 

scenario: increase the number of grid-cells having zoning schemes which allow 

development or increase the maximum FAR allowed in the zoning scheme. This was 

implemented by changing the 'minimum number of grid-cells per type per zone' variable in 

E A properties table as described in Section 4.5.3. 

Effect on prices: 

The overall effect of this scenario on floorspace prices is minimal as the outer zones have 

little economic activity. As shown in Figure 7-23, the floorspace prices initially drop and 

rise again in latter years. However, as developers see more profit opportunities, arising 

from this policy, they develop more floorspace and economic activity increases in these 

zones. With the passage of time these zones are filled up with BEs and vacancy diminishes 

and floorspace prices rebound. 

Effect on BEs: 

This scenario again confirms central place theory regarding secondary central locations. 

Since BEs are sensitive to floorspace prices and as the prices increased in these zones after 

20-30 years due to the low vacancy rate, there was a drop in the birth of new BEs and some 

existing BEs moved to more central zones. As shown in Figure 7-25, the results confirm the 

central place theory with more central locations in the test system. 
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The change in the distribution of business establishments is obvious, especially in central 

zones. It confirms that land developers are always looking for more development 

opportunities. But it is not clear from the results, as shown in Figure 7-25, why there was a 

big increase in the number of BEs in central zones. It could be that floorspace developers 

rushed to develop more floorspace in zones 202, 203 and 204 and BEs filled all the 

additional floorspace. Thus, nothing was left for other BEs who wished to move to central 

locations for better accessibility and more growth in business opportunities. 
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Figure 7-23: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 7 
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7.1.8 Alternative Policy Test - 8: Implications of increasing the amount of 
ALLOWABLE commercial development in central zones and elsewhere 

Overview 

This section presents the implications of increasing the amount of allowable 
development in central as well as outer zones. The allowable development is 
an important constraint (both negative and positive) on the development of 
floorspace especially in central zones. 

Set-up of Scenario - 8: 

The situation in this scenario is similar to that of scenario -7, but with various zones where 

amount of allowable commercial floorspace is increased. This scenario is designed to show 

how this increase in allowable development leads to stable prices in the long run, especially 

in the central zones. The set up of this scenario is similar to scenario - 7. 

Effect on prices: 

The overall effect of this scenario on floorspace prices varies from zone to zone. The 

central zones saw a jump in floorspace prices (see Figure 7-26) as the land developers 

seized the opportunity to develop more floorspace and increase profits. With the passage of 

time, these zones are filled by BEs making vacancy fall and floorspace prices rise higher 

and higher. However, the situation in the outer zones is the opposite. Floorspace prices in 

these zones fell (Figure 7-27) because the zones are less important in terms of business 

activity and accessibility. The land developers ignored these outer zones and concentrated 

their developments in the central ones. As shown in Figure 7-27, the floorspace prices fall 

initially but stabilize in later years as the floorspace is filled up in central zones. 

Effect on BEs: 

This is an interesting example scenario that confirms bid-rent aggregate patterns and the 

resulting central place patterns (see Figure 7-28). They show that businesses are more 

sensitive to floorspace prices in the central zones with high accessibility and more 

opportunities to grow. There was a growth of new BEs in these central zones. 
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The results indicate that change in the distribution of business establishments is clear 

especially in the central zones. It confirms that land developers are also sensitive to 

opportunities in central zones where there is a greater potential to maximize their profits. 
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Simulation Model (Business Establishments) 
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Figure 7-26: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 8 
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Figure 7-27: Tracking prices and floorspace in policy Scenario - 8 



Figure 7-29: Tracking number of BEs in policy Scenario - 8 



Chapter 8.0 

Conclusions 

Overview 

The concluding chapter looks back on the work done and discusses its major 

findings in order to ascertain whether the aims and objectives of the project 

have been achieved. It also addresses the validity of the working hypothesis. 

The chapter is divided into several sections describing the major findings, 

their theoretical and practical implications, what went well, what did not go 

well, the practical implications of the simulation modelling, and possibilities 

for future work. 
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Contents of Chapter 8 - Conclusions 

The contents of Chapter 8 include: 

• A summary of findings; 

• Reasonable aggregate behaviour from disaggregate treatment; (emergent 

tendencies); 

• Policy responses; 

• Future potential; and 

• Future work. 
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8.1 Summary of findings 

This chapter summarises the lessons learned from this research work. The emphasis of this 

summary is on the general conclusions that can be drawn on the basis of this thesis. 

The main hypothesis of this research, as outlined in Chapter 1, is: 

An agent-based, object oriented microsimulation approach to represent the 
behaviour of business establishments and land developers over time will exhibit 
emergent behaviour consistent with the observed and/or theorized aggregate 
behaviour. 

In this work, a new approach to the microsimulation of urban systems has been introduced. 

This concept combines the flexibility of a hypothetical test system and a resemblance to a 

real-world urban area, with the realistic make-up of data, and the advantages of object-

oriented techniques, creating a system with reduced development cost and time, size and 

overall system complexity. The approach was implemented using a test system consisting 

of 100 zones with various development types and transportation links. Based on this test 

system, a simplified prototype was developed. The prototype was then gradually increased 

to a full microsimulation module and tested against various policy scenarios. 

The present work has demonstrated the advantages of an agent-based object-oriented 

approach in building a microsimulation model. This work treats agents like objects, as both 

are very similar except in the degree of autonomy, and apply object-oriented techniques to 

agents. "Object oriented programming is well suited to describe autonomous agents" 

(Swarm User Guide, 2000 chap2 pi) . One of the main advantages of this approach is it 

provides mechanisms for hiding the complexity of large software systems. Other benefits 

include flexibility and reduced development costs. 
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Thus, the results described in this thesis have been selected to illustrate the main aspects 

concerning the use of agent-based microscopic simulation for the analysis of land-use 

systems, namely those accounting for business demography and land development. The 

completion of this research has resulted in a better way of representing the behaviour of 

individual actors in a land-use system, as described above. Work along these lines is rare 

and it is hoped that this research can contribute some knowledge to transportation engineers 

and relevant researchers pursuing further in-depth analyses. 

In this thesis, methods, design and implementation problems such as individual behaviour 

representation, agent-based object-oriented analysis and design, choice of programming 

language, agents rules and make up of data were considered. Theoretical aspects of the 

microsimulation and the test system were presented which show the feasibility and an 

understanding of the proposed methods with respect to various land-use and economic 

theories, and land development processes as discussed in Chapter 2. 
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8.2 Reasonable aggregate behaviour from disaggregate 
treatment (emergent tendencies) 

8.2.1 Theoretical implications 
According to the hypothesis formulated in Section 8.1, the purpose of this research was to 

represent disaggregate behaviours at the level of individual business establishments and land 

developers, and allow these representations to interact to determine under what conditions 

there is an emergent aggregate behaviour consistent with observed and I or theorized 

aggregate behaviour. For example, what conditions ensure retail firms to group together as 

they do in shopping centres so as to enjoy agglomeration economies (Weber, 1929; Isard, 

1965)? What factors cause a central place hierarchy to appear (Christaller, 1966; Losch, 

1954)? Under what conditions do pattern of land values follow the standard bid-rent curve 

shapes (Alonso, 1964)? When are temporal lags in response behaviour consistent with what is 

seen in reality? Thus, this microsimulation model provides a new insight or a new 

interpretation of these aggregate behaviours, as demonstrated by the simulation results 

contained in Chapter 7. 

The crucial criticism of economic and land-use theories from the point of view of this thesis 

is that they are 'aggregate' in nature, relying on components of uniform space and sector 

bid-rent curves to generate the urban land-use patterns. This aggregate behaviour, 

however, is just a linkage between different aggregate patterns - the true causal behaviour 

linkages are in the behaviour of the agents at the individual level. This microsimulation 

model shows explicitly how the individual agents give rise to both the bid-rent aggregate 

patterns and the resulting central place patterns. It helps to show how the system really 

works, whereas the models mentioned in Chapter 2 merely link one aggregate pattern 

emerging from the agents' behaviour with another aggregate pattern emerging from the 

agents' behaviours. This process is shown in the following Figure 8-1. 
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8.3 Policy responses as expected 

8.3.1 Practical implications 
The results presented and discussed in Chapter 7 are consistent with the expectations 

regarding the aggregate patterns emerging from the policy responses. They show that the 

microsimulation model behaves in the same manner as many of the classical aggregate 

models (as mentioned above) to the extent that it both (a) validates the model and (b) 

allows re-interpreting of the classical models. The policy response results from Chapter 7 

suggest that the emergent behaviour of the model is consistent with: 

• increases and decreases in activity level and prices; 

• agglomeration and segmentation regarding spatial behaviour; and 

• Land developers' behaviour regarding floorspace development, re-development 

and demolition. 
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8.4 Future potential 

This work seems to offer new potential for practical modelling much further down the road, 

however, its practical applications are not yet feasible as computing and data requirements 

are simply too extensive. I expect that some further progress and experience in the 

microsimulation of other areas of land-use-transport modelling (areas where there are 

already some practical applications) such as household behaviour, housing development or 

related residential markets, will have to occur before it is appropriate to try the model 

developed here in a practical situation. 

The study also suggests that, to a certain extent, simple test systems can be very useful in 

simulating complex systems before collecting and analysing huge amounts of data. 

The tools developed for graphical data presentation in this work can also be used (with 

some slight modifications) for other modules, such as housing simulations. These tools are 

very powerful, easy-to-use and can display data in various convenient formats. 

The land development module is of particular importance for some practical applications. 

At present, the business establishment module works in conjunction with land development 

and price update modules. The land development module simulates a developer's choice 

behaviour to develop vacant land and redevelop existing land for commercial purposes. It is 

based on vacancy rate and floorspace prices and is constrained by land use zoning and 

regulations. This module is useful in predicting land developer's behaviour over time, and 

it will be tested with real-world data in near future. 
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8.5 What went well 

This section describes those aspects of this research work that went well. These include: 

8.5.1 Oregon framework 
This research was able to use a framework developed for the Oregon Department of 

Transportation (ODOT) as a starting point. As some of the basic communications links 

between model modules had already been established, and I was able to save time and 

effort by not starting from scratch. 

8.5.2 A novel approach to simulate urban area 
The building of a dynamic microsimulation model is a huge task, both in terms of grasping 

the types and forms of behaviour that take place over time, and the sheer effort in 

programming hundreds and thousands of lines of code. As mentioned in Chapter 2, large-

scale urban models of the 1960s and 1970s were full of complexity and were data intensive. 

They also lacked a proper representation of urban systems. There are a few large-scale 

urban models such as C A T L A S , M E P L A N , TRANUS, and ITLUP, which were 

successfully completed but still fell short of their goals. Part of the reason for this 

deficiency has been the huge resources such models require. Most of the other modelling 

efforts failed because of the lack of sound theoretical grounding, a lack of a sufficient 

computing environment and / or a lack of quality data. However, in the contemporary 

modelling environment, modellers are better placed to use new technologies and 

innovations in the most powerful computing environment. And new data collection 

techniques have removed the impediment to the estimation of dynamic behavioural 

processes. 

Armed with these new technologies and innovations, present-day modellers are jumping 

blindly into the modelling processes. In my opinion, contemporary urban modelling efforts 

to engage in large-scale modelling are poised to fail unless they first build preliminaries to 

verify the underlying theories and methods before undertaking the use of expensive and 

complex data. Modellers must proceed in a methodical manner to avoid constructing faulty 

models from complex data. They need to start with an initially simple system, gradually 
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increasing its size and complexity. In this research, I have adopted a novel and simple 

approach to build this microsimulation model: an agent based approach to simulate a 

hypothetical urban area consisting of 100 zones with realistic data sets to verify that the 

emergent behaviour is consistent with theories. This modelling approach seems to have 

been very successful. After completing the remaining work in this microsimulation model, 

I intend to test it on real-world data. 

8.5.3 Object-oriented techniques 
In this work, object-oriented (00) techniques were applied to agents. Object-oriented 

techniques are radically new concepts, methods, or implementation approaches that have 

been introduced to software engineering. The 0 0 philosophy is a fundamental shift away 

from the relational paradigm. 0 0 techniques are well suited for the development of large 

complex systems. The treatment of single entities in an urban systems, e.g., floorspace, 

buildings, zones, grid cells, households, land developers and business establishments, as 

objects has several advantages from a microsimulation standpoint. There are benefits 

associated with OO techniques that resolve some of the shortcomings of existing models 

that I have already mentioned in Chapter 2, in particular flexibility, usability, and 

practicality. Object-oriented software has the advantage of being more realistic in terms of 

representing business establishments, land developers and households. The basic unit in 

0 0 techniques is the object both tangible and intangible. Each object has attributes and 

behaviours. Thus, the benefits of using 0 0 techniques that are realised with regards to the 

development of a microsimulation model, representing business establishments and land 

developers, are: 

• improved reusability (shortening the development time); 

• extensibility and flexibility ; 

• reduced development cost ; 

• mapping of problem domain concepts to computer implementation is 

transparent; 

• enhanced understanding of the system being developed; and 

• reduced maintenance cost. 
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Object oriented analysis and design was done using the U M L language. The 'Together' 

software for U M L development from Together Soft Corporation (www.togethersoft.com) 

allowed much of this to be done using objects and their relationships. 

8.5.4 Software implementation 
The software implementation was done using the Java programming language in 

Together's integrated development environment. Together provides a complete software 

development environment from initial class diagrams to coding, compiling, debugging and 

running. It also generates software documentations in H T M L format. The reason I chose 

Java was its simplicity and easy to use object oriented features when compared to other 

popular programming languages, such as C++. The most remarkable feature of Java is that 

it is architecture neutral. Architecture neutrality means that it is platform independent. Java 

runs on most major hardware and software platforms, including Windows 2000 and NT, 

Mac OS, and several versions of UNIX. 

8.5.4 Agent-based microsimulation 
Agent-based microsimulation is a new and still rapidly growing research field. I found the 

agent-based microsimulation technique, consisting of simple rules, very appealing. One of 

the potential benefits of using this approach is the ability to use such a set of fairly simple 

rules directly for each agent, with the resulting aggregate model behaviour then being 

something that emerges from the combined results. This means that the aggregate model 

has the potential to exhibit all sorts of 'unanticipated' responses beyond those that would 

arise when the 'smooth' behaviour of the logit model is applied to each agent. 

The agent-based models offer a number of advantages over the more traditional equation-

based methods. The benefits associated with an agent-based microsimulation model vis-à-

vis business establishments and land developers are: 

• ease of model construction - individual agents are modelled using 0 0 

techniques; 

• more accurate results because the agent-based approach simulates the kinds of 

complex non-linear behaviour of business establishments and land developers 

http://www.togethersoft.com
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that emerge in the real world; 

• flexibility in aggregation; 

• potential to reduce computational burden with the use of more simple 

behavioural rules; and 

• potential for the explicit treatment of actual behavioural mechanisms. 

8.5.5 Use of'Alpha MACI 1 Cluster' 
My PC (1GHz computer with 800 M B of R A M ) was unable to sustain the burden of the 

huge amount of Zutility calculations, especially during the scenario-testing phase. Thus, I 

decided to switch to University of Calgary's ' M A C I Alpha Cluster'. The M A C I Alpha 

Cluster is a high performance-computing environment consisting of approximately 200 

Compaq Alpha processor. The experience with M A C I Alpha Cluster was a success in 

reducing the run times of the simulation model. Also, the transition of the simulation model 

(written in Java programming language) from the PC's Microsoft Windows platform to the 

M A C I Alpha cluster's Unix platform was not very difficult (though certainly not simple) as 

Java is a platform independent language. 

8.5.6 Graphical user interfaces (GUI) and graphical presentation 

8.5.6.1 Java graphical user interfaces 

A graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed that makes running the model and 

changing parameters simple and less error-prone. The graphical user interface for the 

simulation model was constructed from the Java "Swing" libraries. These libraries provide 

a useful tool kit of graphical user interface development. However, it takes time and effort 

to manually create user interface functionality. Nevertheless, I was successful in 

implementing the user interfaces in the model. I was also able to introduce graphical 

representations; though to a lesser extent as I realized that time and effort constraints made 

it impractical to add graphical representation functionality to it's fullest. Thus, I decided to 

develop a separate graphical representation module using Visual Basic's Rapid Application 

Development (RAD) environment. 

1 MACI = Multimedia Advanced Computational Infrastructure. 
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8.5.6.2 Visual Basic application 

A Visual Basic application based on Active-X components was developed to display 

various results in a 3-D format. The application was developed with relative ease by using 

TeeChart's ActiveX components. These components provide highly versatile capabilities 

for the visual presentation of output data results. Results in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 show 

the work of this application. Figure 8-2 shows the 3-D visualization of tracking of BEs in 

zones. 

Vaart-10 I Yawsll-ZP \ Vears21-30 T Ve<H»31~10 | Ycare*1-SO | YaatsSI-60 |" Years61-70 jf Ye»»71-B0 if YeaisBI-90 f Y»a»»31-1B0' 

Figure 8-2: The Visual Basic Application 

Some of the main features of this application are: 

• it can instantly plot a graphical series consisting of several columns or rows; 

• it can accept an unlimited number of series; 

• it allows X - Y or 3-D representations; 

• it allows zoom and scroll, cursor readout in user units, sample readout and other 

advanced functions; 

• it contains full-featured graph editor; and 

• graphs can easily be copied and pasted into word processors. 
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8.6 What did not go so well 

8.6.1 Simulation run times and Java 
For this microsimulation model, I realized there were problems that Java was well suited to 

solve such as its object orientation support and the integration of large numbers of object 

classes. By eliminating explicit pointers, Java allows programmers to write more 

manageable code. So it seemed to me that Java as a language was likely to be a better 

choice than C or C++ for large scientific computations. However I found that for high 

performance computing Java code needs to be "tuned" substantially, to reduce resource 

usage. 

Thus, the use of the Java programming language, instead of C++, made development easier 

but also increased the run time of simulation. The model's run times were a big issue in this 

research work. It took more than 10 hours for a 100-year hypothetical scenario test using a 

1GHz computer with 800 M B of R A M . The initial advantage of Java was the faster 

development and easier manageability that allowed for faster prototype implementation. 

However, as the computational scale of the test scenarios increased, this initial advantage 

was negated by the considerable amount of time spent wrestling with performance issues. 

Thus, it is unclear as to whether Java was a good choice for this project - the language 

features that sped initial development were essential to achieving a working prototype 

within a reasonable time frame, yet the slower execution speed and/or never ending 

"performance tuning" were real problems. 

Java is an interpreted language and the programs are compiled into Java Virtual Machine 

(JVM) code called bytecode. The J V M , specifically designed for computer architecture, 

transforms it on the fly into instructions that can be executed by a computer. Apparently, 

this transformation takes some amount of time and, no matter how small a length of time 

this is, it is inherently slower than performing the same operation in machine code. Thus, 

Java is slower than native programs written in C++. The PC Magazine points to Java's 

lagging performance to its widespread acceptance as a general purpose computing 

language. During a benchmarking between Java and C++, it was found that Java could not 

compete with C++ in terms of speed (Gonsalves, 1998). 
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Finally, despite Java's principle of platform independence, compatibility remains an issue. 

Some Java programs include their own Java runtime environments and did not work 

properly with other environments on different platforms. For instance, when I switched 

from a Microsoft Windows based environment to a Unix based environment, I spent a 

considerable amount of time changing the code in order to run the simulation model. 

8.6.2 Zutilities calculations 
In this microsimulation work the agent faces a very large number of Zutility calculations 

for a very large number of alternatives. These Zutility calculations impose a very large 

calculation burden with long run times. A simple calculation of the number of Zutilities 

estimates 1,624 million Zutility calculations for 100 zones. These are estimated as follows: 

Number of commodities = 58; 
Number of zones - 100; 
Number of exchange zones = 100; and 
Buying and selling Zutilities = 2 

Total number of commodity flows are: 58x100x100x2 = 116,000; and 

The number of BEs in the test system = 1400. 

Thus, the total number of Zutilities calculation is 116,000 x 1,400 = 1,624 millions. 

These millions of Zutility calculations are a huge burden on a computer's CPU 

performance. Each time I started to run the simulation, the CPU was locked within minutes 

and the computer crashed, making it impossible to continue. Thus, I decided to reduce the 

number of commodities from 58 to 3 making only 84 million Zutility calculations. The 

performance was still slow, however, the computer did not crash. 
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8.7 Future work 

Although substantial work has been completed in the areas of demography of firms and 

land development, there remains a great deal of work to be done in order to incorporate 

these areas into future land-use transport models. Also, the working of this microsimulation 

was created and demonstrated for a hypothetical urban area consisting of a 100-zone test 

system, however, the model needs to be tested with a real world urban area. Thus, the 

future research work includes the following. 

8.7.1 Range of BE sizes and types 
At present sizes and types of BEs are static i.e., there is no growing and declining. BEs are 

just 'entering' and 'leaving' the system. The model should incorporate the growth 

component module as described in Chapter 4. 

8.7.2 Range of technologies (simplified) 
Due to computational problems, I considered only 3 "transportable" commodities (not 

including floorspace) in this simulation model. In the future, the range of these 

"transportable" commodities should be extended in order to better represent the real world. 

8.7.3 Spin off BEs (as opposed to new BEs) 
Currently the model creates new BEs every year according to a schedule. The model 

possesses neither a spin-off module nor an entrepreneur module. 

8.7.4 More complex 'Consumption and Production Functions' from real 
Input-Output tables. 
Reality is much more complex, with many more commodities, types, interactions and 

markets than this model can represent. Thus, the model needs to incorporate more realistic 

and behavioural views than aggregate Input-Output models like M E P L A N and TRANUS. 
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8.7.5 Extending the price update function 
At present the update price function is being applied each year to floorspace development. 

The price update function is not applied to other commodities. At present, the prices of 

these commodities are fixed. In order to have more realistic results the application of the 

price update function should be extended in future models. 

8.7.6 Real world data collection and validation 
Substantial data issues were also side-stepped here, and thus, there is a gap between this 

model and to full-blown practical application. I also need to collect real-world data to 

support a model of this type. For this type of survey municipalities, such as the cities of 

Calgary and Edmonton, will be selected as i f they had been the locale of recent non

residential real estate development or i f they had undergone significant increases in new 

business formation. 

8.7.7 Transaction simulation representation (Instead of Zutilities calculations) 

In order to reduce the size of Zutility calculations, the model should incorporate the use of 

transaction simulation approach as in Abraham and Hunt (2001). This approach simulates 

actual interactions that BEs undertake and a BE's survival is based on how well it achieves 

its transaction objective. This would allow a system independent of zones, and reduce the 

use of so many Zutilities. 

8.7.8 An integrated framework 
This thesis has not made a deliberate attempt to integrate models from Oregon into a single 

framework. The claim is not that it cannot be done. However, it has always been done at 

the expense of the data, which should be the top priority of integrated land-use transport 

modelling research. Instead, there has been a strong emphasis on the development of 

individual modules at the behavioural level. 
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Appendix - A, Model design and table structures 

Figure A - l shows the entire package diagrams used in the model development. The 

package "ea" is the collection of classes for business establishment model. The package 

contains several classes such as TestEA, businessEstablishments, and 

allBusinessEstablishments etc. The "ea" package shows dependency on packages "model" 

and "Id" (land development) as well as on package 'pa' (production allocation). It means 

that classes in "ea" depends and I or are connected to the classes 'model', 'Id' and 'pa' 

packages. 
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Model Classes 

The main classes that are listed in the packages 'model' 'ea', and 'pa' are described briefly 

in the following paragraphs. 

1. Classes in the package 'model' 

1. Unit of Land: A n interface that defines operations common to all ways of representing 

bits of land 

2. Production Activity: This class represents a type of economic activity that occurs in the 

modelled area. This is an abstract class -- all Production Activity is represented by one of 

the subclasses Aggregate Activity or Disaggregate Activity The main role of this class is to 

track the amount of activity in each zone and to allocate the changes in the amount of 

activity in each zone over each time step. As part of this, the class also needs to work with 

an Assignment Period to load a network with trips. Also see, Business Establishments, 

Disaggregate Activity, Aggregate Activity, and Assignment Period. 

3. Grid Cell: A class that represents a bit of space in a T A Z zones. To ensure that the 

two-way association between Grid Cells and their TAZ's are maintained, the constructors 

for Grid Cells automatically add themselves in to the associated T A Z . 

4. Simulation Days: This class is used to track the days that are being simulated, e.g. 

seven typical weekdays, or perhaps a typical weekday day and a typical weekend day. 

5. Economic Unit: This function returns a vector of the Regular Activities that the 

Economic Unit has to do. These Regular Activities have locations associated with them. 

Thus the Economic Unit generally tends to locate within a reasonable distance of the 

'Regular Activity locations. 'Regular Activity' returns a vector of the regular activities. 

6. Travel Preferences Interface: A class that represents how the preferences for travel by 

different modes and different times of day. 
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7. Commodity Quantities: This class describes amounts of commodities. It is used as an 

abstract base class for 'Production Functions' and 'Consumption Functions'. 

8. Production Function: This is a multivariate function describing the quantities that 

something will attempt to sell. For instance, firms sell goods and services, while 

households sell labour. The amount sold wil l vary with the utility of selling each 

commodity. The utility is partially influenced by the price, so that as prices rise economic 

units will sell more of the commodity. 

9. Consumption Function: A class that represents the amount of inputs consumed in the 

economic activity. This is a multivariate function describing the quantities that something 

will attempt to buy. For instance, households buy goods and services, while firms buy 

labour as well as goods and services. The amount bought will vary with the utility of 

buying each commodity. The utility is partially influenced by the price, so that as prices 

rise economic units will buy less of the commodity. 

2. Classes in the package ' E A ' (Economic Allocation) 

1. AH Business Establishments: A class that represents the full set of Business 

Establishments in the model. The business establishments themselves are stored as a Vector 

in the inherited attribute myEconomicUnits class. 

2. Business Establishments: This class is a subclass of Economic Unit, which means it 

makes decisions as a unit and has a number of regular locations that it locates in. 

3. Business Establishments Category: This class represents a particular type of business 

establishment, perhaps a lifecycle or an income category, or whatever. 

4. Business Establishment Location Logit: This class represents location logit for 

business establishments. 

5. Business Establishment Possibilities: This class is a list of possible household types 
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6. Business Establishment Preference: A class that represents things that a Business 

Establishment likes independently of its member's preferences and its preferences for 

consumption and production especially neighbourhood preferences. 

2. Classes in the package ' P A ' (Production Allocation) 

1. Aggregate Activity: This is the class that represents a certain type of activity using 

aggregate quantities and prices. There is no microsimulation in this class. 

2. PA Model: PA Model essentially has to: 

1) Call migration and Allocation for each Production Activity for a given time step. 

2) i f some Production Activities are modelled as being in equilibrium with each other, PA 

Model will need to adjust prices/utilities and then call Re Migration And Re Allocation for 

those Production Activities repeatedly, adjusting prices until an equilibrium is achieved. 

5. Buying Zutility: This the utility of buying or selling a commodity in a zone 

6. Selling Zutility: This is the utility of buying or selling a commodity in a zone. It is a 

function of the commodity prices in the exchange zones and the associated transport 

disutility. 

7. Commodity Flow: This is the amount of commodity moving from a location to an 

exchange location. Thus the quantity should be a positive number for sellingZUtility 

(producers of the commodity) and a negative number for buyingZUtility (consumers of the 

commodity). 

8. Commodity Zutility: This is the utility of buying or selling a commodity in a zone. 

9. TAZ: A class that represents a transport analysis zone - a higher-level amount of land. 
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10. Commodity: These are the goods or services that need to be transported on the 

network. E.g. "labour", "manufactured appliances, personal grooming services", etc. Not 

really commodities in the economic sense because they are heterogeneous in the model. 

11. Aggregate Distribution: Attributes (and methods) that relate to a particular Production 

Activity in a particular zone. Includes the quantity, net tax, and any constraints, also a 

zone-specific disutility. This implements the "Alternative" interface because the total 

amount of activity is allocated amongst these with a logit model. 
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A U ' E A ' Classes in U M L 
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Figure A-2: Overall model classes in E A 
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Figure A-3: Expanded view of business establishment class 
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Development environment (tools) 
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Data tables structure 
The schema of various input data files is described below. The name of each schema is at 

the top of the table structure and variables are listed in each field number. The variables in 

each table are already described in Chapter 4. 

zoneSchema.schema 
[] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
FIELDO = ZoneNumber,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD1 = ZoneName,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 

ZoningSchemes. schema 
[] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
FIELDO = ZoningScheme,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD1 = AllowedDevelopmentType,Variant. STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD2 = MaximumFAR,Variant.FLOAT,-1,-1, 

SpacePricesAndUse.schema 
[] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
FIELDO = Time,Variant.FLOAT,-1,-1, 
FIELD1 = DevelopmentType,Variant. STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD2 = TAZ,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD3 = Price,Variant.DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD4 = Quantity,Variant.DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD5 = Use,Variant. DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD6 = Vacant,Variant.DOUBLE,-1,-1, 

GridCells. schema 
[] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
FIELDO = TAZ,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD1 = GridCellX,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD2 = GridCellY,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD3 = AmountOfLand,Variant.FLOAT,-1,-1, 



FIELD4 = DevelopmentType,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD5 = AmountOfDevelopment, V a r i a n t . FLOAT,-1,-1, 
FIELD6 = Age,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD7 = ZoningScheme,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD8 = NodelD,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 

GridCellsQuantitiesByTaz. schema 
f] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
FIELDO = TAZ,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD1 = Quantity,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD2 = AmountOfLand,Variant.FLOAT,-1,-1, 
FIELD3 = DevelopmentType,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD4 = MinDevelopment,Variant.FLOAT,-1,-1, 
FIELD5 = MaxDevelopment,Variant. FLOAT,-1,-1, 
FIELD6 = MinAge,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD7 = MaxAge,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD8 = ZoningScheme,Variant. STRING 

FlowTables.schema 
[] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
FIELDO = Commodity,Variant. STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD1 = BorS,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD2 = Zone,Variant.INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD3 = Exchange,Variant. INT,-1,-1, 
FIELD4 = Qua n t i t y , V a r i a n t . DOUBLE,-1,-1, 

DevelopmentTypes.schema 
[] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
FIELDO = DevelopmentTypeName,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD1 = DynamicPricesDevelopmentType,Variant.BOOLEAN 
FIELD2 = PortionVacantMultiplier,Variant.DOUBLE,-1,-1 
FIELD3 = equilibriumVacancyRate,Variant. DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD4 = minimumBasePrice,Variant. DOUBLE,-1,-1, 

DevelopmentTypeUsage.schema 
[] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
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FIELDO = ActivityName,Variant. STRING, -1,-1, 
FIELD1 = DevelopmentTypeName,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 

Commodities.schema 
[] 
FILETYPE = VARYING 
FILEFORMAT = Encoded 
ENCODING = ASCII 
DELIMITER = " 
SEPARATOR =, 
FIELDO = CommodityName,Variant. STRING,-1,-1, 
FIELD1 = BuyingDispersionParameter,Variant. DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD2 = Sel l i n g D i s p e r s i o n P a r a m e t e r , V a r i a n t . DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD3 = B u y i n g S i z e C o e f f i c i e n t , V a r i a n t . DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD4 = B u y i n g P r i c e C o e f f i c i e n t , V a r i a n t . DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD5 = B u y i n g T r a n s p o r t C o e f f i c i e n t , V a r i a n t . DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD6 = SellingSizeCoefficient,Variant.DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD7 = Selli n g P r i c e C o e f f i c i e n t , V a r i a n t . D O U B L E , - 1 , - 1 , 
FIELD8 = SellingTransportCoefficient,Variant.DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD9 = ValueOfTime,Variant.DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD10 = CostOfDistance,Variant.DOUBLE,-1,-1, 
FIELD11 = ExchangeType,Variant.STRING,-1,-1, 
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Appendix B 

"Any fool can write code that a computer 
can understand. Good programmers write 
code that humans can understand. 99 (Martin 
Fowler. Page 15). 
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Appendix - B, Implementation details 

These implementation details are generated by Together software. JavaDoc type comments 

are used to document all classes, attributes and methods. In Java programming style (like 

C++ or other programming languages) these comments must immediately precede the item 

they are documenting. Comments are important tools for a reader trying to understand how 

to use a program, how it works, and how it is structured (e.g., what does this class do and 

what data does this method or variable do?). In the following paragraphs, the Java 

programming details are described. These details are useful to look at classes and their 

attributes and methods as well as the connections between different classes. 

Package com.pb.despair.ea 

Class Diagram ea 

Class Summary 
AbstractCommodity Imported. 

AbstractTAZ Imported. 

AUBusinessEstablishments A class that represents the full set of 
businessEstablishments in the model. 

BESimulationRuntimeDialog A GUI class that represents runtime dialogs 

BusinessEstablishment 

This class is a subclass of Economic Unit, 
which means it makes decisions as a unit 
and has a number of regular locations that it 
locates in. 

BusinessEstablishmentCategory 
This class represents a particular type of 
businessEstablishment, perhaps a lifecycle 
or an income category, or whatever. 

BusinessEstablishmentLocationLogit This class represetns the location choice 
logit model 

BusinessEstablishmentPossibilities This class is a list of possible business 
establishment types. 

BusinessEstablishmentPreferences 

A class that represents things that a BE likes 
independently of its members preferences 
and its preferences for, consumption and 
production. 
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Commodity 
Imported. These are the thingies (goods or 
services) that need to be transported on the 
network. 

CommodityQuantitìes 
Imported. This class describes amounts of 
commodities. 

ConsumptionFunction 
Imported. A class that represents the 
amount of inputs consumed in the economic 
activity 

DespairXYDataSource 
A convenience class that provides a default 
implementation of the XYDataSource 
interface. 

DisaggregateActivity Imported. A class that represents activities 
that are microsimulated 

EconomicUn.it Imported. A class that represents an entitiy 
acting as a unit, e.g. 

FixedSizeBusinessEstablishmentCategory The category of those business 
establishments that are fixed in size 

GraphCanvas Quick and simple dynamic graphs. 

GraphFrame A frame for displaying graphs 

Location Location of a business establishment 

MainFrame The main class that displays a frame in GUI 

Production!'unction Imported. 

Statuslndicator This class is responsible for simulation 
status...indicating the progress of simulation 

TestEA TestEA class test the main class in a DOS 
environment 

UnitOJLand 
Imported. A n interface that defines 
operations common to all ways of 
representing bits of land 

XYDataltem A class that represents X and Y coordinates 

http://EconomicUn.it
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Package com.pb.despair.model 

Class AbstractCommodity 
Direct Known Subclasses: 

Commodity 

public abstract class AbstractCommodity 

Field Summary 
final String 

A name attribute 
j : '• 

Constructor Summary 
Abs tractCommodity() 

Method Summary 
abstract double c a i c Z u t i i i t y(AbstractTAZ t, boolean selling) 

This gets the ZUtility for a commodity in a zone, either 
the selling ZUtility or the buying ZUtility. 

static Collection getAiiCommodities()Returns: An unmodifiable 
collection of all the commodities that have been created 

T r a v e l U t i l i t y C a l c u l a t o r l n t e r f a c e getConunodityTravelPreferencesQ 

String getNameQ 

int hashCodeQ 

void s e t C o m m o d i t y T r a v e l P r e f e r e n c e s(TravelUtilityCalculatorInterf ace 
commodityTravelPreferences) 

String toStringQ 
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Class AbstractTAZ 
Direct Known Subclasses: 

TAZ 

public abstract class AbstractTAZ 
implements Comparable, UnitOfLand 

Inner Class Summary 
public static 

class 
AbstractTAZ.CantFindRoomException 

public static 
class 

AbstractTAZ.PriceVacancy 
Goes through the grid cells that have the development type and 

finds out how many vacant parcels or vacant space there is. 
j 

Field Summary j 

final int zonelndex 

! 
i 

Method Summary 
void addNewGridCell(GridCell c) 

GridCell.FloorspaceChunk assignAGridCell(EconomicUnit forMe, DevelopmentTypelnterface dt) 

void changeSpaceQuantity(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt, float spaceChange) 

void changeSpaceUse(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt, float spaceChange) 

int compareTo(Object pari) 

static void createTazArray(int numZones) 

Static AbstractTAZ findZone(UnitOfLand 1) 

Static AbstractTAZ findZoneByUserNumber(int zoneUserNumber) 

Static AbstractTAZ[] getAHZones() 

PriceVacancy getPriceVacancySize(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt) 
Goes throush the arid cells that have the develooment tvoe 
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and finds out how many vacant parcels or vacant space there is. 

int getZoneIndex() 

abstract int getZoneUserNu mber() 

void gridCellDevelopmentUpdate(double elapsedTime) 

int hashCodeQ 

String toStringO 

void updatePrice(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt, double newPrice) 
Update the price based on the vacancy rate. 

(package private) void updateVacancies(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt) 
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Package com.pb.despair.ea 

Class AHBusinessEstablishments 
com.pb.despair.model.ProductionActivity 

I 
+~com.pb.despair.model.DisaggregateActivity 

I 
+--com.pb.despair.ea.AHBusinessEstablishments 

public class AHBusinessEstablishments 
extends DisaggregateActivity 

See Also: BusinessEstablishment 

Inner classes inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.ProductionActivity 
ProductionActivity 

Field Summary 
(package private) static 

Parameter 
businessMarketSubTimeStep 

(package private) static 
BusinessEstablishmentPossibilities 

joiningUpProbabilities 

(package private) static 
BusinessEstablishmentPossibilities 

newBusinessEstablishmentProbabilities 

(package private) Vector newBusinessEstablishmentsPool 

(package private) 
SpaceChoiceLogit 

SpaceChoiceLogit 

Static Statuslndicator statuslndicator 

(package private) final 
BusinessEstablishmentLocationLogit 

tazLocations 

(package private) final static 
java.util.Random 

theRandom 

Fields inherited from class com.pb.despair.modeLProductionActivity 
name 

Method Summary 
(package private) void buildSpaceChoiceLogit() 
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double calcTJtilityO 

synchronized void createInMigrationBusinessEstablishments(int numNewEstablishments) 

static 
AllBusinessEstablishments 

getAHBusinessEstablishments(AbstractTAZ[] allZones) 
AllBusinessEstablishments is a singleton class. 

void migrationAndAHocation(double timeStep, double inMigration, 
double outMigration) 

void reMigrationAndReAIlocation() 
BusinessEstablishments are modelled dynamically, not in 
equilibrium, so there's no way to reallocate in response to a change 
in prices 

String toString() 

Methods inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.DisaggregateActivity 

addEconomicUnit, addToMovingPool, addToSecondaryLocationMovingPool, getConsumptionFunction, 
getEconomicUnits, getProductionFunction, getRepresentativeConsumptionFunction, 
getRepresentativeProductionFunction, movingPoolContains, removeEconomicUnit, 
removeFromMovingPool, removeFromSecondaryLocationMovingPool, reportPools, 
secondaryLocationMovingPoolContains, setRepresentativeConsumptionFunction, 
setRepresentativeProductionFunction 

Methods inherited from class com.pb.despair.modeLProductionActivity 

allowln, disAllowIn, doReMigrationAndReAllocation, getAllowedln, getAHProductionActivities, 
getSizeTermCoefficient, isAllowedln, retrieveProductionActivity, setDistribution, setDistribution, 
setSizeTermCoefficient, updateLocationTable 

Class BusinessEstablishment 
com.pb.despair.model.EconomicUnit 

—-com.pb.despair.ea.BusinessEstablishment 

public class BusinessEstablishment 
extends EconomicUnit 
implements Cloneable 

This class is a subclass of Economic Unit, which means it makes decisions as a unit and has 

a number of regular locations that it locates in. 

See Also: EconomicUnit 

http://%e2%80%94-com.pb.despair.ea
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Inner Class Summary 
(package 

private) static 
class 

BusinessEstablishment.BusinessEstablishmentLocation 
This is the combination of a businessEstablishment and a T A Z zone, for 
inserting as an alternative into a LogitModel 

i  

Field Summary 
i 

(package 
private) int 

age 

(package 
private) static 

double 

birthRate 

(package 
private) static 

double 

dwellingChoiceDispersionParameter 

(package 
private) static 

double 

dwellingPriceCoefficient 

(package 
private) static 

double 

moveOrStayOrLeaveDispersionParameter 

(package 
private) static 

double 

movingConstant 

(package 
private) static 

double 

movingOutsideTheRegion Utility 

(package 
private) static 

double 

secondary LocationMovingRate 

(package 
private) float 

spaceRequired 

Fields inherited from class com.pb.despair.modeLEconomicUnit 

MOVEINSIDETHEREGION, MOVEOUTSIDETHEREGION, movingFlag, secondaryMovingFlag 

Constructor Summary 
(package 
private) 

BusinessEstablish ment() 
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, -,,.. -. 

Method Summary 
! 

(package private) 
void 

findLocationInZone(AbstractTAZ z, int primaryOrSecondary) 

(package private) 
void 

findNewLocations() 
Check to see i f the businessEstablishment is in the moving pool or 
the secondary location moving pool and, i f so, try to find them new 
location and remove them from the pools. 

(package private) 
void 

forgetZUtilitiesO 

void generateTours(SimulationDays d) 

Parameter getBELocationDispersionParameter() 

double getMovingOutsideTheRegionProbabilityO 

DisaggregateActivity getMyDisaggregateActivity() 

Vector getRegularActivitiesQ 
This function returns a vector of the RegularActivities that the 

EconomicUnit has to do. 

LogitModel getSpaceChoiceModel(AbstractTAZ t) 

(package private) 
void 

samplePreferences() 
Pick businessEstablishment preferences and preferences for 

each businessEstablishment member based on attributes 

static void set All Busi nessE sta bl i s h ments( AHBusinessEstablishments abe) 

(package private) 
void 

setSpaceRequired(float f) 

float spaceNeeded() 

BusinessEstablishment tempCopyO 

String toString() 
Test function 

double utiIityOfSpaceAlternative(AbstractTAZ t, DevelopmentTypelnterface dt) 

Methods inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.EconomicUnit 
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doAnyFlaggedMoves, getAllowedlnDevelopmentTypes, getConsumptionFunction, getCommercialGridCell, 
getCommercialZone, getPrimaryLocation, getProductionFunction, getReadyToMoveOut, 
getSecondaryLocation, getSecondaryZone, isAllowedln, setConsumptionFunction, setProductionFunction, 
youHaveToLeave 

Class BusinessEstablishmentLocationLogit 
com.pbxommon.model.DiscreteChoiceModel 

+--com.pbxommon.model.LogitModel 
I 
+—com.pb.despair.ea.BusinessEstablishmentLocationLogit 

public class BusinessEstablishmentLocationLogit 
extends LogitModel 

t ' — — ' — 

Method Summary 
void addAlternative(Alteraative a) 

(package 
private) void 

addAlternatives(AbstractTAZ[] zones) 

void setBusinessEstablishment(BusinessEstablishment h) 

Methods inherited from class com.pb.common.model.LogitModel 

calcUtility, getDispersionParameter, setDispersionParameter, getChoiceProbabilities, 
alternativeAt, monteCarloChoice, toString, getConstantUtility, setConstantUtility 

Methods inherited from class com.pb.common.model.DiscreteChoiceModel 

monteCarloElementalChoice, allocateQuantity 

Class BusinessEstablishmentPossibilities 

public class BusinessEstablishmentPossibilities 
This class is a list of possible businessEstablishment types. 

Method Summary 
void add(BusinessEstablishmentCategory 

businessEstablishmentCategory, double weight) 

BusinessEstablishmentCategory randomCategoryO 
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Class BusinessEstablishmentPreferences 
com.pb.common.model.ParameterSet 

+~coin.pb.despair.ea.BusinessEstablishmeiitPreferences 

public class BusinessEstablishmentPreferences 
extends ParameterSet 
A class that represents things that a business establishment likes independently of its 
members preferences and its preferences for location, consumption and production. 
Especially neighbourhood preferences. 

Method Summary 
double neighborhoodUtility(AbstractTAZ t) 

void sample(BusinessEstablishment h) 

Interface CommodityQuantities 
All Known Subinterfaces: 

ConsumptionFunction, ProductionFunction 

public interface CommodityQuantities 
This class describes amounts of commodities. It is used as an abstract base class for 
ProductionFunctions and ConsumptionFunctions 

See Also: <{com.pb.despair.model.ProductionFunction}>, 
< {com.pb .despair .model. ConsumptionFunction} > 

1T1CIUUU O U U 
double [] 

m i ¿t i y 
calcAmounts(double[] individualCommodityUtilities) 

This function calculates the amount of each commodity given the 
utility of each commodity. 

AbstractCommodity commodityAt(int i) 
returns the commodity at the position i from the last sort, i.e. 

double overallUtility(double[] individualCommodityUtilities) 
this function returns the overall utility of producing or consuming 

given the ZUtilities of individual commodities. 

int sizeQ 
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sortToMatch(java.util.Collection commodityCollection) 
sorts internally so that when calcAmounts() or overallUtility() are 

called with commodity utilities passed in as an array of doubles, the 
CommodityQuantities object knows which utility vlaue applies to 
which commodity. 

Interface ConsumptionFunction 
AU Known Implementing Classes: 

Exponential Quantities 

public interface ConsumptionFunction 
extends CommodityQuantities 
A class that represents the amount of inputs consumed in the economic activity 

Class DisaggregateActivity 
com.pb.despair.model.ProductionActivity 

I 
+~com.pb.despair.model.DisaggregateActivity 

Direct Known Subclasses: 
AllBusinessEstablishments, AllHouseholds 

public abstract class DisaggregateActivity 
extends ProductionActivity 
A class that represents activities that are microsimulated 

Inner classes inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.ProductionActivity 

ProductionActivity. CantRedoError 

Field Summary 
(package 

private) long 
numberOfEconomicUnitsMovedOutsideTheRegion 

Fields inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.ProductionActivity 
name 

Constructor Summary 
I 1— * — — ....••..̂— 
DisaggregateActivity(String name, AbstractTAZ[] allZones) 

Method Summary 
void addEconomicUnit(EconomicUnit u) 

void addToMovingPooliEconomicUnit u) 
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void addToSecondaryLocationMovingPool(EconomicUnit u) 

Î— i 
ConsumptionFunction 

getConsumptionFunction() 

List getEconomicUnitsQ 

ProductionFunction getProductionFunction() 

ConsumptionFunction getRepresentativeConsumptionFunctionQ 

ProductionFunction getRepresentativeProductionFunction() 

boolean j movingPoolContains(EconomicUnit u) 

void removeEconomicUnit(EconomicUnit u) 

void removeFromMovingPool(EconomicUnit u) 

void removeFromSecondaryLocationMovingPool(EconomicUnit u) 

String reportPools() 

boolean secondaryLocationMovingPoolContains(EconomicUnit u) 

void setRepresentativeConsumptionFunction(ConsumptionFunction 
ConsumptionFunction) 

void setRepresentativeProductionFunction(ProductionFunction 
representativeProductionFunction) 

Methods inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.ProductionActivity 

allowln, calcUtility, disAllowIn, doReMigrationAndReAllocation, getAllowedln, 
getAHProductionActivities, getSizeTermCoefficient, isAllowedln, migrationAndAllocation, 
reMigrationAndReAllocation, retrieveProductionActivity, setDistribution, setDistribution, 
setSizeTermCoefficient, toString, updateLocationTable 
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Class EconomicUnit 
Direct Known Subclasses: 
BusinessEstablishment, Household 

public abstract class EconomicUnit 
A class that represents an entitiy acting as a unit, e.g. a Firm or a Household 

Field Summary 
final static int MOVE_INSIDE_THE_REGION 

final static int MOVE_OUTSIDE_THE_REGION 

int movingFlag 

int secondary MovingFlag 

Constructor Summary 
EconomicUnit() 

Method Summary 
! 

void doAnyFIaggedMoves() 

DevelopmentTypeInterface[] getAIlowedInDevelopmentTypes() 

ConsumptionFunction getConsumptionFunction() 

GridCell getCommercialGridCell() 

AbstractTAZ getCommercialZone() 

abstract double getMovingOutsideTheRegionProbabilityO 

abstract 
DisaggregateActivity 

getMyDisaggregateActivityO 
Each EconomicUnit is associated with a 

ProductionActivity in the economy. 

GridCell.FloorspaceChunk getPrimaryLocation() 
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ProductionFunction getProductionFunctionQ 

void getReadyToMoveOut(int primaryOrSecondary) 

abstract Vector getRegularActivities() 
This function returns a vector of the RegularActivities 

that the EconomicUnit has to do. 

GridCell.FloorspaceChunk getSecondaryLocation() 

AbstractTAZ getSecondaryZone() 

boolean isAllowedIn(DevelopmentTypeInterface t) 

(package private) 
synchronized void 

moveOutsideTheRegion() 

void setConsumptionFunction(ConsumptionFunction 
consumptionFunction) 

void setProductionFunction(ProductionFunction productionFunction) 

abstract float spaceNeeded() 
Returns the amount of space needed by the 

EconomicUnit. 

abstract double utilityOfSpaceAIternative(AbstractTAZ t, DevelopmentTypelnterface dt) 

Interface ProductionFunction 
All Known Implementing Classes: 

ExponentialQuantities 

public interface ProductionFunction 
extends CommodityQuantities 

Methods inherited from interface com.pb.despair.model.Commoditj Quantities 

calcAmounts, commodityAt, overallUtility, size, sortToMatch 
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Class Tes tEA 

java.lang.Object 

+—java.util.Observable 

+—com.pb.despair.ea.TestEA 

public class TestEA 
extends Observable 
implements Printable, Runnable, WindowListener 

Field Summary 
static float ageCoefficientToKeep 

(package private) static float birthRate 

static float cellVacancyUtilityCoefficient 

(package private) static JPanel content 

static float demolitionNotAddConstant 

final static DataManager dm 

(package private) static float dwellingChoiceDispersionParameter 

(package private) static float dwellingPriceCoefficient 

(package private) static 
AllBusinessEstablishments 

EA 

(package private) static float eachGridCellArea 

(package private) static JFrame frame 

static float keepConstant 

(package private) static float moveOrStayOrLeaveDispersionParameter 

(package private) static float movingConstant 
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(package private) static float movingOutsideTheRegionUtility 

(package private) static int newNumberOfBusinessEstablishments 

(package private) static int numberOfCategoriesToTry 

(package private) static int iiumBusinessEstablishmentsFor 1 est 

static int numGridCellsPerTypePerZone 

(package private) static int oldNumberOfBusinessEstablishments 

(package private) static double oldTotalVacancy 

static float profitPerAcreCoefficientOnNewDevelopment 

static float rentPerAcreCoefficientOnCurrentDevelopment 

(package private) static float secondary LocationMovingRate 

static Statuslndicator statuslndicator 

(package private) static double totalVacancy 

(package private) static File Writer writer 

(package private) static AbstractTAZ[] zones 

static float zoneVacancyUtilityCoefficient 

Constructor Summary 
TestEA() 

Method Summary 
void attemptEd itChartProperties() 

void attemptExit() 
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void attemptPrint() 

int print(Graphics g, PageFormat pf, int 
pagelndex) 

void printChart(JFreeChart chart) 

(package private) static void reportStatus(int year) 

void run() 

void runSimulation() 

void setageCoefficientToKeep(float ageCoeffKeep) 

static void setAHBusinessEstablishmentJoiningUpProbabilitie 
s(AllBusinessEstablishments EA) 

static void setAHBusinessEstablishmentNewBusinessEstablish 
mentProbabilities(AHBusinessEstablishments EA) 

void setbirthRate(float BEbirthRate) 

void setcellVacancyUtilityCoefficient(float 
CVUCoeff) 

void setdemolitionNotAddConstant(float 
demNotConst) 

void setdwellingChoiceDispersionParameter(float 
DCDParameter) 

void setdweIIingPirceCoefficient(float DPriceCoeff) 

void setEachGridCellArea(float gridCellArea) 

void setkeepConstant(float keepConst) 
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void setmoveOrStayOrLeaveDispersionParameter(floa 
t moveOrStay) 

void setmovingConstant(float moveConstant) 

void setmovingOutsideTheRegionUtility(float 
MORUtility) 

void setnumberOfCategoriesToTry(int noCatToTry) 

void setNumBusinessEstablishmentsForTest(int 
numBE) 

void setNu mG ridCellsPerTypePerZone(int numGC) 

void setOutPath(String outpath) 

void setPath(String path) 

void setprofitPerAcreCoefficientOnNewDevelopment(fl 
oat profitCoeffNewDev) 

void setrentPerAcreCoefficientOnCurrentDevelopment 
(float setRPACoeff) 

void setsecondaryLocationMovingRate(float 
SLMRate) 

Static DevelopmentTypef] setUpDevelopmentTypes() 

void setYear(int max Year) 

void setzoneVacancyUtilityCoefficient(float 
ZVUCoeff) 

void windowActivated(WindowEvent e) 

void windnwClnsedfWindowEvent el 
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Clears the reference to the print 
preview frames when they are closed. 

void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) 
Required for WindowListener 

interface, but not used by this class. 

void windowDeactivated(WindowEvent e) 
Required for WindowListener 

interface, but not used by this class. 

void windowDeiconified(WindowEvent e) 
Required for WindowListener 

interface, but not used by this class. 

void windowIconified(WindowEvent e) 
Required for WindowListener 

interface, but not used by this class. 

void windowOpened(WindowEvent e) 
Required for WindowListener 

interface, but not used by this class. 

Methods inherited from class java.util.Observable 

addObserver, deleteObserver, notifyObservers, notifyObservers, deleteObservers, 
hasChanged, countObservers 

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 

getClass, hashCode, equals, toString, notify, notify A l l , wait, wait, wait 

Interface Uni tOfLand 
All Known Implementing Classes: 

AbstractTAZ, GridCell, T A Z 

public interface UnitOfLand 
A n interface that defines operations common to all ways of representing bits of land 

Class A b s t r a c t T A Z 
Direct Known Subclasses: 

T A Z 

public abstract class AbstractTAZ 
implements Comparable, UnitOfLand 
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Inner Class Summary 
public static AbstractTAZ.CantFindRoomException 

class 

public static AbstractTAZ.PriceVacancy 
class Goes through the grid cells that have the development type and finds out 

how many vacant parcels or vacant space there is. 

Field Summary 
final int zonelndex 

Method Summary 
void addNewGridCell(GridCell c) 

GridCell.FloorspaceChunk assignAGridCell(EconomicUnit forMe, DevelopmentTypelnterface dt) 

void changeSpaceQuantity(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt, float SpaceChange) 

void changeSpaceUse(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt, float spaceChange) 

int compareTo(Object pari) 

static void createTazArray(int numZones) 

Static AbstractTAZ findZone(UnitOfLand 1) 

static AbstractTAZ findZoneByUserNumber(int zoneUserNumber) 

Static AbstractTAZ[] getAUZones() 

PriceVacancy getPriceVacancySize(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt) 
Goes through the grid cells that have the development type 

and finds out how many vacant parcels or vacant space there is. 

int getZonelndexQ 

abstract int getZoneTJserNu mber() 

void gridCellDeveloDmentUDdateidouble elansedTimei 
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int hashCodeQ 

String toString() 

void updatePrice(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt, double newPrice) 
Update the price based on the vacancy rate. 

(package private) void updateVacancies(DevelopmentTypeInterface dt) 

Class GridCell 

public class GridCell implements UnitOfLand. A class that represents a bit of space in a 
TAZ zones. To ensure that the two-way association between GridCells and their TAZ's are 
maintained, the constructors for GridCells automatically add themselves in to the 
associated T A Z . 

Inner Class Summary 
1 

public class GridCell.FloorspaceCb.unk 
A class that represents the amount of land that an EconomicUnit is j 

using in a GridCell j 

Field Summary 
! 

(package 
private) double 

age 

(package 
private) static 

double 

ageCoefficientToKeep 

(package 
private) float 

amountOfDevelopment 

(package 
private) float 

amountOfLand 

(package 
private) static 

double 

cellVacancyUtilityCoefficient 

(package 
private) static 

double 

demolitionNotAddConstant 

http://GridCell.FloorspaceCb.unk
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(package 
private) static 

double 

keepConstant 

(package 
private) static 

double 

profitPerAcreCoefficientOnNewDevelopment 

(package 
private) static 

double 

rentPerAcreCoefficientOnCurrentDevelopment 

(package 
private) float 

vacantDevelopment 

(package 
private) static 

double 

zoneVacancyUtilityCoefficient 

Constructor Summary 
GridCell(AbstractTAZ myTAZ, float amountOfLand, 
DevelopmentTypelnterface currentDevelopment, float 
amountOÍDevelopedSpace, double age, ZoningSchemelnterface 
zs) 

Method Summary 
void evictTenants() 

double getAge() 

float getAmountOfDeveIopment() 

com.pb.despair.model.DevelopmentTypelnterface getCurrentDevelopmentQ 
This function returns the current 

development type 

AbstractTAZ getMyTAZ() 

double getPortionVacant() 

float getVacantDevelopment( ) 

FloorspaceChunk giveMeSomeSpace(EconomicUnit forWhom) 
This function finds a svnthetic lot in the 
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grid cell for the activity 

void makeRedevelopmentDecision(double 
elapsedTime) 

void setAge(double age) 

static void setCoefficients(double cellVacancyUtility, 
double zoneVacancyUtility, double 
rentPerAcreCurrent, double ageToKeep, 
double keep, double demolition, double 
profit) 
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Package com.pb.despair.pa 

Class Commodity 
com.pb.despair.model.AbstractCommodity 

I +~com.pb.despair.pa.Commodity 

public class Commodity extends AbstractCommodity 
These are the goods or services that need to be transported on the network e.g., "labour", 
"manufactured appliances", "personal grooming services", etc. 

Field Summary 
(package private) Hashtable buyingTazZUtilities 

(package private) Hashtable buyingTazZUtilitiesCache 

final char exchangeType 

(package private) static int numExchangeNotFoundErrors 

(package private) Hashtable sellingTazZUtilities 

(package private) Hashtable sellingTazZUtilitiesCache 

(package private) static 
SingleParameterFunction 

zeroFunction 

Fields inherited from class com.pb.despair.modeLAbstractCommodity 
name 

Method Summary 
void addBuyingZUtility(CommodityZUtility CZu) 

void addExchange(Exchange ex) 

void addSellingZUtility(CommodityZUtility CZU) 

double calcZUtility(AbstractTAZ t, boolean selling) 
This gets the ZUtility for a commodity in a zone, either the 

selling ZUtility or the buying ZUtility. 

double calcZUtilitvForPreferencesCTAZ t. boolean selline. 
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TravelUtilityCalculatorlnterface tp, boolean withRouteChoice) 
This gets the ZUtility for a commodity in a zone, either the 

selling ZUtility or the buying ZUtility. 

static void clearAHCommodityExchangeQuantities() 

void cIearAHExchangeQuantities() 

static Commodity createOrRetrieveCommodity(String name, char exchangeTypePar) 

void fixPricesAndConditionsAtNewValues() 

static void fixPricesAndConditionsForAHCommodities() 

Vector getAHExchanges() 

double getBuyingUtilityPriceCoefficient() 

double getBuyingUtiIitySizeCoefficient() 

double getBuyingUtilityTransportCoefficient() 

Parameter getDefaultBuyingDispersionParameter() 

Parameter getDefaultSellingDispersionParameter() 

double getSellingUtilityPriceCoefficient() 

double getSellingUtilitySizeCoefficient() 

double getSellingUtilityTransportCoefficient() 

CommodityZUtility retrieveBuyingZUtilityForZone(TAZ z) 

Static Commodity retrieveCommodity(String name) 

1 , , 
CommodityZUtility 

retrieveCommodityZUtility(AbstractTAZ t, boolean selling) 

CommodityZUtility retrieveSellingZUtilitvForZoneíTAZ z) 
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void setBuyingUtilityCoefficients(double size, double price, double transport) 

void setBuyingUtilityPriceCoefficient(double buyingUtilityPriceCoefficient) 

void setBuyingUtilitySizeCoefficient(double buyingUtilitySizeCoefficient) 

void setBuyingUtilityTransportCoefficient(double 
buyingUtilityTransportCoefficient) 

void setDefaultBuyingDispersionParameter(Parameter 
defaultBuyingDispersionParameter) 

void setDefaultSelIingDispersionParameter(Parameter 
defaultSellingDispersionParameter) 

void setSellingUtilityCoefficients(double size, double price, double transport) 

void setSellingUtilityPriceCoefficient(double sellingUtilityPriceCoefficient) 

void setSellingUtilitySizeCoefficient(double sellingUtilitySizeCoefficient) 

void setSellingUtilityTransportCoefficient(double 
sellingUtilityTransportCoefficient) 

static void setUpCommodities(String path) 

static void setUpExchangesAndZUtilities(String path) 

void unfixPricesAndConditions() 

static void unfîxPricesAndConditionsForAUCommodities() 

static void updateExchangeTable(TableDataSet table) 

Methods inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.AbstractCommodity 

getAllCommodities, getCommodityTravelPreferences, getName, hashCode, 
setCommodityTravelPreferences, toString 
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Class TAZ 
com.pb.despair.model.AbstractTAZ 

+~com.pb.despair.pa.TAZ 

public class TAZ 
extends AbstractTAZ implements UnitOfLand. A class that represents a transport analysis 
zone - a higher-level amount of land. 

Inner classes inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.AbstractTAZ 

AbstractTAZ.CantFindRoomException, AbstractTAZ.PriceVacancy 

Field Summary 
i  

(package 
private) String 

zoneName 

(package 
private) int 

zoneUserNumber 
The sellingCommodityZUtilities is a table of the ZUtilities 

associated with this zone. 

Fields inherited from class com.pb.despair.model.AbstractTAZ 
zonelndex 

Method Summary 
void addBuyingZUtility(BuyingZUtility aBuyingCommodityZUtility, Commodity 

com) 

void addSellingZUtility(SellingZUtility aSellingCommodityZUtility, Commodity 
com) 

double calcZUtility(Commodity c, boolean selling) 
This gets the ZUtility for a commodity in a zone, either the selling 

ZUtility or the buying ZUtility. 

double calcZUtilityForPreferences(Commodity c, boolean selling, 
TravelUtilityCalculatorlnterface tp, boolean withRouteChoice) 

This gets the ZUtility for a commodity in a zone, either the selling 
ZUtility or the buying ZUtility. 

static TAZ createTaz(int zonelndex) 
Creates a T A Z and puts it in the global T A Z array 

static TAZ createTaz(int zonelndex, int zoneUserNumber, String zoneName) 

static void createTestTazAndExchangefZoninsSchemelnterface zs) 
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boolean equals(Object o) 

Hashtable getBuyingCommodityZUtilities() 
Should rely return an immutable hashtable 

Hashtable getSellingCommodityZUtilities() 
Should rely return an immutable hashtable 

int getZoneUserNumber() 

static void setUpZones(TableDataSet ztab) 

Methods inherited from class com.pb.despair.modeLAbstractTAZ 

addNewGridCell, assignAGridCell, changeSpaceQuantity, changeSpaceUse, compareTo, createTazArray, 
findZone, findZoneByUserNumber, getAHZones, getPriceVacancySize, getZonelndex, 
gridCellDevelopmentUpdate, hashCode, toString, updatePrice 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix - C, Running the model and displaying the 
results 

The graphical user interfaces (GUIs) 
A number of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) have been developed in this model that make 

running the model and changing the parameters simple and less error-prone. The basic 

features of the Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) Swing and A W T Graphics are used to 

construct Java GUIs. Swing is a more powerful class library for creating Java GUIs 

compared to A W T library. However, this model used a mix of both libraries. 'JFree Chart' 

libraries were also modified to be used in this project (an open source Java class library for 

generating charts found on internet at http://jars.com) to display simulation results. In 

general a GUI in Java consists of: 

1. Windows - windows present our 'main' display of information; 

2. Menus - menus provide a context-focused set of options; 

3. Icons - icons are symbolic of some action or item; and 

4. Pointers - pointers (the mouse) select from a graphical image. 

Creating Java A W T GUI is a four-step process: 

1. Create the component: 

Button myButton = new Button("Hello"); [ j a v a code example] 

2. Add the component to the container (a holder for graphical components): 

this.add(myButton); [java code example] 

3. Arrange the component in the container: 

• automatically by a layout manager; 
• specified layout management. 

4. Handle events for each component (e.g., a button listener) 

The A W T components include: Buttons, Text Fields, Lists, Check Boxes, Scroll Bars and 

Labels etc. 

http://jars.com
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In its present form, the model is run by simply filling up the runtime parameters and other 

coefficients in the text boxes as shown below. However, in the future, I would like to make 

the current settings as scenarios and save them and retrieve them as and when required. 
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Figure C- l : The graphical user interface with run-time information 

When the model is run for the first time, the initial screen pops up (Figure C-l ) and shows 

all the default parameters and coefficients values in the text boxes. At this screen, one can 

change these coefficients and parameters before running the model. Following Figures C-2 

through C-4 show all the various parameters and coefficients used in the simulation model. 
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Figure C-2: The graphical user interface with coefficients information 

Once all the runtime information and coefficients are entered, the user may run the model 

by selecting File | Run Simulation or by clicking on the Run Simulation button. The model 

starts running and a dialog box pops up (Figure C-5) that indicates the progress of 

simulation run. When the simulation is done another windows appears showing results 

from the simulation run (Figure C-6) 
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Figure C-4: The graphical user interface with input tables information 
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Figure C-4: The graphical user interface with input tables information 



Figure C-6: The graphical user interface showing results 
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Graphical representation 
Given the difficulties, complexities and amount of time to develop GUIs in Java, it was 

decided to find some other solution to display the simulation results in a convenient and 

powerful way. Thus, a Visual Basic (VB) application was developed that is based on 

ActiveX components to display various results in 3-D formats. Figure C-7 shows this V B 

application. This application can show simulation results as shown and discussed in 

Chapter 7. 
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Figure C-7: The Application to display results in 3D format for 100 zones 
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Figure C-8: The menu of graphical application 
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Figure C-9: The editing command of graphical application 
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Figure C-10: Increasing the depth of graphical display 
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Figure C - l l : Rotating the graphical display 
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The Help system 
A help system as shown in Figure C- l2 has been partially implemented. This help system 

will provide context sensitive help to users about the microsimulation model. 

BE J Q | * I 

Section A F*» Ed* 8«*m*r- options Toots hrip £ûrtwiisj -••>:.;, 1 g*ck j Pli* j :.- f >> julcuwyj U«to j j 
• 

SECTION A • 
Parti Model Classes: 

Part 2 1. Model component K o inf.>mwbon 

Part 3 
2 Urut cifLr^t ' i A n interface Aai d4̂ri*s operah 

SECTION B 
3. Production Activity: *7his class represents a type o í economic activity that occurs ci the rnodeììcd arca This b an abstract class al 

SECTION C Pu'ducbonActawty is r e p t e s e n î e d b y ene of the í u b c l a y e c Aggrega* Activity or Dis aggregate Activity The mam role of this cinsi ts to track the 
amount of activity m each zone and to aiutate 

SECTION D Hie change' ir the amount of activity m each rone over each timi step. As part of this, the ciass a!-.-- need? to work with an AsrigrimeniPenod to 
load a network with bips. 
see Households, Dis apresare Activity. Ai^e iâ teAct i i r i ty , Asá»/ui ientPeríod 

4. Grid Cell A class that represents a bit of space in a T A Z tones. To ensure mat the two-way association 

between GndCdls and their T A Z s are mamtanied. the coiulntctora foi GrviCeOs autoírutM ally add memíerve í in to the a » o a a t e d T A Z , See 
{compbdespair .model AbstracfTAZ} 

Simulation Day;: This class is used to hack the days that ate being simulated, eg. 7 typical weekdays, or perhaps a typical weekday day arid 
a typical weekend day 

0. Economic Unit This function returns a vector of the P.c2u!arAchvities that the EconorracUnit has to do. These Regular A c t i v é e s have locations 
associated with them. Thus the Econc-mictTrat generally tend3 to locate w*hm a reaionable dirtance of Ihe fcegtiiar Activity location* aisociate? 
< !P.eguUi Activity} > return a Vector of the regular activities 

? Travel Preference J Interface. A class that representó how the preferences for travel by different modes and different iene; of day 

8. tteveloprnent Type toterface: N o niíonnation. . 

9 .Abstract T A Z W o Information 

10. Commodity Quantities This class describes amounts of commodities It is used as an abstract base class for ProductionFunctv>ns and 
Cc^un^>tioriFuncüont 
fá-isee ' : (com pb.deipair.modei.ProductionFuncnon} > 
i ^ e e « (com pb .Jesptó niô'iel ÇonsumptK'riFuncùon}> 

11, Production Function: This ts a mutìivanate function describing the quantities that some rhtng will attemp* to **8 For mirane*, firms sell goods 

and services, while households teS labour. The amount sold wi3 vary with Ihe utility of selling each commodity. The utility is partially tnfiuenced 
by the pnce, to that as prices rue 
economic units will tell more of the commodity 

12. Coaiuriiptioii Function' A dasi that represents Ihe. amount of inputs consumed in the economic actr-tity lia? u a rnurlj-'anate Punition 
describing the quantities that something will attempt to buy lot instance, households buy 
goods and services, wide firms buy! labour as well as goods and services The amount bought will vary with die utility of buying each 

• 

Figure C-12: The help system 




